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Abstract
The hydroclimatic regime of mountain landscapes in the Pacific Northwest, USA
plays a large role in collecting, storing, and distributing water throughout the greater
United States. The complexities of the landscape, vegetation, and anthropogenic
impacts within this region form a dynamic web of interactions that create unique
challenges when quantifying hydrologic variables. This dissertation focuses on these
challenges and introduces a new way of deciphering the driving mechanism of stream-
flow trends.
The first project examines the differences between modeling techniques in moun-
tain terrain. In this project, we use a physically-based regional climate model to
dynamically downscale global climate estimates for winter precipitation over western
Montana. We compare these estimates with an observationally-based model over
the same region. Results show large discrepancies at high elevations where little
observations exist. In these areas, the physics-based model consistently estimates
higher amounts of winter precipitation and interannual variability. Potential biases
in both models are evaluated.
The second project focuses on the uncertainty in estimating winter precipitation
at high elevation using the current observational network. We use Bayesian infer-
ence to calculate and spatially distribute uncertainty across the western Montana
landscape. We analyze this uncertainty in terms of potential differences in win-
ter precipitation over the next 40 years and find that aspect and elevation are key
components in quantifying uncertainty and potential change in mountain terrain.
Overall, we find that current observational networks may be missing climate change
signals at high elevation and we identify optimal locations based on topographic
attributes and climate projections where additional weather stations would be most
beneficial.
The third project expands the boundaries of the domain to the entire Pacific
Northwest, USA. In this project, we develop a framework for distinguishing stream-
flow trends that are driven by land use from those that are driven by climate. This
framework is based on unique runoff sensitivities between driving mechanisms that
are related to water and energy limitations. We validate the framework using over
1,500 stream gages across the United States and then apply it in a case study of the
Pacific Northwest. Our results show that the majority of the streamflow trends are
primarily driven by land use and cover not monotonic changes in climate forcings.
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Chapter 1
Introductory remarks
1
It has been estimated that there are 1,386 million cubic kilometers of water
on earth [49]. This equals approximately 4.63x1046 molecules (two hydrogen, one
oxygen) residing on, under, or over earth’s surface1. Most of these molecules (97.5%)
can be found mixed with salt (one sodium, one chlorine) in one of the four oceans of
this planet. Each year 500,000 cubic kilometers of water evaporate from the surfaces
of these oceans and get transported by wind and other advective forces [49]. This
water is eventually redistributed by precipitation on either land or in other bodies
of water. Every 10 droplets containing as many water molecules as there are stars
in the universe [2]. From here, water may either trickle down through the earth’s
surface to accumulate as groundwater or travel through the shallow vadose zone of
hillslopes to eventually form headwater streams and then larger rivers. Finally, each
molecule returns back to the sea where the process may begin again. This circular
path, known as the hydrologic cycle, forms the foundation of hydrology; the driving
mechanisms, spatial distribution, and uncertainty of this movement in mountain
landscapes form the overarching theme of this dissertation.
The spatial distribution of plants and water across a landscape are intimately
connected to one another [17, 8, 3, 13]. Plants directly transport water through
transpiration, a means by which they control mass and nutrient flow from their
roots upwards towards their leaves for photosynthesis. Transpiration is also used
by plants as a cooling mechanism through evaporation and latent heat of vaporiza-
tion. Indirectly, plants control water through soil alterations, canopy interactions,
shading, wind variation, and radiative forcings [22, 42, 54, 7]. Conversely, however,
water also has control on plants. Plant location, health, and growth rate as well
as the original species type that occupy the landscape are all largely determined by
water magnitude and distribution [8, 52, 13]. These variables are in constant flux as
seasons change, vegetation matures, disease and mortality occur, land management
1This calculation requires the assumptions that 1.0 grams equals 1.0 milliliters and that 1.0
moles equals 18.0158 grams.
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strategies develop, and climate patterns shift; creating a feedback loop between
plants and water that is overall extremely complex as well as sensitive to basin scale
characteristics such as topography, climate, and land use [52, 21, 10].
In complex terrain, such as the mountainous regions of Western Montana, water
and vegetation strongly interact with the surrounding topography. Orographic ef-
fects from the advection of moist air up and over mountain ranges creates increasing
precipitation with elevation. Even more complex precipitation-terrain interactions
include “rain shadows”, dual-layer mountain blocking effects, and wind direction
and speed [19, 50, 45, 47]. Precipitation distribution is further complicated by steep
temperature gradients on mountain slopes where precipitation can fall as rain in
lower elevations and snow in higher elevations [17]. Snow accumulation and melt
can then be affected by net radiation from incoming solar energy and outgoing
longwave emissions from nearby vegetation [7]. Vegetation patterns, themselves,
also correlate with topographic attributes. Slope and aspect are key determinants
of hillslope favorability to vegetation in semiarid environments [21]. Furthermore,
soil properties, which determine the transport and/or retention of water while also
supplying nutrients to vegetation, have been shown to be strongly related to topog-
raphy. In fact, many studies use only topography to predict soil properties across
a landscape [14, 43, 41]. While topographic interactions with plants and water are
complicated, many of them are both deterministic and static; which simplifies the
assumptions and constraints necessary to study them. Unfortunately, not all basin
characteristics are as accommodating.
Climatic conditions within a basin are constantly changing through seasons, nat-
ural oscillations (e.g. Pacific Decadal or El Niño Southern), and/or human-induced
changes through increasing CO2 emissions [20]. Climate variables are stochastic, in
that on any given day a value can be estimated through probability and chance.
Historically, most climate variables have a characteristic probability distribution
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where seasonal fluxes and even natural oscillations can be predicted with reasonable
certainty [53]2. But in the case of human-induced climate change the distributions
themselves are changing, creating variables that are not only stochastic but also
non-stationary [32]3. To make matters worse, it is generally the tails of these distri-
butions that have disproportionately high impact on the surrounding system, but
are much more challenging to study [18, 55]. This non-stationarity and imbalance of
information in the distribution of climate variables feeds into the temporal and spa-
tial patterns of vegetation and water within a catchment; thus, creating a landscape
in constant nonequilibrium [51].
While both topography and climate are basin characteristics that are predeter-
mined, land use can be managed directly by humans. Many studies have shown that
land use changes can have a larger impact on water resources than climate change
[1, 36, 9]. Agriculture, forest management, and urbanization all have large impacts
on the spatial distribution and magnitude of water throughout a landscape [12].
Vegetation type has been shown to greatly affect evapotranspiration, storage and
runoff in a variety of climatic regions [56]. Forested catchments tend to transpire
more than grassland or agriculturally dominated catchments. This has been mainly
attributed to the difference in rooting depth of large trees; which increases available
water for transpiration throughout the year [56, 44, 11, 34]. As species type and
distribution constantly readjust from a consistently changing climate, so too does
the evapotranspiration and runoff.
Long-term trends in the magnitude of river discharge are controlled by the in-
puts and outputs of water within a basin [4]. In the most general sense, these inputs
and outputs can be reduced to simply precipitation and evapotranspiration, respec-
2Prediction capabilities of natural oscillations of sea-surface temperature; including ENSO,
PDO, and AMO; is debatable (see Hirsch [18]), but still these oscillations are better understood
and have the potential to be more accurately predicted than climate change effects directly.
3It is possible that these variables may be exhibiting strong autocorrelation effects that manifest
as non-stationarity when in reality they are simply long-term persistence [6, 26]. Either way, the
result leads to variables that are extremely dynamic over time
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tively. From a management perspective, it is not only magnitude of discharge that
matters, timing of maximum and minimum flows also play an essential role in the
biology, ecology, and economics within a watershed [24, 5]. Interannual trends in
discharge timing are controlled by seasonal processes that include: (i) precipitation
characteristics, (ii) storage and snow dynamics, (iii) soil-water connectivity, and (iv)
vegetation dynamics [31].
Over the years, many studies have focused on identifying trends in streamflow
and their driving mechanisms. In the Pacific Northwest (PNW), the results of these
studies have often been contradicting. Some research has shown declining stream-
flow trends [30, 25], while others suggest these trends are statistically insignificant
[35, 1, 15]. Furthermore, the driving mechanisms of changes in streamflow and
hydrology have been debated. Declines in snowpack have been observed at many
weather stations throughout the PNW [38, 37, 40], but these stations have known
biases towards areas of lower elevation [46, 33, 16]. Research focused on changes
in precipitation at higher elevations have also produced conflicting results. Many
studies have shown increasing or insignificant changes in precipitation within moun-
tain areas [39, 48, 27], while others have suggested decreasing trends [29]. There
has also been research showing increasing actual evapotranspiration across the re-
gion [23, 27] which could have strong impacts on streamflow trends across the PNW
[28]. These contradictions get at the very heart of the complex nature of mountain
hydrology. Dynamic interactions between climate, vegetation, and topography have
created large uncertainty in our estimates of hydrologic change. This dissertation
attempts to untangle some of these complexities and shed light on the uncertainties
and driving mechanisms of change in mountain regions.
This dissertation has been broken into three distinct projects. The first project,
Dynamically downscaled winter precipitation over complex terrain of the Central
Rockies of Western Montana, USA, explores the complexities and potential biases
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of modeling winter precipitation in mountainous regions. This project has been pub-
lished in Water Resources Research. The second project, Detectability of change in
winter precipitation within mountain landscapes: spatial patterns and uncertainty,
quantifies and spatially distributes the uncertainty in measuring change in win-
ter precipitation at high elevation. This project is currently in the review process
with Water Resources Research. Finally, the third project, Disentangling hydro-
logic trends in the Pacific Northwest, USA, develops and validates a new framework
for distinguishing between the driving mechanisms of change in streamflow. The
method is tested on the Pacific Northwest, USA and is used to clarify hydrocli-
matic change in the region. Additionally, an appendix that includes information
on Bayesian inference, the Budyko framework, supplementary material, and Corre-
spondences with peer-reviewed journals related to this body of work is included in
the back of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Dynamically downscaled winter
precipitation over complex terrain of the
Central Rockies of Western Montana, USA
The following chapter has been published in Water Resources Research and can be cited as:
Silverman, N. L., Maneta, M. P., Chen, S. H., & Harper, J. T. (2013). Dynamically downscaled
winter precipitation over complex terrain of the Central Rockies of Western Montana, USA. Water
Resources Research, 49(1), 458-470.
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2.1 Introduction
Winter precipitation stored as snow plays a crucial role in providing spring and sum-
mer water resources across the Western United States. Soil moisture and groundwa-
ter are essential to hydrologic and ecologic systems during the spring growing season;
while late summer river discharge is critical for irrigation, energy production, and
urban water use. Hydrologic regions driven by snowmelt are especially sensitive to
winter precipitation magnitude and spatial distribution in headwater catchments
[13]. In this regard, the Central Rockies of Western Montana are of particular in-
terest. This area acts as the “Crown of the Continent” by which precipitation that
falls within the region may end up as part of either the Arctic, Atlantic, or Pacific
Oceans. Major river systems such as the Columbia, Missouri, and Saskatchewan
are all impacted by the weather and climate of Western Montana. Therefore, an
accurate assessment of the volume of water input within this region and how it
is distributed is critical to understanding its ecohydrologic and economic function.
Furthermore, it is also an important region when evaluating the impacts of climate
change across the Western U.S. and North America.
Hydrologic models used for flood forecasting, water resource management, and
regional climate change studies, often rely on winter precipitation derived from per-
manent observational networks such as SNOTEL (SNOpack TELemetry), RAWS
(Remote Automated Weather Stations), and COOP (NOAA Cooperative Observer
Program) [11, 7, 33]. These networks are usually sparse in mountain regions and
may be insufficient to characterize precipitation across complex terrain and at high
elevations [52, 51, 1]. They are, furthermore, subject to measurement errors, such as
snow under-catch, as well as local biases caused by rough topography and microcli-
mate [14, 23, 49]. With high relief, steep slopes, and numerous valleys and parallel
ranges, Western Montana potentially experiences exacerbated levels of each of these
issues.
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An alternative to the use of ground observations to estimate winter precipita-
tion is to dynamically downscale global climate model (GCM) simulations using a
regional climate model (RCM). RCMs can provide both high spatial and temporal
resolution (sub-kilometer and hourly, respectively) in areas with complex topog-
raphy and little or no observational data. This makes them ideal in evaluating
climate at the watershed scale and in areas with sparse ground observations. Dy-
namical RCMs use physically based mass and energy transfer equations between
the atmosphere and land surface as well as advective flux terms from outside the
model domain to estimate precipitation. The governing equations are solved with
appropriate boundary and initial conditions provided by a Global Climate Model
(GCM) and therefore do not require direct information from ground observations.
In this study, we adopt the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model [54]
as the RCM with boundary conditions from the National Center for Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecasting System (GFS) Final (FNL) reanalysis
to estimate winter precipitation. Although dynamical models, such as WRF, avoid
many of the issues surrounding observational data, they exhibit biases stemming
from the physics schemes, downscaling methodology, and parameter estimations [4].
These biases, as well as the associated uncertainties, should be evaluated before use
as input to hydrologic models.
Here we compare the results of our WRF simulations with the Parameter-
elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM) [9, 10]. PRISM is one
of the most comprehensive and widely used observationally based climate datasets.
Its estimated precipitation and temperature fields are commonly used in hydrologic
studies of watersheds with complex topography [40, 42, 56]. PRISM uses a statisti-
cally derived linear lapse rate to interpolate between observations that are weighted
according to a variety of environmental and station location factors. Such factors in-
clude: station clustering, distance, and elevation; slope aspect and gradient; coastal
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proximity; effective terrain height; atmospheric layering; and topographic position
[10]. By incorporating these factors into the weighting scheme, PRISM is able to
embrace some of the non-linear physics that are otherwise lacking in standard statis-
tically based models. Although it uses advanced algorithms, the accuracy of PRISM
is still highly dependent on both observational quantity and quality; which makes it
susceptible to sparse data in high mountain ranges. Nevertheless, PRISM is widely
used as forcing data in hydrologic studies since it is perhaps the best observationally
based method available.
In this paper we analyze the spatial distribution of winter precipitation over the
Central Rockies of Western Montana as simulated by WRF and PRISM. We do
not attempt to validate WRF with PRISM but instead simply compare the results
of the two models and discuss the similarities, differences, and biases in the con-
text of hydrologic modeling. We use the winter seasons from 2000-2006 and notice
overall similarities between the two models but some significant differences at high
elevations on mountain ranges upstream of the continental divide. We suggest that
the WRF model’s simulations in poorly-sampled areas, where PRISM is expected
to under-perform, appear more realistic based on previous studies on advection of
moist air masses over complex terrain [19, 48, 28] and that practitioners should be
cautious when using statistical and observationally based models as a validation
benchmark to dynamical models. Furthermore, the differences in the two models
raise a particular concern when using observation-based winter precipitation esti-
mates to force hydrologic models because there is potential for large underprediction
at high elevations in complex terrain. This may have significant consequences in the
assessment of available water in mountain regions, and therefore, have implications
for flood forecasting, water resource management and the assessment of the hydro-
logic impacts of climate change.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Model
WRF is a compressible, non-hydrostatic weather model using terrain-following co-
ordinates. The governing equations are written in flux-form, which conserves mass
and dry entropy. The Advance Research WRF (WRF-ARW) model version 3.2 [54]
is used for climate downscaling. Three domains with 2-way nesting are configured
for all simulations. Two-way nesting is used to upscale the terrain and cloud effects
to coarser domains in order to provide more accurate boundary conditions to higher
resolution domains in complex topographic areas. This method has been shown to
lead to overall more accurate results [58, 18]. Figure 3.1 illustrates the location
of the three domains. The NCEP (National Center for Environmental Prediction)
GFS-FNL (Global Forecasting System Final) Operational Global Analysis is used
to drive the WRF downscaling simulations. The FNL has a spatial resolution of 1
degree x 1 degree and a temporal resolution of 6 hours. The data was produced
using the Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) to continuously assimilate ob-
servations from the Global Telecommunications System (GTS), satellites, and other
sources into model outputs. This study uses results from domain 3.
The model was configured with the 6-class microphysics scheme [20], the Monin-
Obukhov with Carlson-boland surface layer physics [39], the Yonsei University plan-
etary boundary [43], the Noah land surface model [6], and the Kain-Fritsch scheme
was used for cumulus parameterization in domains 1 and 2 [26, 25]. We did not use
a cumulus scheme for the inner domain (domain 3) because the 4 km resolution can
resolve convection explicitly [27]. These schemes were chosen based on similar stud-
ies performed over California and Nevada during the same time period and using
the identical dataset for boundary conditions [45].
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Figure 2.1: Nested domains used in the WRF dynamic downscaling. The outer domain
has a resolution of 36km, the middle domain “d02” has a resolution of 12km, and the
inner domain “d03” has a resolution of 4km and is the boundary of our study site.
2.2.2 Study site
The study site domain is approximately 160,000 km2 with latitude ranging from
around 44.7oN to 49oN and longitude from 110oW to 116oW. Within the study site
there are several mountain ranges making up the larger range of the Central Rocky
Mountains. This study focuses on the ranges west of the continental divide where
terrain is most complex and precipitation is more abundant. This area of the state
is drained predominantly by the Kootenai, Clark Fork, and Flathead Rivers which
contribute to the greater Columbia River and eventually the Pacific Ocean. The
origins of these rivers lie within the high western slopes of the Central Rockies and
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Figure 2.2: Study domain with major cities, mountain ranges and SNOTEL stations
labeled. While statistics include the entire domain, many of the results are focused on
the areas within Montana and west of the continental divide as these areas are the most
topographically complex and moisture rich. SNOTEL* are the stations within this area
and used in the model comparisons.
their flow magnitude and timing–along with the larger rivers they feed–are critical
to the water resources of the Pacific Northwest.
Montana elevations west of the divide vary from 600 meters in the northwest
corner of the state to over 3,000 meters on the peaks of the Bitterroot, Mission, and
Lewis ranges (Figure 2.2). Many of the mountain ranges are oriented in the north-
south direction with predominant climate patterns moving west to east. These
climate patterns are primarily driven by Pacific coastal systems with occasional
interruptions by continental air masses from the north and east. This gives rise to
strong orographic uplifting over steep topographic gradients as these systems move
in from the relatively flat areas of Eastern Washington and Oregon. This leads to
large amounts of precipitation, which normally falls as snow at high elevations during
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winter months. Precipitation in this region is highly correlated with elevation. Areas
adjacent to mountain ranges are generally wetter, with the exception of rain shadow
effects on lee-side (eastern) slopes and valleys.
2.2.3 Experimental Setup
A single WRF simulation was run for the years 2000-2006. Winter precipitation
was extracted from this dataset and evaluated over the complex terrain of Western
Montana. During this time period both El Niño and La Niña events took place. In
2000 a weaker La Niña winter marked cooler and wetter conditions while in 2002,
2004, and 2006 El Niño effects created warmer winter conditions. Winter months
are defined as December through March because these are the months in which
precipitation falls mainly as snow. For the dynamical downscaling we used three
domains with resolutions of 36 km, 12 km, and 4km, respectively (Figure 3.1). The
model was integrated with a time step of 180 s for domain 1. Monthly statistics
computed for this study were based on hourly output from the model.
The PRISM dataset was regridded to match WRF using simple inverse distance
weighting. PRISM data are gridded interpolated values at 4 km resolution from
observations using a network of weather stations. These observations are weighted
using environmental and station location factors. PRISM data are averaged to give
monthly accumulated precipitation which determined the temporal resolution of the
dynamical downscaling for accurate comparisons between the models.
Thirty-two SNOTEL stations from within Montana and west of the continental
divide (SNOTEL* in Figure 2.2) were compared with overlapping grid cells from
both models. These stations were chosen because they include areas of complex
terrain and high precipitation rates. One station (Noisy Basin) was thrown out as
an outlier due to leverage on regression statistics. Since precise SNOTEL locations
are not given and grid-cell to point comparisons have a range of issues [37], this
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Table 2.1: Standard WRF and PRISM statistics calculated for all grid cells within the
domain.
WRF PRISM Difference
(mm/mo.) (mm/mo.) (WRF − PRISM)
Minimum 7.14 4.48 2.66
Mean 76.37 55.49 20.88
Maximum 454.04 316.60 137.45
Stdev. Min. 0.68 1.07 -0.39
Stdev. Mean 15.06 16.58 -1.52
Stdev. Max 91.53 84.22 7.32
outlier could be related to a number of factors which will be discussed in more
detail in the subsequent section.
2.3 Results
Topography determined, to a large extent, the spatial distribution of precipitation
(Figure 2.3). Dominant patterns of orographic lifting, lee-side rain shadows, and
mountain blocking effects were generally captured by both models. Maximum pre-
cipitation occurs along the peaks of the western ranges and minima are located east
of the continental divide. There are also local precipitation minima in valleys east
of high elevation ranges.
General statistics for winter precipitation for the WRF (domain 3) and PRISM
models are illustrated in Table 2.1. Overall, WRF predicts consistently higher val-
ues of winter precipitation with the largest discrepancy in the maximum values
(137.446 mm/mo.). Differences in the overall interannual standard deviation across
the domain are less consistent. WRF has a slightly lower minimum and mean stan-
dard deviation, and a higher maximum. These results are most likely related to
topographic effects that are discussed below.
A comparison of each model with a selected group of SNOTEL stations show
that WRF tends to overestimate precipitation at the SNOTEL sites and PRISM
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(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) is the average monthly winter precipitation (mm) estimates from the
WRF model. (b) is the average monthly winter precipitation (mm) estimates from PRISM.
Topographic contours are overlaid in both maps and the dark black lines are the Idaho-
Montana state boundary.
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underestimates precipitation at the SNOTEL sites (Figures 2.4a and b). WRF has a
bias and root mean squared error (RMSE) of 34.64 and 61.37 mm/mo., respectively.
PRISM has a bias and RMSE of -7.54 and 26.16 mm/mo., respectively. There are
some inherent issues with comparing SNOTEL point observations with 4-km grid-
cells. In complex terrain, grid-cell elevation, aspect, and slope are averaged across
the landscape while SNOTEL observations are of a single point. Spatial distribution
of winter precipitation across a 4-km area is known to vary greatly and therefore
direct comparison can be misleading [37]. In addition, SNOTEL precipitation gauges
have been shown to exhibit large undercatch biases [14, 50]. Furthermore, these
same observations are used by PRISM in its statistical interpolation. This presents
a best case scenario for the PRISM model, while WRF’s predictions are completely
independent of SNOTEL observations. Nonetheless, these results are similar to those
throughout this study: WRF generally predicts higher amounts of precipitation
than PRISM and both models may have associated biases that exacerbate their
differences.
We performed a standard principal component analysis for both PRISM and
WRF to further investigate the spatial patterns of precipitation over the region.
The spatial loadings for the first six components are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
The first component alone accounts for 69.5% and 68.7% of the total variance of
the WRF and PRISM datasets, respectively. The first three components explain
more than 85% in both datasets. The first two components have high loadings of
the same sign across the domain indicating high spatial correlation of the precip-
itation process, which may be associated with frontal events sweeping the entire
region. The smaller modes (components 3 and above) are still relevant since they
absorb more than 10% of the variability and show spatial patterns clustered around
high topographic regions that may be interpreted as local storm events induced by
high topography. The spatial patterns presented by the first 6 leading components
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(a) (b)
1
Figure 2.4: Thirty-two SNOTEL observations from areas of complex terrain and west of
the continental divide (SNOTEL* stations in Figure 2.2) are compared with the models.
The solid line represents the idealized 1:1 relationship and the dashed line represents the
best fit linear regression. Statistical comparisons between the model and observations
are provided. (a) is the comparison with the WRF model. Here, predicted values tend
to overestimate SNOTEL observations. (b) is the comparison with the PRISM model.
Overall, PRISM tends to underestimate SNOTEL observations. These data present a
best case scenario for PRISM because the SNOTEL observations themselves are used in
the model.
were remarkably similar in both datasets, suggesting that the main processes that
drive the spatial distribution of precipitation were properly captured. As expected,
divergence between WRF and PRISM increased in the smaller modes of variability.
While the overall spatial distribution of the precipitation was consistent be-
tween WRF and PRISM, the magnitude of the precipitation was vastly different,
as revealed in the difference map (Figure 2.7). WRF consistently estimated higher
amounts of precipitation on high elevation peaks and slightly lower amounts of pre-
cipitation in the valleys when compared to PRISM. In some places, such as the
Mission Mountains (approximately 47.30N and 113.80W) WRF estimated twice as
much precipitation (440 mm/mo. versus 240 mm/mo.). This is because WRF
tended to sustain steeper precipitation lapse rates at high elevation.
The distribution of precipitation versus elevation for both WRF and PRISM
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Figure 2.5: Spatial loadings for the first 6 principal components of the WRF monthly
winter precipitation. The first component accounts for 69.5% of the variance and is most
likely related to large frontal events with high spatial correlation. The smaller modes are
more closely tied to local events.
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Figure 2.6: Spatial loadings for the first 6 principal components of the PRISM monthly
winter precipitation. The first component accounts for 68.7% of the variance and is most
likely related to large frontal events with high spatial correlation. The smaller modes are
more closely tied to local events. The first four components are very similar to the first
four components from the WRF model.
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Figure 2.7: A map WRF values minus PRISM values. The largest differences are in
the high elevations. Topographic contours are overlaid. The dark black line is the Idaho-
Montana state boundary.
confirms that WRF consistently estimated higher precipitation at high elevation
and that the disagreement between the two models increases with elevation (Figure
2.7). In both models the largest amount of precipitation was seen on the peaks
between 1,300 and 2,200 m west of the continental divide. Many of the highest
peaks (2,400 m and greater), however, are located east of the continental divide
where precipitation is reduced because of rain shadow effects
In both datasets, high elevation areas that have large precipitation amounts are
also the areas that had the highest interannual variability and therefore introduce the
largest uncertainty in the assessment of total volume of precipitation over the region
(Figure 2.8). WRF generally shows larger variability in higher elevation regions and
PRISM has slightly higher variability at low elevation. High elevation areas (> 1800
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m) account for approximately 50% of the total study region and account for an even
larger share of the total precipitation input. Unfortunately, these regions are also
the ones that are the most under-sampled by permanent monitoring networks.
The longitudinal distribution of precipitation in the region is elucidated by five
cross-sections cut through the main ranges and valleys (Figure 2.9). Overall, in
low elevation regions both models agreed in their estimation of precipitation. The
biggest discrepancies were observed at the first significant topographic barrier on
the western (lee-side) of the region (e.g. 2.9a). When storms reach steep terrain
both models increased precipitation at similar lapse rates as topography steepened
but diverged at moderate and high elevation. PRISM’s precipitation lapse rate
’flattened’ at about 1200 m and a value of 100 mm/mo. before the first peak (e.g.
west of 14.25oW) while WRF’s estimate of precipitation continued increasing until
it peaked at more than twice this for the top of the mountain. The recession trend
on the lee-side of the first (westernmost) peak is similar for both models. Figures
2.9b and 2.9c present two isolated peaks located near the longitudinal center of the
domain. In this case precipitation lapse trends were similar through the windward
side of the mountain but WRF estimated a sustained increase in precipitation past
the peak and over the lee side of the mountain. While there are no data available
to confirm enhanced precipitation or snow on the leeward side of the mountain,
this is often the case in isolated peaks when strong updrafts on the windward side
precludes precipitation until the storm reaches the leeside [8, 21]. In other cases,
topography ramps up more gradually, such as the transition from the Salmon River
valley through the Clearwater and Bitterroot Mountains (Figure 2.9d, longitude
1160W to 1140W). In this case WRF still estimated higher precipitation than PRISM
over these ranges until it reaches the Bitterroot valley at about 1140W. Elevations
further east in the Sapphire and Pintlar mountains, even though higher, are in the
rain shadow of the Bitterroot mountains and receive less precipitation. Agreement
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.8: Interannual standard deviation map of (a) WRF and (b) PRISM. Topo-
graphic contours are overlaid and the dark black line represents the Idaho-Montana state
boundary. The highest standard deviation is generally in areas of high elevation.
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between WRF and PRISM is better in this region.
In general, WRF and PRISM agreed well in the estimation of precipitation in
the regions east of the first topographic barrier once WRF released moisture carried
by the air mass. As discussed below, this may be interpreted as an overestimation of
the effect of topography or an overestimation of the moisture content in the air mass
by WRF, but also should be considered under the perspective of an underestimation
of the precipitation by PRISM because its algorithm relies on measurements that
are usually taken at low and moderate elevations.
Agreement between models is relatively good in the southern mountain regions
within the domain. The southernmost cross-section runs through a region of higher
elevation (Figure 2.9e). WRF and PRISM predict similarly through the entire cross-
section. Most likely, this is caused by relatively lower precipitation across the region
and no clear individual topographic barrier that forces the uplift of moist air. It is
worth noting that, for all cross-sections, the models were in good agreement in many
places where a SNOTEL station exists while model divergences often occurred in
regions where PRISM’s estimation was far from SNOTEL locations.
2.4 Discussion
Winter weather in western Montana is driven by the west-east pass of frontal storms
originated in the Pacific Northwest, regional lee-side cyclones [50] and other local
storms that are associated with topography and restricted to smaller areas. Frontal
passage is highly influenced by the Pacific North American pattern (PNA) [5], with
wetter winters associated with negative PNA anomalies. Both local storms and
frontal passage determine the spatial distribution of precipitation over the region.
Because frontal events impact the entire region, we expect precipitation inputs from
these storms to be highly spatially autocorrelated. On the other hand, storms
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Figure 2.9: Five cross-sections (a-e) taken north to south through the study domain.
Both WRF (blue) and PRISM (red) winter precipitation are illustrated with their re-
spective standard deviation. The black line is topographic elevation. Cross-sections are
located on the DEM and triangles mark the SNOTEL stations on both the cross-sections
and DEM map. SNOTEL stations located within 4km north or south of the cross-section
were included. SNOTEL station locations on the cross-sections are approximate.
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associated with topography are local in nature and may remain undetected or poorly
characterized in areas without ground sensors. This has implications in the accuracy
of observationally based models as well as validation of dynamically and physically
based models.
In this study, we find the largest discrepancies between models is over areas
where no observational data is available. This makes the validation of the models
very challenging. In general, both models showed a strong correlation between pre-
cipitation and elevation; rain shadowing effects from larger mountain ranges were
also captured by both models. Furthermore, the dominant spatial patterns as iden-
tified in the leading EOF modes analysis also agreed, which provides confidence in
the ability of both WRF and PRISM to capture the large scale patterns of pre-
cipitation. The more fundamental differences between the two models are greatest
near mountain tops where the amount of precipitation and interannual variability
are the highest. WRF generally predicts a larger amount of precipitation at higher
elevations than PRISM; previous studies typically attribute this difference to an
overestimation by WRF [57, 4, 16]. Most of these studies, however, were either
focused on different geographic regions (mainly coastal) or were performed at much
lower spatial resolutions. For this reason, a complete explanation must include the
possibility of both, overestimating by WRF and/or underestimating by PRISM.
2.4.1 WRF wet bias
Previous dynamical downscaling studies have shown that positive precipitation bias
in WRF may be either inherited from the driving GCM data or contributed by
WRF itself due to the physics parameterizations [4]. Any biases in the GCM data
are partially corrected through the assimilation of observations in the FNL (Final)
analysis. While this may reduce any exaggerated moisture fluxes within the GCM, it
does not completely eliminate the possibility of precipitation overestimation which
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could then be transferred to the WRF model [22].
Precipitation bias within WRF could come from a number of sources. Some stud-
ies have shown that precipitation bias increases with higher resolution [30]. This
may be attributed to sensitivity in physics parameterizations and dependence on
spatial resolution. At 4 km resolution, Mass et al. [34] showed that numerical fore-
cast models have the highest positive precipitation bias when compared to model
results with resolutions of 36 km and 12 km. They also note, however, that the
over-prediction is largely dependent on the intensity of the rainfall and that high
intensities from the 4-km resolution was the most skillful. A similar finding was re-
cently reported by Jin and Wen [24]. The overestimation of precipitation could be
because most of the physics parameterizations in mesoscale models were originally
developed for a coarser resolution. At greater resolutions there is less topographic
smoothing and higher elevations will be preserved, increasing orographic effects and
making it possible for higher precipitation amounts to exist. Also, higher precipi-
tation and temperature fluxes due to better represented topography improves the
simulation of the snowpack, which feeds back into the atmospheric system, altering
(typically reducing) latent heat exchanges from the land surface to the atmosphere
[24].
Another suggested cause of WRF wet bias is the land use characteristic map. The
WRF default, used in this study, is the USGS Global Land Cover Characteristics
dataset, compiled in 1992-1993. There is a more current dataset available in WRF,
the IGBP-MODIS land cover database that was compiled with data from 2001-2002.
A visual inspection of these two land use maps (not shown) suggests that there are
only minor differences within our study domain, and recent studies have suggested
that the effect of a more accurate land use map is limited. Pohl [46] showed that, if
anything, using the newer MODIS dataset slightly increases precipitation and that
a rainfall bias is more likely to be related to model physics than the prescribed land
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use.
The WRF model physics are complex and determining optimal parameters for
specific regions is still an active area of research. Most of the configurations used in
this study are recommended values or based on previous simulations at similar res-
olutions and geographic regions [15, 45]. One of the most critical parameterization
schemes in WRF is the cloud convection. We use the Kain-Fritsch scheme [26, 25] to
estimate atmospheric mass flux. While most of the schemes available in WRF have
similar skill in precipitation estimation, the Kain-Fritsch scheme tends to predict
spatial distribution particularly well and is less sensitive to grid-cell resolution. It
has, however, been shown to overpredict lower intensity rain events as well as pre-
cipitation in mountain regions [59, 4]. Caldwell et al. [4] show that the alternative
schemes do not necessarily produce less moisture but simply distribute it differently,
producing slightly less precipitation (approximately 5%) in mountain regions at the
expense of increasing precipitation in regions upstream. Determining whether us-
ing alternative physics schemes would produce a more accurate description of the
precipitation distribution is challenging. Most likely, the potential wet bias in the
model is from a combination of sources including boundary conditions, the choice of
physics and dynamic parameters, and characterization of the land surface. Optimiz-
ing parameters to improve the representation of precipitation is challenging because
the observational data itself may have its own associated biases.
2.4.2 PRISM dry bias
The majority of the studies that have identified precipitation bias in WRF use
reconstructed precipitation fields from PRISM or other statistical models [4, 45, 47].
Herein lies the difficulty in quantifying the true bias of WRF. Mass balance studies of
PRISM-produced climate have shown the potential for substantial underestimation
of precipitation in headwater catchments [60]. Underestimates in statistical models
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may come from a variety of sources: systematic measurement error, station location
bias, data sparseness, and complex physical interactions at high elevation to name
a few.
Systematic measurement error is well documented in many hydrologic and atmo-
spheric studies [3, 14, 61]. Precipitation gauges tend to measure less precipitation
than actual amounts due to wind-blowing effects, evaporation before measurement,
and wetting losses on the walls of the gauge. While many of these effects can be mi-
nor, the accumulated monthly sum can be upwards of 2-10% depending on location,
average temperatures, and rain intensity [14, 50]. These errors can be corrected
but the majority of the station data used in observationally based models have not
been rigorously checked for quality or accuracy [9]. The overall differences, however,
between the two models cannot be explained by measurement error alone.
Precipitation gauge locations are often in areas that are easy to access and on av-
erage at relatively low elevations compared the surrounding landscape. This leaves
large areas atop mountains with little to no observational data [49, 38]. In a study
within Western Montana, Gillan et al. [12] found that more than 25% of the snow
water equivalent (SWE) accumulated above the highest observation station. They
further note that more than 70% of SWE is accumulated above the average eleva-
tion of the surrounding stations. Most statistical methods compensate for this by
including information on elevation, slope, orientation, and effective height relative
to station location as covariate factors that help extrapolate precipitation values.
PRISM is a complete statistical model in that it incorporates all of the above men-
tioned parameters into its weighting scheme to determine a local linear precipitation
lapse rate [10]. This method has proven to be very accurate in regions with ample
observational data, linear lapse rates, and stable air flow, but may introduce errors in
regions with complex precipitation lapse rates such as mountain regions [36]. Jeton
et al. [23] found that in areas of poorly resolved elevation PRISM underestimated
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precipitation up to 60% in comparison to SNOTEL station data. Some of this error
may be attributed to the inherent difficulty in comparing point data with grid cell
averages but Jeton et al. [23] point out that there is a general pattern of PRISM
underestimation in areas of higher mean annual precipitation.
Furthermore, statistical models (including PRISM) do not use information about
wind direction and speed, airflow dynamics, or cloud properties. In complex terrain
these physical parameters can lead to strong non-linearity in precipitation-elevation
relationships. The amount of precipitation along windward slopes is related to the
magnitude of the horizontal flow impinging on a mountain barrier. This flow can
act as an enhancement to precipitation on windward slopes and can vary in both
space and time due to numerous climatic factors. If low-level fronts are blocked by
mountain barriers, orographic effects can take place further downstream as upper
level flows ascend the blocked air. This creates precipitation at lower levels and
a more gradual lapse rate. If there is no lower-level blockage, upslope flow does
not occur until interacting with the windward mountain slope [41]. This increases
lapse rate and enhances mountaintop precipitation. To compensate for this, statis-
tical methods use a temporal average but this may lead to errors in precipitation
magnitude and spatial distribution in complex terrain [21].
2.4.3 Spatial distribution
As noted previously, the overall spatial distribution is similar between PRISM and
WRF. Precipitation trends are dominated by orographic effects where terrain cre-
ates uplift and precipitation increases with elevation. In both models, maximum
precipitation occurs at high elevations and minimums in the flat valleys and plains
east of the continental divide. There are, however, large differences between WRF
and PRISM in the precipitation response to orographic effects on the western (wind-
ward) slopes of the Central Rockies. In mountain ranges east of this initial rise WRF
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and PRISM have more comparable estimates.
Several possible reasons may account for the inconsistencies of west-to-east rain-
fall patterns between WRF and PRISM. There are two main air masses that affect
the Central Rockies: the maritime polar air and the continental polar air. The
maritime polar air mass originates from the Pacific and is characterized by cool
moist air that comes in from the west and rises up, over, and across the Central
Rockies. When this moisture laden air gets advected over the western slopes of local
mountain ranges it can lead to large amounts of precipitation and a decrease in hu-
midity. In contrast, the continental polar air mass originates from the north and is
characterized by cold and dry air. This air mass is common east of the continental
divide and contains less moisture and consequently produces less precipitation [29].
The two distinctly different air masses along with the large topographic relief of the
Central Rockies create many complex physical relationships between wind, humid-
ity, and terrain. In addition, the locations of peak rainfall can be shifted between
statistical and dynamical model results over high, narrow mountain ranges due to
cloud developing time and advection. Smaller mountains take less time for a storm
to pass over and therefore rainfall maximum can be shifted to the peak or lee side
of the mountain. Dynamical models can simulate this trend while observationally
based models may have difficulties where data are sparse.
Moisture influx from frontal passage originating in the Pacific has been shown to
be strongly correlated with precipitation over the western United States; the steep
terrain of the Rockies is efficient at extracting this moisture from orographic forcings
which makes humidity a key component of weather prediction [28]. Previous models
have used only humidity, dominant wind direction, and topographic orientation to
successfully predict precipitation patterns in the Northwest United States [19, 48].
By this notion and the greater understanding of the characteristics of the regional
air masses, it is anticipated that the western slopes of our domain would receive
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significantly more precipitation than the more interior slopes [2]. WRF appears to
more consistently agree with this trend while PRISM estimates seem to more closely
follow pure elevational trends (Figure 2.9).
The discrepancy in the two models could be a seasonal effect. Annual relation-
ships between elevation and precipitation have been found to differ greatly from
seasonal relationships in regions of complex terrain [17, 19, 53]. In a study using
long-term precipitation records over an experimental watershed in Western Idaho,
Hanson [17] found that “winter storms produced ≈5 times more precipitation at the
higher elevations than at the low elevations” and that “precipitation increase with
elevation was much less during summer months than during the winter months”.
This particular study location, while outside of our domain, is very similar in longi-
tude to our study domain and located on the western flanks of the Central Rockies.
Since we focus only on winter precipitation and PRISM uses annual climatic trends
to weight station observations [10], PRISM may be dampening the winter precip-
itation lapse rates in areas upstream of the continental divide. For example, in
summer months, precipitation is more uniformly distributed across the landscape;
this leads to a stronger correlation between similarly oriented adjacent mountain
ranges than what might exist in the winter. This may explain why PRISM does not
consistently estimate the large peak of precipitation on the western flanks of our
domain. It should also be noted that while the discrepancy between the two models
is generally largest in the most western locations, these are also the areas with the
largest variation which makes the difference in the two models less significant.
2.4.4 Hydrologic Implications
Regional hydrologic models used in climate change studies [31, 55, 44] are depen-
dent on the output from climate models. Many of these models use data derived
from PRISM or WRF as forcings; this makes their differences (and biases) all the
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more important to understand. Our results show that over much of Western Mon-
tana both PRISM and WRF agree in their estimates of winter precipitation but
at high elevations, especially west of the continental divide, their estimates diverge
considerably. When using these models at a regional scale (e.g. for aid in develop-
ing management strategies) these differences may lead to large discrepancies as the
forcings (and uncertainties) propagate into hydrologic models.
In some cases, where precipitation is shifted between PRISM and WRF, mass
balance may be altered between two adjacent watersheds. This effect is noticeable
in Figure 2.9b where WRF predicts a much larger amount of precipitation on the
leeward slopes of the Mission Mountains (approximately 114o W). In this area, the
precipitation that falls on the leeward slopes direct water into the Hungry Horse
Reservoir and through the 172 m tall Hungry Horse Dam. This dam is the third
tallest within the Columbia River watershed and is a key component in regulating
power, recreation, and flooding in the Pacific Northwest. This shift in precipitation
may be the result of wind advection in WRF that is not directly accounted for in
statistical models. Similar results have been seen in other WRF comparison studies
in the Rocky Mountains [15].
Precipitation at high elevations is important because it falls mainly as snow
in the Central Rockies and will most likely continue to fall as snow even under
climate change scenarios [35]. Therefore, misrepresenting high elevation snowpack
can greatly affect snowmelt timing and magnitude predictions [12, 35]. Furthermore,
this misrepresentation can feedback into snowmelt predictions from the alteration
of depth, albedo, and slope aspect [32]. Snowmelt timing and magnitude are key
components to the water resources of the Western United States and quantifying
their effects is imperative to future planning and management strategy development.
Hydrologic models used for these purposes often use discharge measurements to
calibrate regional parameters. If snowpack and melt are misrepresented in the input,
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parameterization of these models can lead to inaccurate future predictions.
2.5 Conclusion
In this comparison study of predicted winter precipitation in complex terrain of the
Central Rockies in Western Montana we found that both physics-based dynamical
downscaling (WRF) and observationally-based interpolation (PRISM) methods of
regional climate modeling agree overall across the domain. There are, however, cer-
tain areas within the region where differences are large and important. Specifically,
in the areas of high elevation and west of the continental divide, WRF tends to pre-
dict higher amounts of precipitation than PRISM. Moreover, the locations of peak
rainfall from WRF are often shifted downstream toward the mountain summit or lee
side in high, narrow mountainous regions. Variance structure is similar within the
domain where WRF has higher interannual variance than PRISM at high elevations.
Although, we emphasize that with a study period of only 6 years, strong conclusions
on interannual variability should not be made.
Lastly, the differences between WRF and PRISM may be significant when using
these predictions as forcings for hydrologic models. Studies have shown that model
derived precipitation may be more accurate than observations [52]. Therefore, it
is possible that Western Montana is, indeed, receiving more precipitation at high
elevations than our observational data suggests and this precipitation may play a
major role in mitigating some of the effects of climate change on rivers and water
resources.
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Chapter 3
Detectability of change in winter
precipitation within mountain landscapes:
spatial patterns and uncertainty
The following chapter has been reviewed by the journal Water Resources Research and revisions
are currently underway. The paper can be cited as: Silverman, N.L. & Maneta, M.P. (In Review).
Detectability of change in winter preciptiation within mountain landscapes: spatial patterns and
uncertainty. Water Resources Research.
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3.1 Introduction
The evaluation of historical trends in climate variables relies heavily on accurate
long-term observations. When using these observations to spatially extrapolate in-
formation the accuracy is tied to the representativeness of the point observation to
the surrounding landscape [33, 11]. In mountainous regions, large spatial variability
due to complex interactions between topography and weather patterns can lead to
high uncertainty when spatially distributing climate variables [35, 4]. If the uncer-
tainty in the estimate is larger than the historical trend, then the change will likely
go undetected.
In the Western United States, the SNOwpack TELemetry (SNOTEL) network
serves as the main observational tool for measuring winter precipitation in mountain
regions. The SNOTEL network is comprised of 858 automated weather stations
located throughout 13 states, including Alaska. The stations include a storage type
rain gage which continuously collects precipitation data throughout the water year.
The network was originally established to help forecast spring runoff and water
resources in snow-dominated basins during the agricultural growing season [58]. For
this reason, stations were mainly located in areas that were easily accessible and
protected from public disruption. Currently, however, the network is often used
for spatially distributed modeling and climate change research in spite of the sub-
optimal configuration for these types of studies [40].
Natural interannual variability of precipitation tends to increase with elevation
in mountainous terrain [53, 16, 4, 47, 20]. The characterization of such variability
is complicated by the sparse network of SNOTEL observations at high elevations
relative to the complexity of the topography [51, 2, 41, 50, 11]. This can lead to large
amounts of uncertainty when extrapolating precipitation estimates from ground ob-
servations. In fact, some continental scale data assimilation products completely
remove observations in complex terrain from their analysis in order to avoid in-
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troducing large errors in their precipitation estimates [33]. Unfortunately, when
estimating the availability of water resources at the regional scale, ground stations
in complex terrain are often the only source of information. Reliable estimates of
precipitation in mountain regions require that we understand how the representa-
tiveness of the of ground observations propagates across the landscape [5]. These
estimates are especially important because they account for a significant share of
the total precipitation in a region and will likely fall as snow during winter months
even under predicted climate change scenarios [37].
Rising global temperature affects the distribution and timing of precipitation
within the earth’s hydrologic cycle. Specifically, increasing air temperature leads
to an overall drying effect on land through greater evapotranspiration, while the
capacity to hold moisture in the air increases as described by the Clausius-Capeyron
relationship between temperature and vapor pressure. This effect can lead to an
intensification of the hydrologic cycle as well as fundamental changes in precipitation
patterns around the globe [1, 14, 19, 25, 56]. Local expressions of such hydrologic
intensification are heterogeneous. Change in intensity, timing, and the magnitude
of precipitation at regional scales are expected to vary by geographic location and
regional characteristics [56, 50].
Mountainous regions at mid-latitudes exhibit especially large uncertainty in
model projections of winter precipitation due to complicated orographic effects from
topography and weather patterns [59, 56]. Nevertheless, mountain regions are crit-
ical to maintaining important downstream water resources through the collection
and storage of water in the snowpack. More than 60 million people in the United
States and one billion people globally depend on runoff supplied from seasonal moun-
tain snowpack [2]. This makes the quantification of changes in winter precipitation
within mountain regions especially important.
In the United States, the Northern Rockies of Western Montana are of particular
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interest because it comprises the headwaters of several major rivers of the country
and is the convergence of three major basins draining to the Arctic, Atlantic, and Pa-
cific Oceans. Major river systems such as the Columbia, Missouri, and Saskatchewan
are all impacted by the weather and climate of Western Montana. Therefore, an ac-
curate assessment of the volume of water input and distribution within this region
is critical to determine the ecohydrologic and economic impact of climate change
across the western U.S. and North America. Many studies forecast a moderate in-
crease in precipitation for the region [43, 49], although a recent study suggests that
precipitation volumes may be declining in the mountains [36].
In this study we use the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to
dynamically downscale historic and future (mid-century) Parallel Climate Model
(PCM) estimates of winter precipitation to 4-km resolution. We calculate potential
change in average winter precipitation using the difference between the historic and
future simulations. The precipitation change from these simulations is not intended
to represent a quantification of the projected mid-term climatic change for the re-
gion nor a validation of the PCM model. Instead, it represents a case study to
evaluate whether our current observational capabilities could detect such change,
were it to be true. For this, we estimate the extent to which a ground observation
network can constrain our best estimates of precipitation over the region by condi-
tioning a historic WRF simulation with measurements from the SNOTEL network
using Bayesian inference. We compare the spatially distributed posterior uncer-
tainty in the estimates to the projected differences. These results are then used to
answer two main questions: (1) Could we actually detect the effects of a hydrologic
intensification over the Northern Rockies with data from the SNOTEL network,
and (2) Where, in complex terrain, is winter precipitation change most likely to go
undetected due to spatial uncertainty in our measurement networks?
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Study area
The study area is approximately 130,000 km2 with latitude ranging from around
45.1oN to 49.1oN and longitude from 112.0oW to 116.5oW. The study site is com-
prised of several mountain ranges making up the larger range of the Northern Rocky
Mountains. The complex topography within the domain consists of large valleys pre-
dominantly oriented north-south and smaller sub-basins oriented east-west (e.g. in
the Bitterroot Mountains). Elevations vary from 600 meters in the northwest cor-
ner of the state to over 3,000 meters on the peaks of the Bitterroot, Mission, and
Lewis ranges (Figure 3.1). Most of the precipitation comes as winter snow pro-
duced by Pacific coastal systems moving west to east [39, 15]. This gives rise to
strong orographic uplifting over steep topographic gradients where windward slopes
can receive nearly three times as much winter precipitation as leeward slopes [60].
Areas west of the continental divide are drained predominantly by the Kootenai,
Clark Fork, and Flathead Rivers which contribute to the greater Columbia River
and eventually the Pacific Ocean. Areas east of the continental divide are drained
by the Missouri River system which joins the Mississippi River and ultimately the
Gulf of Mexico.
3.2.2 WRF simulations
We used the Advanced Research WRF (WRF-ARW) model version 3.2 [54] to down-
scale the National Center for Environmental Prediction Global Forecasting System
Final (FNL) Operational Global Analysis (GFS) and the Department of Energy’s
Parallel Climate Model (PCM) to spatial resolutions of 4-km over the research area.
The GFS model is a global operational weather prediction model that assimilates
observations from the Global Telecommunication System. The FNL product is de-
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Figure 3.1: The study domain over western Montana and eastern Idaho is marked by a
red box. The main mountain ranges within the domain are labeled and SNOTEL stations
used in the Bayesian inference are marked with red triangles.
layed with respect to GFS to assimilate more observational data. The PCM is a
coupled climate model that incorporates atmospheric, oceanic, and sea-ice compo-
nents. The PCM future simulation was forced with the business-as-usual (BAU)
emissions scenario; which assumes that greenhouse gas emissions will rise at a rate
similar to historic trends.
WRF is set up over the study area with three nested domains that gradually
increase the resolution from one-degree at the boundary of the outermost domain
to 4-km in the innermost domain. Additionally, two-way interactions between the
nested domains upscale the high resolution terrain and cloud effects to the coarser
domains (Figure 3.2). We configured WRF with the 6-class microphysics scheme
[23], the Monin-Obukhov with Carlson-boland surface layer physics [42], the Yonsei
University planetary boundary [45], and the Noah land surface model [6]. The Grell-
Devenyi ensemble scheme was used for cumulus parameterization [18] for the two
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Figure 3.2: The three domains used in the WRF dynamic downscaling. Domain 3 (d03)
was used as the study area.
outermost nests (domains 1 and 2). We used the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model
(RRTM) scheme and the Duhdia scheme for the longwave and shortwave radiation
physics, respectively [38, 12]. We chose these schemes based on similar studies
performed over California and Nevada during the same time period and using the
identical boundary conditions [46]. We will refer to the downscaled GFS and PCM
datasets as GFS-WRF and PCM-WRF, respectively.
In total, we ran three simulations: (1) GFS-WRF historical (years 2000 to 2010),
(2) PCM-WRF historical (2000-2006), and (3) PCM-WRF future (2047-2053). In all
runs, we calculated winter precipitation by accumulating WRF hourly results over
the four winter months (December through March). This gives a total accumulated
winter precipitation (solid and liquid) for each year. We calculated average winter
precipitation by taking the mean of all of the years. We used January 1st as the
start date for all three simulations and eliminated data from the first winter in each
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Figure 3.3: Spatially distributed average winter precipitation estimates using the histor-
ical (2000-2006) PCM boundary condition.
run as spin-up for snowpack initialization. We used GFS-WRF results to develop
the covariance matrix used in the uncertainty analysis.
To evaluate the extent to which spatial uncertainty can hinder the detectability
of precipitation trends, we run a case study using historical and future PCM-WRF
simulations to represent precipitation change (Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Since we are
using a single climate model and short simulation period to calculate historical and
mid-century precipitation averages, we underscore that the resulting precipitation
difference should not be interpreted as a verification nor quantification of the climate
change impact on the region. Instead, these simulations are intended to provide a
case study to investigate if the precipitation difference proposed by this scenario
would be detectable, and where detectability is more likely given the uncertainty of
the precipitation measurements within the study region.
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Figure 3.4: Spatially distributed average winter precipitation estimates using the future
(2047-2053) PCM boundary condition.
3.2.3 Spatial uncertainty
The primary objective of this study is to assess if a change in winter precipitation
could occur without detection due to inadequacies in the observational network.
The opportunity to detect change in high elevation, or otherwise sparsely monitored
regions, decrease if the representativity of the measurements at each measurement
site are restricted to a small region around the station.
To evaluate if the observational network is informative of the spatial precipitation
process, we analyzed the degree to which assimilation of SNOTEL data reduces the
background, a priori, uncertainty of the predictions from one of the best physically-
based weather models (GFS). If measurements at the SNOTEL sites are representa-
tive of large areas, they should reduce the background prediction uncertainty across
the domain, even in regions poorly covered by the network.
In the absence of further information, the best estimate of the total precipitation
at a location is the long-term average (expectation). The interannual variability of
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total winter precipitation constitutes the a priori uncertainty of the prediction. We
calculated the a priori average and variance of winter precipitation using the GFS-
WRF dataset. When new information becomes available we can use Bayes’ theorem
to update our prediction. If the new data is sufficiently informative, the a priori
uncertainty around the predictions should decrease. The a priori uncertainty will
not decrease in regions for which the new data do not contain information. The
analysis of differences between prior and posterior variances provides insight into
how well the SNOTEL network reflects the spatial precipitation process.
When applied to normal distributions, algebraic manipulation of Bayes’ theorem
can be put in a form that resembles the optimal interpolation equations. We assim-
ilated SNOTEL observations into the a priori estimates of the winter precipitation
field. The weight matrix, posterior mean, and posterior variance (uncertainty) can
be calculated [61]:
K = PH′(R + HPH′)−1
x+ = x + K(y −Hµ)
σ2 = (I−KH)P.
Where x+ is the vector of posterior means at each node in the domain, x is the vector
of prior means at each node in the domain from the GFS-WRF model, K is the
weight (or gain) matrix embedding uncertainty information about prior estimates
and observations, y is a vector of observations from SNOTEL stations, H is a mask
to indicate the location of SNOTEL stations within the domain, P is the prior
covariance matrix from the GFS-WRF model, R is the error covariance matrix of
the SNOTEL stations, σ2 is the posterior covariance matrix, and I is the identity
matrix. The diagonal elements of σ2 embed the posterior uncertainty at each grid-
cell in the domain.
We used data spanning the same years as the GFS-WRF simulation from 58
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SNOTEL stations located within the domain (Figure 3.1) to update the estimated
mean and variance of winter precipitation. For this study, we are only concerned
with the updated variance, as this is the information we will use to evaluate the areas
where precipitation estimates are poorly constrained by the observational network.
It is in these areas where hydrologic change, in the form of enhanced or diminished
precipitation, may exist.
In our approach the spatial structure of the precipitation process, as embedded in
P, is used to propagate the observed precipitation estimates and their uncertainty
across the domain. In that sense, the interpolation of the information from the
SNOTEL sites is done based on the physics of the GFS-WRF model. An assumption,
then, is that the physics of GFS-WRF captures such spatial processes correctly, at
least at the seasonal scale. Other assumptions were made for the covariance matrix
of the SNOTEL stations (R). Error in the stations were assumed independent of
one another (i.e. matrix R is diagonal). Furthermore, we assumed that the variance
is the same at each station, meaning that locations with higher winter precipitation
had lower relative uncertainty. This assumption has been tested and recommended
in previous work [32]. We also assumed that representativity error, the uncertainty
associated with point to grid-cell representativeness, was the largest component of
the total uncertainty at each station [34, 33, 29, 22, 31]. A consequence of these
assumptions is that our uncertainty analysis is optimistic and that the areas where
the precipitation change proposed in the case study is detectable may be even smaller
than reported in our results.
We calculated R using the method described in Lopez et al. [34] which was
established for areas that are flat and not influenced by solid precipitation. Our
study domain fails both of these criteria. We accommodate for this by performing
a sensitivity analysis of the impact of R on the results by using a scaling parameter
(α = 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25). This provides an upper and lower bound of detectability
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given different levels of assumed accuracy in the stations. Here, R is calculated
using the equation:
r = σ0 + ∆σ sin
[
π
2
(
D − 112
91
)
+ δhemisπ
]
where σ0 and ∆σ are parameters that relate to grid-cell size described in Lopez
et al. [34], D is the day of the year, and δhemis is a switch to apply the formula
to northern and southern hemispheres (δhemis = 0 for northern hemisphere and
δhemis = 1 for southern hemisphere). We chose values for σ0 and ∆σ based on a
15-km grid-cell since this was the closest resolution to our 4-km grid-cell that had
been parameterized by Lopez et al. [34]. We varied D over the entire winter period
and used the average r. We form the R matrix from the calculated r values using
R = rαI with the appropriate dimensions for the identity matrix. We did explore
a range of parameters and other methods (e.g. Hollingsworth and Lönnberg [22])
to calculate R and found that overall, the alternative values remained within the
upper and lower bounds calculated using the scaling parameter.
3.2.4 Significance
The historical and future PCM-WRF simulations present a case study where the
hydrologic intensification induced by climate change leads to increased winter pre-
cipitation over most of the study region. We calculate the areas where the changes
in precipitation are statistically significant if the projected change by this scenario
was true. We compared average winter precipitation of historical to the projected
mid-century conditions and tested for significance of the pixel-wise difference using
a two-sample unequal variance (Welch’s) t-test. We used a p-value less than 0.05 to
determine significance. Distributions from both populations are considered normal.
This is justified by the central limit theorem because precipitation values are accu-
mulated and averaged over time. We calculated the t-statistic using the standard
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equation:
t =
(Ȳ2 − Ȳ1)− µ
SE(Ȳ2 − Ȳ1)
,
where Ȳ is the expectation of the two samples (historic and future), SE is the
standard error, and µ is a parameter that embeds the null hypothesis. We tested
two null hypotheses: (1) the difference between the two populations is not signifi-
cantly greater than zero and (2) the difference between the two populations is not
significantly greater than the grid-cell precipitation uncertainty estimate from the
observational network. The first case represents a perfect observation of the precipi-
tation process, we used a value of µ = 0. The second case represents the observation
using the current station network, we used a value of µ = 2σ, where σ is the posterior
standard deviation of the precipitation expectation for each grid-cell as calculated
in the previous section. We multiply the posterior standard deviation by two to give
an overall uncertainty at approximately the 95% confidence level.
3.2.5 Experimental setup
We performed two experiments in order to answer the questions posed in Section 3.1.
First, we looked at projected changes in winter precipitation across Western Mon-
tana by comparing statistics from the two PCM simulations (historic and future).
We calculated significance of these changes for each grid-cell using the t-test and
first null hypothesis described in Section 3.2.4. Next, we recalculated significance
including the effect of observation errors (second null hypothesis) to determine what
areas would fall out of the range of detectability due to observational uncertainty.
The second null hypothesis requires that the precipitation change have magnitude
that is larger than the 95% uncertainty interval calculated in the Bayesian analy-
sis; otherwise, the change in precipitation is likely to go undetected. Because we
performed these tests on each individual grid-cell, we are able to identify the lo-
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Figure 3.5: The colored contours over the study domain illustrate the change (future
minus historical) in winter precipitation estimated by the PCM-WRF model. Positive
values indicate an increase in precipitation. The stippling represents grid-cells in which
these differences are statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.
cations where we are more or less susceptible to miss a potential change in winter
precipitation.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Case study: PCM-WRF mid-century precipitation change
The projections from the PCM-WRF runs show an average increase in precipitation
of 21.8% across the domain. Maximum differences between historical and future
datasets occur at high elevations in the Mission Mountains and Northern Swan
Range (Figure 3.5). Minimum increases and some slight decreases are generally
seen in valleys, leeward slopes, and on more eastern (downstream) mountain ranges.
The predicted change in winter precipitation is often small compared to the in-
terannual variability. The locations where these changes are statistically different
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Figure 3.6: A density plot of the topographic aspect of the total domain (domain),
significant grid-cells (significant), and those grid-cells that remain significant after the
introduction of uncertainty (certain).
(stippling in Figure 3.5) show structured spatial continuity. Mountain ranges ori-
ented perpendicular to the incoming Pacific storm tracks generally show significant
precipitation increases. These increases tend to be more strongly correlated with
aspect than elevation. Increases on west to northwest facing slopes are more con-
sistently significant (blue density plot in Figure 3.6), while elevational trends are
less defined although slightly more prevalent on low and moderate elevations (blue
density plot in Figure 3.7). Leeward slopes and mountain ranges not properly ori-
ented rarely show statistically significant increases. Areas of rugged terrain with
varying aspects (e.g. the Swan Range and Bitterroot Mountains) also tend to lack
significance.
3.3.2 Uncertainty
Whether we can actually detect the significant precipitation differences shown in
Figure 3.5 will depend on how accurate the SNOTEL network represents the pre-
cipitation over the entire region. Our results show that, within the framework of
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Figure 3.7: A density of plot of grid-cell elevation of the total domain (domain), signifi-
cant grid-cells (significant), and those grid-cells that remain significant after the introduc-
tion of uncertainty (certain).
the present study, 94% of the grid-cells with significant precipitation increases are
not detected when incorporating uncertainty of the estimates into the significance
tests (Figure 3.8). Areas lost include all of Glacier National Park (northwest Lewis
Range) as well as most of the significant trends in the Bitterroot Mountains, Swan
Range, and northern Mission Mountains. The only consistent areas where increases
in precipitation remain significant beyond uncertainty are in the southern Mission
Mountains. Here, only the aspects that face due west and are at relatively low to
mid elevations remain significantly different, while precipitation change on north-
west facing slopes as well as in higher elevations become statistically not significant
(orange density plot in Figures 3.6 and 3.7). These results also suggest that the
spatial distribution of significant precipitation change is not only a function of mag-
nitude; much of the areas that have the largest estimated difference in precipitation
lose significance after uncertainty is incorporated into the statistical tests.
Since the accuracy of the stations at the point where they are located is pre-
scribed in matrix R, we investigate how this parameterization impacts the results
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Figure 3.8: The stippling represents grid-cells in which differences in winter precipitation
are statistically different than the uncertainty about those grid-cells at the p < 0.05 level.
The unscaled (α = 1.00) R estimate is used to calculate the posterior uncertainty.
running a sensitivity analysis. We change the amount of variance in R using three
scaling factors (α = 0.75, 1.00, and 1.25). The results (Figure 3.9) show that the re-
gions where change is detectable are consistent between the three values; differences
in location and topographic character are minimal between the upper (α = 1.25)
and lower (α = 0.75) bounds. Because the outcome is so similar between the dif-
ferent values of R we will focus the discussion on the results generated with the
unscaled matrix R (α = 1.00).
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Figure 3.9: Three levels of observation variance used to calculate R are overlaid on top
of the grayscaled difference map . Small black dots represent grid-cells with significant
change. Green dots represent grid-cells with detectable change assuming lower variance
in observations (α = 0.75), yellow dots represent grid-cells with detectable change assum-
ing medium variance in observations (α = 1.00), and red dots represent grid-cells with
detectable change assuming high variance in observations (α = 1.25).
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Precipitation change
While this study does not validate the impact of climate change to the region, the
scenario we use does present a feasible result which aligns with the most recent win-
ter precipitation estimates for the Pacific Northwest [26]. Numerous regional scale
studies in the western U.S. report increasing trend scenarios in winter precipitation
and orographically enhanced changes [49, 48, 43, 46, 50], although orographic weak-
ening and a decreasing precipitation trend has also been proposed [36]. While many
previous studies provide support for the sign of the precipitation change, there are
important differences in the predicted magnitude of change and the internal vari-
ability. The discrepancies in the literature highlight the sensitivity of the predictions
to the method used for the analysis.
Our results reflect the choices in the description of the physical processes occur-
ring within our domain as well as the boundary conditions, resolution of the final
analysis, and the length of the simulated record. Alternative choices may result in
predicted changes of a different magnitude and variability. Our case study projects
large increases in precipitation across the domain. These results may be influenced
by wet biases in the PCM boundary condition, which get propagated into the WRF
model [30, 13, 7], or by the years chosen for the simulation. With the relatively
short time-periods used in this case study, it is possible that it is the temporal
location of the simulated years within natural cycles (e.g. ENSO/PDO), instead
of climate change, that dominates the reported precipitation differences. However,
since the climate signal is likely smaller than changes from the ENSO/PDO cycles
[55, 8, 57, 56], our results provide an optimistic outcome for detectability of sys-
tematic climatic change. Natural climate cycles also complicate the correction of
biases in the PCM model. Although PCM is a climate model that can reproduce
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PDO/ENSO signals [27], it is a freewheeling model which may not align the sim-
ulated cycles with the observed ones. To avoid compromising the PCM boundary
condition we have chosen not to attempt to correct any biases in the dataset.
Again, we underscore that the objective of this study is not to quantify the
magnitude of climate change for the region or provide a validation of PCM. These
PCM-WRF runs present one of many realistic scenarios that is aligned with other
projections for the region. This scenario was used to assess if such hydrologic in-
tensification, predicted to occur to a large extent in high elevation regions, could be
detected by the SNOTEL network. The fact that our case study presents a relatively
high precipitation enhancement scenario for the future provides an optimistic case
for detectability, and even then, the areas where change is statistically significant
are limited. Our study provides insight into the limits of our current observational
networks. Poorly constrained precipitation estimates shown in our analysis may be
a reason why the expected intensification of the hydrologic cycle has not yet been
clearly seen in the observational record for mountain regions. Our results also high-
light that hydrologic intensification may not have a homogeneous expression over
the entire mountain landscape, but that they may be mostly localized in high, and
unfortunately poorly monitored, regions.
3.4.2 Significance tests
Change in average winter precipitation is more likely statistically significant when
differences are large and/or interannual variability is small. The largest change in
precipitation is predicted for the Mission Mountains. This interannual variability
tends to be smaller on windward slopes because orographic effects are more uniform
[53]. This combination leads to consistent statistical significance throughout the
western flanks of the Mission Mountains. Other ranges such as the Bitterroot and
Lewis exhibit less consistent significant changes, although when present, they are
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generally located on windward slopes. These differences are likely due to varying
degrees of enhancement from orographic uplift caused by wind disturbance from
ranges located upstream and not from changes in frontal precipitation.
Climate change experiments using different models consistently show increased
horizontal advection of moisture over the latitudes of the Pacific Northwest [21].
Orographic precipitation is more sensitive to increases in atmospheric moisture con-
tent than average frontal precipitation. This characteristic comes from the enhanc-
ing effect that mountains have on effectively squeezing out moisture from the atmo-
sphere. Indications of this behavior have been seen in other studies of precipitation
trends in complex terrain [50]. Furthermore, large scale changes in mid-latitude
storm tracks have been shown to enhance orographic effects in the Pacific North-
west [49]. These shifts in climate patterns interact with surrounding topography
to increase precipitation in mountain regions. Similar to global studies, also at the
regional scale wet areas appear to be getting wetter. These align with previous
investigations on the effects of topography on early Holocene climate change within
the same region [60].
3.4.3 Uncertainty
The posterior uncertainty estimated from Bayesian inference represents the degree
to which the SNOTEL network can provide information to constrain precipitation
estimates at locations far from where measurements were taken. Information from
the SNOTEL stations was propagated spatially (interpolated) by the covariance
structure of the precipitation process as simulated by the GFS-WRF model. The
underlying assumption is that the physics of GFS-WRF adequately captures the
spatial covariance of the precipitation distribution. A previous study by Silverman
et al. [53] showed that the first four principal components of the spatial distribution
of average winter precipitation simulated by WRF and PRISM (Parameter-elevation
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Relationships on Independent Slopes Model, [9, 10] are closely aligned. PRISM is
a completely independent model based on observational data. The similarity in
the representation of the spatial structure of precipitation by both models adds
confidence in the adequacy of the covariance matrix used in the spatial interpolation
process.
The existence of many areas with high uncertainty in the estimates of winter
precipitation indicates that these areas are poorly represented by the observational
network. These areas tend to be at high elevation, in complex terrain, and on slopes
that are not directly perpendicular to pacific storm tracks. Uncertainty increases
with elevation because the interannual variability and sparseness of observations
also increase with elevation. In addition, the covariance of the precipitation process
is weakened within complex terrain, which decreases the spatial representativeness
of individual stations. Finally, mountain slopes that are not directly perpendicular
to storm tracks are susceptible to higher interannual variability because orographic
uplift is more variable when slopes do not face the dominant winds [24].
The magnitude of the uncertainty in the estimation of winter precipitation over
many areas of the study region may preclude us from detecting actual ongoing
hydrologic change. This would have important consequences for our interpretation of
hydrologic and ecologic studies. For instance, if the PCM-WRF projections for mid-
century total winter precipitation and average winter temperatures for the region
were correct, we would not be able to detect significant increases in precipitation
at high elevations above the future freezing line. According to the projections, this
undetected, enhanced snowpack would contain approximately 1.7 billion m3 of snow
water equivalent. This makes up approximately 10% of the annual spring runoff of
the Clark Fork River which drains the majority of the study domain. Furthermore,
mass balance studies for the region may not detect such enhancement if the estimates
of evapotranspiration, another poorly constrained flux, are increased accordingly to
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close the regional balance. This enhanced evapotranspiration may erroneously be
attributed to land use/land cover change.
3.5 Conclusions
Changes to the water cycle at the global scale (measured and projected) are well
established but expressions of hydrologic intensification at the regional scale in com-
plex terrain are surrounded by large uncertainties [26, 52, 50]. Our ability to control
uncertainty and measure change on critical hydrologic variables, such as precipita-
tion, is imperative for validating models, detecting impacts to water resources, and
informing water management and policy in mountainous regions.
Using GFS-WRF and PCM-WRF simulations over western Montana, USA for
historical and future time-periods, we find that the locations where we have the
best chance to detect potential changes in winter precipitation are generally in low
to moderate elevations on windward facing slopes of mountain ranges with an ori-
entation perpendicular to the dominant westerlies. These are areas that historically
receive the most amount of precipitation and thus support the notion of wet ar-
eas getting wetter [56, 3]. Leeward mountain ranges that are downstream of other
relatively high topographic obstructions rarely show statistically significant precip-
itation change. This is due to both higher interannual variability as well as smaller
expected precipitation change in the future. Overall, the topography of the region
exhibits large controls on both the projected differences as well as on the capability
of the SNOTEL network to detect these differences with statistical guarantees.
The ability of the observational network to constrain regional estimates of precip-
itation decreases with elevation. High elevation areas often contribute a substantial
amount of the total winter precipitation inputs that subsidize the water needs of
lower regions during spring and summer [17]. Since there is potential for much of
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the projected precipitation change to be occurring above the current and projected
freezing line, a potentially undetected enhanced snowpack may result in an incorrect
estimation of the mass balance in some mountain catchments. Increases in winter
precipitation and an enhanced snowpack at high elevation may compensate for ear-
lier snowmelt at lower elevations [44]. Underestimation of precipitation inputs can
also have a negative impact on the prediction and assessment of available water
resources for ecological and human use. By better understanding the controls of
topography on precipitation change and its detectability at the regional scale we
reduce our vulnerability to missing important climate change signals and increase
our capacity to design improved observational networks for climate change studies
and water resource management.
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Chapter 4
Disentangling hydrologic trends in the
Pacific Northwest, USA
The following chapter is in advanced stages but not yet ready for publication. A clear focus
and direction is still needed before submitting to a peer-reviewed journal. The paper can be cited
as: Silverman, N.L., Moore, J.N. & Maneta, M.P. (In Preparation). Disentangling Hydrologic
Trends in the Pacific Northwest, USA. Journal to be determined.
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4.1 Introduction
The hydrology of the Pacific Northwest (PNW) is driven by a multitude of natural
and anthropogenic mechanisms. Mountainous terrain within the Cascade Range and
the western flanks of the Rocky Mountains create hydrologic regimes dominated by
either snow, rain, or a combination of both [40]. These mountain ranges interact
with two different frontal systems, the Pacific Maritime and the Continental Polar, to
control weather, climate, and seasonality within the region. Other weather patterns
formed by teleconnections such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and
the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) have a strong impact on the annual and
decadal variability of precipitation [40, 32]. In addition, an increase in land allocated
for agriculture and a dynamic forest disturbance regime combined with widespread
timber harvesting all add to the complexities of the PNW hydrology [46, 17, 31, 47].
In the face of these complexities, there have still been many studies that at-
tempt to quantify historic long-term hydrologic change in the PNW. Individually,
these studies ask important questions about climate change impacts in the region.
However, when aggregated, the results of the larger body of work can be contra-
dicting. For instance, snowpack trends vary depending on elevation. At low- and
mid-elevations, snow-course records show a decreasing trend [44]. At higher eleva-
tions, where observations are limited, this trend is less pronounced in the snow-course
record [44, 55]. Some modeling studies even show an increasing trend at high eleva-
tions [23, 33]. Most say that temperature is driving these changes [44, 53, 21], but
some argue that it is also controlled by natural variability [55] and/or changes in pre-
cipitation [23]. Trends in precipitation are equally confusing. Many studies, based
on both observations and models, suggest that precipitation is generally increasing
in the PNW [45, 33, 23] although this tends to be sensitive to the time period used
[45]. One recent study, however, argues the opposite trend, that precipitation is
decreasing at higher elevations due to changes in orographic uplift [35].
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The situation is complicated more by inconsistent or statistically non-significant
trends in the streamflow record. Most studies agree that annual PNW streamflow
trends over the latter half of the 20th century are either slightly decreasing or sta-
tistically insignificant [43, 18]. But studies that include longer periods of record
suggest the opposite trend [33]. Others have noted a widespread decreasing trend
among drier years, while wet years stay the same [36]. Along with climate change
and natural variability, it is possible that some of this discrepancy may be due to
concurrent changes in land use and cover which affect actual evapotranspiration and
consequently the regional water balance [37, 33].
Oftentimes, changes in land use can impact streamflow greater than changes in
climate [12, 1]. In fact, transpiration from vegetation has been found to be the largest
water flux from all of earth’s continents [26]. Furthermore, human disturbance, water
use, and vegetation succession can exacerbate, counteract, and mask the climate
change signal; even in basins that are considered pristine [28]. For this reason, it
is imperative to consider the effects of humans and vegetation on water resources
alongside the effects of climate. Determining the driving mechanism between the two
is of utmost importance. Unfortunately, there are large methodological challenges
in disentangling these multiple drivers of hydrologic change.
In areas of complex terrain, hydroclimatic observations are often sparse and do
not always accurately represent the landscape [50, 2, 49, 13]. However, these areas
are generally the most variable and can contain the largest amount of precipitation
[51, 52]. When models are used to either interpolate observational values or calculate
physical properties across complex terrain, large internal biases and/or discrepancies
may be introduced. Choosing which model description is more accurate is often not
possible [52]. Interpreting streamflow trends can also be challenging. Many studies
rely on pre-processing techniques to weed out the effects of unwanted variables. For
example, “reference gages” are often used to represent natural systems unaffected
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by humans [30, 16, 36, 54]. This strategy has shortcomings in that it reduces the
sample size, rarely represents true reference conditions [28, 16], and does not honor
anthropogenic adaptation as a function of change.
In this study, we disentangle the driving mechanisms of hydrologic change in the
PNW by developing a new framework that does not rely on “reference gages”, mod-
els, or precipitation observations. We do not try to separate out human interactions
from climate trends because we believe anthropogenic adaptation is both a function
and a driver of hydrologic change. Instead, we base our framework on the unique
constraints of energy and water within a basin in order to tease out trends that are
driven by land use from those that are driven by climate.
This framework is based on the unique sensitivities of runoff to climate and land
use change. For example, during wetter years runoff is more sensitive to climate
than during drier years. Whereas, the inverse is true for land use change: dur-
ing wetter years runoff is less sensitive to land use change than during drier years.
This difference can be determined through quantile regression of annual stream-
flows, where the 75th and 25th percentile regression lines represent wetter and drier
years, respectively. This creates a defining characteristic in how these two forcing
mechanisms manifest themselves within the streamflow record.
We test this framework empirically using 1,566 watersheds with 60 years of data
(1950-2009) across the contiguous United States (see Appendix C.1). These water-
sheds are characterized by a range of disturbances, such as: irrigation withdrawals,
timber harvesting, wildfire regeneration, urbanization, etc. We then apply this
framework specifically to 175 gages across the PNW (see Appendix C.2) to deter-
mine the dominant mechanism and spatial distribution of change in streamflows
across the region.
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Figure 4.1: The Budyko curve is the idealized relationship between energy and water
within a basin. The curve is constrained by energy, where Ea/Ep → 1 and water, where
Ea/P → 1. A single watershed, over an extended period of time (t > year), will ideally
plot somewhere on the curve (gray dot). The difference between the watershed point and
the water limit line is equal to Q/P . Watersheds where Ep/P < 1 are considered energy
limited and watersheds where Ep/P > 1 are considered water limited.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Analytical Framework
The long-term behavior of a watershed is controlled by the amount of and interaction
between water and energy within a basin. This concept can be illustrated using the
Budyko framework [7]. In the Budyko framework, the relationship between actual
evapotranspiration (Ea), potential evapotranspiration (Ep), streamflow (Q), precip-
itation (P ) and their limits (water and energy) are combined to form an idealized
curve in which all watersheds should fall upon given enough time to equilibrate to
steady-state so storage change can neglected (Figure 4.1).
We use the Zhang et al. [58] representation of the complementary Budyko curve
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to evaluate the differences in runoff sensitivity between wet and dry years. This
relationship should also hold true for the spatial analysis of wet and dry regions;
which we will use to test the framework. The Zhang et al. [58] equation for the
Budyko curve is as follows:
Ea
P
=
1 + ωEp
P
1 + ωEp
P
+
(
Ep
P
)−1
and since Ea = P −Q when storage is negligible, the complementary equation is:
Q
P
= 1−
1 + ωEp
P
1 + ωEp
P
+
(
Ep
P
)−1
where ω is a parameter that represents water availability for evapotranspiration. In
this study, we will use change in Ea from vegetation ( i.e. ∆Ea) as a proxy for ω
[48].
Using this analytical framework we test the hypothesis that streamflow trends
driven by changes in land use and cover are unique from those driven by climate.
We evaluate three scenarios: (1) streamflow trends driven by changes in temper-
ature (or potential evapotranspiration), (2) streamflow trends driven by changes
in precipitation, and (3) streamflow trends driven by changes in water availability
for evapotranspiration (i.e. changes in land use or cover). We assume an overall
decreasing streamflow trend to illustrate these mechanisms in Figure 4.2.
First, we explore scenario 1 (Figure 4.2a) and assume that streamflow trends
over time are solely driven by increasing Ep. In this scenario, during wet years
(represented by triangles in Figure 4.2) runoff is more sensitive to increasing Ep
than during dry years (represented by rectangles in Figure 4.2). This relationship
is best exemplified when plotting discharge over time (Figure 4.2a insert). Here,
the wetter (or “less water-limited”) years have a steeper decreasing trend than the
drier (“more water-limited) years. Overall, the trends of the wet and dry years are
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Figure 4.2: The three scenarios of potential driving mechanisms behind discharge trends.
Increasing time is represented on the main graphs by three data points (T1, T2, and T3).
Triangles mark trends in wet years and rectangles mark trends in dry years. The inserts
show discharge trends over time. (A) is the evaluation of scenario 1, that increasing Ep
is driving changes in stream flow. Precipitation and Ea are held constant. (B) is the
evaluation of scenario 2, that decreasing precipitation is driving changes in streamflow.
Ep and Ea are held constant. (C) is the evaluation of scenario 3, that increasing water
available for evapotranspiration (represented in this study by ∆Ea) is driving changes in
streamflow. Precipitation and Ep are held constant and three levels of ∆Ea are illustrated
(low, med., and high).
converging. Similarly, when trends are driven solely by decreasing precipitation in
scenario 2 (Figure 4.2b), discharge is more sensitive during wet years than dry years.
Again creating an overall converging trend in the timeseries (Figure 4.2b insert). On
the other hand, when trends are driven solely by increasing ∆Ea in scenario 3 (Figure
4.2c), total discharge is less sensitive during wet years than dry years. Now when
plotting this relationship over time the streamflow trends in the wet and dry years
are diverging (Figure 4.2c insert). Since precipitation and temperature (or Ep) are
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functions of climate and ∆Ea is a function of land use, we are able to distinguish
between the two driving mechanisms. In order to calculate the associated trends
during wet and dry years we use quantile regression to determine the slope of the
75th and 25th percentile of the timeseries data, respectively.
Quantile regression shows the relationship between a response variable’s distribu-
tion and an independent variable [8]. It provides a more complete way of evaluating
causal relationships between variables because it can account for a range of catch-
ment responses due to limiting conditions (i.e. water and energy) as discussed in
the analytical framework. In addition, quantile regression is robust to outliers. In
this study, we use quantile regression to determine the relationship between dis-
charge and time at different quantiles (75th and 25th, “less water-limited” and
“more water-limited”, respectively). This allows us to distinguish between wet and
dry year trends and their respective limiting factors. The relationship between these
two quantiles can then be used to determine the driving mechanism of change.
4.2.2 Empirical Validation
We test the analytical framework empirically through the use of data retrieved from
1,566 stream gages from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) National Wa-
ter Information System (NWIS) (Figure 4.3). The gages are located across the
conterminous United States and were selected using criteria from the Falcone et al.
[16] gesosaptial attributes of gages for evaluating stream flow (GAGES) II dataset.
The only criteria used for selection was the length of operation (1950-2009) and con-
tinuity of the record (100% complete). This allows for gages from highly disturbed
watersheds to be evaluated with more natural systems; providing a more complete
understanding of what forcing mechanism (climate or land use) dominates change
in the streamflow record. A list of the gages used can be found in Appendix C.1.
For the empirical validation we trade time for space and treat each basin as a
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Figure 4.3: USGS NWIS stream gages used in the validation of the analytical framework.
single data point. We do not test scenario 1 (Ep driven change) because it is indistin-
guishable using the quantile analysis from scenario 2 (precipitation driven change).
Furthermore, we assume that changes in Ep (or temperature) would rarely overcome
changes in precipitation or Ea to drive streamflow [35, 24, 29]. We standardize all
streamflow as the z-score to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. To
validate scenario 2, we rank average annual discharge for each basin by decreasing
average annual precipitation (provided in the GAGES II dataset). If we assume that
annual streamflows are independent, such ranking forces a known decreasing trend
due to precipitation in the dataset and allows us to evaluate the analytical frame-
work. The quantile regression on the data (Figure 4.4a) shows a converging trend;
which aligns with the analytical framework for scenario 2. To validate scenario 3,
we calculate Ea as P − Q and then find the linear trend over the sixty-year time
frame using ordinary least squares to determine ∆Ea. Discharge is then ranked by
increasing ∆Ea. The quantile regression on this data (Figure 4.4b) shows a diverg-
ing trend; which is consistent with the analytical framework. Trends in the more
sensitive quantile (75th for scenario 2; 25th for scenario 3) are significant at the
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Figure 4.4: (A) Quantile regression on the standardized discharge vs. ranked decreasing
P shows a converging trend between the 75th (upper solid line) and 25th (lower solid
line) percentile and (B) Quantile regression on the standardized discharge vs. ranked
increasing ∆Ea shows a diverging trend in the 75th (upper solid line) and 25th (lower
solid line) percentile. The median (50th percentile) is also plotted as a dashed line to
represent the overall trend in the data. Data points are colored based on the basin aridity
index (Ep/P ). Cool colors are wetter basins and warm colors are drier basins. The results
align well with the both scenarios from the analytical framework (2 and 3).
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p < 0.05 level, signifying overall significance in the result. Furthermore, we show
that the quantile regression does indeed capture wet and dry trends by including
the aridity index (Ep/P ) for each basin in the validation results.
These results add confidence in using the method to determine the driving mecha-
nism of streamflow change in a basin over time. There are, however, some important
considerations when using this framework. If streamflow trends are overall increas-
ing, then the relationship of the quantiles will be reversed. Changes in precipitation
will manifest as a diverging trend and changes in Ea will manifest as a converging
trend. Furthermore, sensitivity of streamflow to changes in Ea are strongest in wet-
ter regions (see Figure 4.2c). In extremely arid regions the sensitivity of streamflow
to changes in Ea may be very similar between wet and dry years, hence reduc-
ing the divergence of the 25th and 75th percentiles. It is difficult to know when
this may become an issue since the analytical framework only serves as a concep-
tual representation of the limiting processes. By using the entire USA to validate
the framework we can have some confidence that the method does indeed work for
a range of environments, including the arid Southwest, USA. Nonetheless, for this
study, we avoid these issues altogether by focusing on the Pacific Northwest (PNW),
which is generally a wetter region and thus provides greater sensitivity.
4.3 Case Study - Pacific Northwest
We define the PNW as Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Southwest Montana (Fig-
ure 4.5). This region is predominantly comprised of the greater Columbia River
watershed and is characterized by similar overall climatic conditions, interannual
variability, and future projected change [9, 42, 38, 46]. The hydrology of the PNW
is vital to the regions economic viability and natural interests. The region relies on
the largest fraction of hydropower use in the U.S. (approximately 70%) which comes
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Figure 4.5: The Pacific Northwest (PNW) study domain. Gages used in the study are
marked with the trends of the median flow from 1950-2009.
from over 200 dams totaling 36,000 MW of generation capacity. The transmission
grid of this power connects Canada to the north, California to the south, and Utah
to the east. Irrigation of over 1.4 million hectares drives an agricultural industry
that accounts for the vast majority of consumptive water use in the region [47, 5].
These social demands are intrinsically connected to the ecology of the region, where
forestry and fishing serve as a large part of the economic engine that drives the
PNW economy. These connections, all dependent on water, further emphasize the
need to understand the hydrologic characteristics of the region.
For this case study, we first analyze the trend in median annual flow of 175 stream
gages throughout the PNW. These gages are selected on their length of operation
(1950-2009) and continuity of record (100% complete), not based on conditions of
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the catchment. A list of the gages used can be found in Appendix C.2. We find that
the majority of the gages show insignificant change at the p < 0.05 level (Figure 4.5).
There are, however, 31 (18%) gages that have significantly decreasing trends; but
none that have significantly increasing trends. These results support past work by Fu
et al. [18] which also show mainly insignificant and decreasing trends over a similar
time period but using a slightly different methodology. Because the stream gages are
not vetted for “reference” conditions there is potential for multiple limiting factors
(anthropogenic and climatic) to be buffering or enhancing streamflow trends. Past
studies by Luce and Holden [36] have suggested increasing interannual variability
over time; according to our analytical framework these could be the result of energy
and water limitations that dominate the streamflow record.
Luce and Holden [36] show, using quantile regression, that trends in dry years
(25th percentile) are decreasing throughout the region faster than trends in wet years
(75th percentile) creating a diverging overall trend. They use a smaller dataset of
gages (n = 43) that are supposed to be free of human impacts to evaluate the region.
In actuality, after careful review, many of these gages have substantial direct human
modifications upstream (see Appendix D.1). We run a quantile regression on our set
of gages (n = 175) and compare results. Since there are no significantly increasing
trends, the quantile regression analysis is simplified to either converging or diverging.
Our results indicate that the majority (approximately 64%) of quantile trends
across the PNW are diverging (Figure 4.6). These results agree with the Luce and
Holden [36] study which found that 72% of the gages had diverging trends. The two
studies differ, however, in their interpretations of these results.
In a recent study, Luce et al. [35] suggest that these diverging trends are from de-
creasing precipitation in unobserved mountainous areas due to changes in orographic
uplift. Our analytical framework indicates that this hypothesis is likely incorrect
and instead, increases in water available for Ea are driving diverging trends. This
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Figure 4.6: Converging and diverging trends of the 25th and 75th percentiles across
the region. Almost 64% are diverging, indicating that increases in Ea are likely driving
streamflow changes in the majority of the PNW basins.
result is supported by both modeled and empirical data that have shown a consistent
increase in Ea across the PNW [33, 29, 57].
There are several explanations for this increase in Ea across the region. Irrigation
has been shown to substantially enhance Ea and reduce streamflows in many basins
around the globe [22]. Irrigated areas in the PNW have gone from around 15,000
km2 to approximately 30,000 km2 over the latter half of the 20th century, doubling in
expanse and losing an average of 450 m3s−1 of annual streamflow (or approximately
7.4% of historic conditions) [47]. Irrigation increases Ea by making more water
available to atmospheric demand spatially and temporally. Reservoirs, diversions,
and irrigation systems spread water across the landscape making it more accessible
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for evapotranspiration. In addition, temporally aligning the growing season with
maximum water availability also enhances evapotranspiration [14].
However, not all changes in Ea are driven directly by human modifications [57,
41, 29]. In a study by Jung et al. [29], it was found that the PNW was one of
the few regions in the conterminous U.S. where Ea was increasing at the same
time precipitation and runoff were decreasing, suggesting that increases in Ea were
largely from changes in land cover. Furthermore, Jung et al. [29] showed, through a
multiple regression analysis, that the portion of evergreen forest in a basin was one
of the most significant predictors of Ea trends in the PNW. This result supports the
notion that vegetation type is an important indicator of Ea and can play a major role
in determining hydrologic trends. Evergreen forests are highly dynamic and have
been shown to have strong controls on streamflow [4, 27, 34]. Changes in Ea from
evergreen forests likely come from either successional processes after disturbance
(e.g. wildfire and suppression, logging, pest infestation, etc.) or natural adaptation
to changes in climatic forcings [28, 48, 6].
Jones et al. [28] found that, even in forests which experience no active man-
agement, succession from historical natural and human disturbance could affect
streamflow characteristics at least as much as climate trends. Widespread wildfire
suppression programs over the past century have led to large changes in forest struc-
ture and increases in Ea [31]. In addition, historic clear-cut logging has undoubtedly
affected Ea through successional processes such as changes in species mix and for-
est re-growth [56, 28, 34]. Furthermore, long-term studies focused on ecohydrologic
trends have found that Ea tends to be higher than predicted within wetter basins
and lower than predicted within drier basins [28]. This result suggests a certain
ability of forests to adapt to changes in climatic forcings which, in turn, can im-
pact streamflow by changing Ea. In the PNW, as vegetation adapts to increasing
temperatures [46], more carbon may be allocated to their root systems, increasing
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Figure 4.7: The results of the quantile regression interpolated across the domain. Darker
shades of red (or blue) represent greater divergence (or convergence) between 75th and
25th percentile trends. Gaging stations are marked with a triangle.
water availability and thus enhancing Ea [15].
While most of the gages used in this analysis are driven by land use or land cover,
there are certain areas where decreasing precipitation is driving streamflow trends.
We explore the spatial distribution of these driving mechanisms by interpolating the
amount of divergence (or convergence) between 75th and 25th percentile trends in
streamflow across the landscape (Figure 4.7). The advantage to spatially distribut-
ing the data is that the independence of the gages, spatial clustering, and overall
significance of the trends are no longer an issue. The data can be viewed relative to
one another across space and magnitudes of the quantile regression divergence are
conveyed.
The converging streamflow trends in Western Oregon, Northern Washington, and
Northwest Montana indicate changes that are driven by decreasing precipitation.
We suspect that this trend is largely due to the sensitivity of the study record
length (1950-2009) to natural variability from ENSO/PDO cycles [45]. Climate and
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hydrology in the PNW is highly correlated with ENSO/PDO teleconnections [10, 28,
11]. Over the study period, there has been a change in dominant ENSO signals which
is correlated with the lower frequency PDO signal [McCabe and Dettinger, 1999,
2002] and shows an change of phase around 1980 (not shown) [Mantua and Hare,
2002]. This change of phase falls almost directly in the middle of our study period
and undoubtedly has large control on the decreasing streamflow trends. Regional
studies have shown that trends in PNW streamflow can be characterized by more
of a step-change, rather than a gradual monotonic decrease [30], further supporting
the notion that these trends are driven by natural variability.
Other areas of the PNW; such as Eastern Oregon, Idaho, Southwest Montana,
and parts of the Olympic Peninsula in Washington; show diverging streamflow trends
that are driven by land use and cover changes. The Snake River Valley, which runs
through much of Southwestern Idaho and parts of Eastern Oregon, is dominated
by agricultural land use. Sugar beets, potatoes, alfalfa, grains, and vegetables are
all grown within this region along with widespread livestock grazing. The increase
of irrigation necessary for this agricultural production makes more water available
for Ea, which in turn, leads to the diverging streamflow trends throughout the
region. Areas in Southwest Montana, Northern Idaho, and the Olympic Peninsula
are characterized more by evergreen forests. The diverging trends in these regions are
from the increasing access of water by the root systems of these forests. Vegetation
growth increases the amount of water available for Ea over time as the roots expand
to cover larger areas within the vadose zone. Furthermore, these regions have all been
subjected to logging and wildfire suppression which contributes to the increasing Ea
and diverging streamflow trends.
The sensitivity of each basin to changes in precipitation and land use form a third
mechanism that controls the overall spatial patterns in streamflow trends (Figure
4.7). The time scale of the hydrologic response to precipitation events creates a
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Figure 4.8: The results of the quantile regression of the basin average precipitation
for each gage (triangle) interpolated across the domain. Darker shades of red (or blue)
represent greater divergence (or convergence) between 75th and 25th percentile trends.
unique basin-wide sensitivity to changes in climate and landuse [3]. This runoff
response is determined by the basin soil and topographic characteristics which, in
turn, interact with the climate and vegetation to form a web of dynamic controls
on the spatial distribution of streamflow trends across the PNW. Quantifying these
interactions falls outside the scope of this project but we recognize their importance
in determining the spatial patterns throughout the region. Our goal in this study
is simply to identify which mechanism (climate or land use) has the largest impact
on streamflow within each basin.
In order to gain full confidence in our results, we investigate whether the quan-
tile regression trends in the streamflow record could be solely driven by changes in
interannual variability of precipitation over time. We perform the same quantile re-
gression analysis on the area averaged basin precipitation for each gage over the same
time period and explore the correlation of these results to those of the streamflow
analysis. Figure 4.8 illustrates the quantile regression trends of basin precipitation
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Figure 4.9: The difference in 75th and 25th percentile slopes are plotted for streamflow
vs. precipitation. An ordinary least squares linear regression is shown in red.
for each gage over time. A visual comparison with Figure 4.7 reveals some large dif-
ferences between the trends in interannual variability. Areas such as Central Oregon
and Idaho which are predominantly characterized by diverging streamflow trends are
characterized by converging precipitation trends. Furthermore, we plot the differ-
ence in 25th and 75th percentile slopes of streamflow verses precipitation (Figure
4.9). These values serve as a measurement of convergence/divergence. The regres-
sion shows poor explanatory power (R2=0.0456) and overall weak correlation (R =
0.2135). These results suggest that the interannual variability of precipitation does
not fully explain the divergence/convergence of streamflow trends, and therefore,
other factors (e.g. land use and cover) must be impacting streamflow interannual
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variability.
4.4 Conclusions
In this study, we develop a new analytical framework for deciphering trends in
streamflow that are driven by precipitation from those that are driven by land use
or cover. We validate this framework empirically using 1,566 basins across the
conterminous United States over a 60 year study period. We show that streamflow
trends in wet years (or basins) are more sensitive to changes in precipitation than
streamflow trends in dry years (or basins). The converse is true for streamflow trends
driven by land use change: streamflow during wet years (or basins) is less sensitive
than streamflow during dry years (or basins). This creates a unique measure within
the streamflow record that can be used to identify the dominant mechanism of
change.
We use this framework in a case study of the Pacific Northwest, USA to dis-
entangle the streamflow trends throughout the region. Our results show that the
majority of the historical long-term streamflow trends within the PNW are driven
by changes in land use or cover and that the basins where changes in precipitation
are driving streamflow trends are likely affected more by ENSO/PDO cycles than
monotonic changes in climate. Since this study only evaluates historical conditions
it is possible that the driving mechanisms of future streamflow trends may shift as
the effects from climate warming become stronger. Streamflow projections generally
neglect dynamic land cover and therefore lack a complete picture of future changes
in discharge [19]. There are, however, some consistent climate change projections in
the PNW that will likely affect future streamflow trends [39]. Changes in snowpack
and snowmelt timing may shift the temporal alignment of water and energy which
could affect Ea [20]. Also, hydrologic intensification may bring more water to the
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region which would change streamflow trends from decreasing to increasing [25].
There are other potential uses of this analytical framework to better understand
watershed processes. With further evaluation, a classification system could be de-
veloped which identifies basins based on their controlling mechanism. Since this
mechanism is ultimately a function of the climate, vegetation, and basin character-
istics, it can be used as a single defining measure to delineate watersheds across a
region. In addition, the analytical framework can be used for both broad stroke
understanding of regional scale processes (as in this study) or aid in basin scale
evaluation and analysis. By adding more specific basin characteristics ( i.e. climate,
geology, topography, land use and cover, etc.) along with greater detail on the hu-
man impacts within a catchment, this analytical approach can be used to inform
management and policy decisions at the basin scale. Immediate future work using
this framework includes: applying it across the conterminous United States to clas-
sify streamflow trends, further developing the framework to specifically incorporate
anthropogenic drivers of change (e.g. dams, reservoirs, and changes to groundwater
storage), and using the framework to explore the connections between precipitation
interannual variability and streamflow trends.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
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This dissertation focuses on the challenges in understanding hydroclimatic change
in mountainous regions. The majority of watersheds within the United States have
been impacted by changes in land use and forest structure. With the world’s pop-
ulation likely to rise above 9 billion by mid-century, changes to the landscape will
undoubtedly continue to increase well into the future. These changes will likely
have great impact to our water resources. On top of this, there is strong evidence
of climatic changes that may also affect watershed hydrology. Global hydrologic
intensification has been projected by the majority of climate models suggesting that
wet areas will get wetter and that dry areas will get drier towards the end of the
21st century. Understanding how these changes (land use and climate) will affect
hydrology in complex terrain is extremely challenging, but nonetheless, imperative
for developing water resource management strategies at the regional scale.
The first study of this dissertation, Dynamically downscaled winter precipitation
over complex terrain of the Central Rockies of Western Montana, USA, analyzes
the differences and biases in modeling winter precipitation in complex terrain. Two
models were examined: the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and
the Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model (PRISM). WRF
describes the interactions between climate and the landscape using physics-based
governing equations, while PRISM uses empirically-based algorithms developed us-
ing weather station data. The second study, Detectability of change in winter pre-
cipitation within mountain landscapes: spatial patterns and uncertainty, evaluates
the spatial distribution of uncertainty in estimating winter precipitation in complex
terrain. This study compares the uncertainty to potential changes in winter precip-
itation in order to ask the question: Can we detect trends in winter precipitation
within mountainous regions using the current observational network? The third
study, Disentangling hydrologic trends in the Pacific Northwest, USA, develops a
new framework for understanding the driving mechanisms of long-term streamflow
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trends. The study uses water and energy limitations as defined within the Budyko
framework to disentangle streamflow trends that are driven by changes in landuse
from those that are driven by changes in climate.
Oftentimes, empirically-based climate models are taken as truth since they use
direct ground-observations to estimate variables across the landscape. Physics-based
models are then benchmarked and calibrated against these empirical models. This
can lead to propagation of biases and deficiencies from the empirically-based model
to the physics-based model. In complex terrain, these issues become prominent be-
cause of the relatively sparse observational network in comparison to the variability
in topography. Results from the first study of this dissertation show that differ-
ences between WRF (physics-based) and PRISM (empirically-based) increase with
elevation. The WRF model consistently predicts more winter precipitation than
PRISM at higher elevation. These are also the areas that are most difficult to val-
idate because there are few accurate observations at the tops of mountains. These
differences could be due to either a wet bias in WRF, a dry bias in PRISM, or some
combination of both. This study does not attempt to determine which model these
differences can be attributed to, it instead notes the discrepancies and highlights
the importance of keeping results from these models independent from one another.
It furthermore, recognizes that our current assessments of water resources using
empirically-bases models to determine winter precipitation at high elevation may be
underestimating the magnitude of water in these unobserved mountain landscapes.
Due to the challenges in accurately representing complex terrain by single point
measurements, there are often large uncertainty associated with estimates of winter
precipitation. If this uncertainty is greater than the changes that are taking place,
these changes will likely go undetected by the observational network. This problem is
the focus of the second study. Results from this study suggest that both significant
changes and uncertainty are strongly correlated with topographic characteristics.
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Significant changes in winter precipitation are projected at high elevations and on
windward facing slopes. The current observational network fails at detecting these
changes at high elevation and on aspects that are not directly perpendicular to
dominant flow paths. In fact, 94% of significant changes go undetected by the
current observational network within the context of the study framework.
There are some limitations to this study that should be considered when inter-
preting the results. The study uses a single model description of two short-term
(7-year) time-periods (historical and future). A different model, parameters, and
time-period may give slightly different results. Several time-periods were evaluated
and while the results did change, the overall conclusions did not. The same topo-
graphic characteristics (aspect and elevation) remain important indicators of change
and detectability within the study area and overall detectability was consistently
poor within the region. Uncertainty in the error covariance matrix calculations
was also evaluated. Again, differences were noticeable but overall conclusions were
consistent. These results give confidence to the main conclusion of the study: cur-
rently we are unable to consistently detect (by observation) climate change signals
in mountain landscapes.
To compensate for the challenges in directly observing change in precipitation at
high elevations, many studies focus on evaluating streamflow trends as a proxy for
changes in precipitation. Streamflow serves as an integration of the water partition
within a basin. Long-term trends in streamflow represent changes in actual evap-
otranspiration and/or precipitation. But because these changes can occur simulta-
neously, it is nearly impossible to determine which forcing mechanism is ultimately
driving the trend in streamflow. The third study in this dissertation develops a
method of disentangling streamflow driving mechanisms and applies this method to
the Pacific Northwest. The results show that the majority of long-term streamflow
trends in the Pacific Northwest are driven by changes in actual evapotranspiration
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(Ea). These changes in Ea can come from a multitude of processes.
Agriculture can draw on streamflow and redistribute this water so that it is
partitioned more heavily into Ea. The stage at which a forest is regenerating after
logging can produce changes in Ea. Directly after logging, Ea may decrease, but as
the forest regenerates Ea will slowly begin to increase which can lead to a long-term
trend. Also, wildfire suppression can allow for overly dense forest structure which
can increase Ea over time. Climate warming itself has been shown to increase the
vegetative growing area and season so that annual Ea also increases. All of these
mechanisms can contribute to changes in water resources within a basin.
The seasonality of snow can change the alignment of water with the growing
season and indirectly affect Ea. With warmer temperatures, seasonal snow melt is
expected to occur earlier. This would shift the timing of water so that less water
would be available during the main growing season. This would partition more water
into streamflow and decrease Ea over time. This impacts streamflow in the opposite
manner of direct changes to the vegetative structure and could act to buffer against
or cancel out landuse change. At this time, this signal does not show up strongly
in the historical record across the Pacific Northwest, but should be considered in
future evaluations of other regions.
The new method developed in Chapter 4 has a few limitations that should be
considered when interpreting the results. It is important that the scale to which the
method is being applied is accounted for during analysis. If using this method at
the regional scale, then validating its output at the watershed scale is not realistic
because high-resolution information on basin characteristics are not incorporated
into the method. This does not mean that the method developed in the third
study cannot be used at the watershed scale. If used at this scale then detailed
historic anthropogenic impacts should be considered and specific information on soil
type, vegetative cover, snowpack, and topography should be evaluated alongside the
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results from the trend analysis.
Another limitation of the method developed in the third study is the determina-
tion of significance. How do you interpret the trends in the 25th and 75th quantiles
when the 50th (median) quantile has no trend? How much do the 25th and 75th
quantiles need to deviate for the results to be significant? These are important
questions to ask and need to be considered during the processing of the data. To
answer the first question, this method should only be used if the 50th quantile trend
is statistically significant. This is not a problem because if the median flows are
not changing then deciphering the driving mechanism of change is meaningless. To
answer the second question, a simple analysis of variance (ANOVA) between the two
percentiles can be performed. This will help determine whether the two slopes are
significantly different from one another. It is also important to consider whether the
individual slopes are significant in their own right. Ultimately, the method requires
that the median slope be significant, at least one of the two quantiles should be
significant, and the two quantiles should be significantly different from one another.
There are ample opportunities to continue to explore and expand studies two
and three. A logical next step for the second study is to utilize the method of
Bayesian inference to locate optimal areas for additional ground-observations. With
areas of projected change and uncertainty mapped, adding theoretical stations to the
landscape to reduce this uncertainty could be completed to identify key locations for
future installation of weather stations. One such area that should be explored with
more detail is the region around Glacier National Park. According to the work done
within study two, Glacier National Park is projected to be impacted significantly
by changes in winter precipitation. These changes will go entirely undetected by
the current observational network. Additional weather stations could improve our
understanding of climate change trends in this important National Park.
Future work that stems from the third study includes an exploration of the
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method at both larger and smaller scales. By upscaling the study to include the
entire Continental United States, a classification of regional long-term trends can be
established to help identify zones of significant change and their driving mechanisms.
To complete this upscaling a thorough understanding of the regional intricacies of
water management is necessary. Groundwater becomes a big component of the water
balance across the Mid-West. This additional complexity should be explored in the
context of the developed framework. Other anthropogenic modifications should also
be considered when interpreting continental scale results. These include reservoir
management, irrigation practices, and historical forest use.
Using this method at the watershed scale provides another important oppor-
tunity for hydrologic analysis. By incorporating detailed basin characteristics and
historic anthropogenic changes, improved management decisions and policy devel-
opment can be made. Working at the basin scale allows practitioners to prioritize
land and water restoration to complement the identification of natural system vul-
nerability.
Studies of hydroclimatic dynamics in mountain landscapes form a body of work
that is in constant flux as more information and analysis become available. Principles
of non-stationarity and long-term persistence of trends in water resources require
creative solutions and adaptive, iterative approaches to management. This disser-
tation does not necessarily solve any of the major issues of the 21st Century but,
hopefully, provides valuable steps forward in understanding what we know, what we
don’t know, and what we know we don’t know in the context of hydroclimatology
in complex terrain.
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Appendix A
Bayes Theorem and Data Assimilation
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A.1 Optimal interpolation
This section is a summary of the derivation of the simple kriging weights through
Bayesian inference as outlined in Wikle and Berliner [1]. Bayesian inference refers to
the process of using Bayes Theorem to update a probability estimate as additional
evidence is learned. The posterior probability is computed using Bayes Theorem:
p(x|y)p(y) = p(y|x)p(x)
p(x|y) = p(y|x)p(x)
p(y)
,
where p(y|x) is the data distribution given the prior, p(x) is the prior distribution,
p(y) is the marginal distribution or “normalizing constant”, and p(x|y) is the pos-
terior distribution. Following Wikle and Berliner’s explanation, I will use a simple
univariate example to derive kriging weights from Bayesian inference to be applied
to the WRF precipitation data.
Assume we have a prior distribution of a state variable X (i.e. precipitation) from
a forecast model (i.e. WRF) that is normally distributed N(µ, τ 2), where µ is the
mean and τ 2 is the variance. In the case of WRF precipitation, we can assume this
is distributed normally by the central limit theorem since the values are aggregated
and the variability is interannual. Now, assume we have n independent observations,
where Y = (Y1, ..., Yn) and thus the data model is Yi|X = x ∼ N(x, σ2), where
X = x is conditioned on the true value of the state process, σ2 is the variance of the
observations, and “∼” is read “is distributed as”. From here,
p(y|x) =
n∏
i=1
(1/
√
2πσ2) exp{−0.5(yi − x)2/σ2}
∝ exp
{
−0.5
n∑
i=1
(yi − x)2/σ2
}
,
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and applying Bayes Theorem gives,
p(x|y) ∝ exp
{
−0.5
[
n∑
i=1
(yi − x)2/σ2 + (x− µ)2/τ 2
]}
∝ exp
{
−0.5
[
x2(n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)− 2
(∑
yi/σ
2 + µ/τ 2
)
x
]}
.
This is just the product of two Gaussian distributions. For more details on this step
see section A.2. By completing the squares the normalized product is also Gaussian
and has the following mean and variance:
X|y ∼ N
(
(n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)−1
(∑
yi/σ
2 + µ/τ 2
)
, (n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)−1
)
.
From this distribution we can write the posterior mean as
E(X|y) = σ
2τ 2
σ2 + nτ 2
(nȳ/σ2 + µ/τ 2)) (A.1)
= wyȳ + wµµ, (A.2)
where ȳ is the mean of the observations, wy = nτ
2/(nτ 2 + σ2), and wµ = σ
2/(nτ 2 +
σ2). From this relationship it is apparent that wy +wµ = 1 and that as τ
2 →∞, the
observational data overwhelms the model and p(x|y) → N(ȳ, σ2). Alternatively, if
τ 2 → 0 the prior becomes more critical.
For use in data assimilation, equations (A.1) and (A.2) can be transformed to
E(X|y) = µ+
(
nτ 2
σ2 + nτ 2
)
(ȳ − µ) (A.3)
= µ+K(ȳ − µ), (A.4)
where the prior mean (µ) is adjusted toward the observational estimate (ȳ) according
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to the weight,
K = (nτ 2)/(σ2 + nτ 2). (A.5)
Similarly, a posterior variance can be rewritten as
var(X|y) = (1−K)τ 2. (A.6)
When applying Bayes Theorem to a multivariate case, as in this study of the
WRF precipitation model, there are some slight changes to equations (A.4), (A.5),
and (A.6). We now have an n x 1 vector of X that has a prior distribution of
N(µ,P), where P is now a covariance matrix and both µ and P are known from the
model. We also now have a p x 1 observational data vector Y in which we assume
the data model (Y|x) has the distribution N(Hx,R), where the p x n observation
mask H and the observational error matrix R, are assumed to be known.
The posterior distribution of X|y, as shown in the univariate case, is Gaussian:
X|y ∼ N((H′R−1H + P−1)−1(H′R−1y + P−1µ), (H′R−1H + P−1)−1), (A.7)
and from this normal distribution we can rewrite the posterior mean, weight matrix,
and posterior variance as follows:
E(X|y) = µ+ K(y −Hµ) (A.8)
K = PH′(R + HPH′)−1 (A.9)
var(X|y) = (I−KH)P. (A.10)
Equations (A.8), (A.9), and (A.10) are the core formulas used in this study to
perform the data assimilation. Here, both the posterior mean and variance are
updated by the location and covariance structure of the prior and the observations.
In this way, we are able to minimize the error variance and thus it can be considered
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the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP). This is where the comparison to kriging
can be made. In this study, the kriging weights are developed to include both the
covariance of the prior and the observations; since the prior mean and covariance
are known, this method is most analogous to simple kriging.
A.2 Derivation of the posterior mean
This derivation is contingent on all distributions being Gaussian, thus the data
distribution (p(y|x)) and the prior distribution (p(x)) are given as typical Normal
distributions:
p(x) = N(µ, τ 2) =
1√
2πτ 2
e−
(x−µ)2
2τ2
p(y|x) = N(x, σ2) = 1√
2πσ2
e−
∑
(yi−x)
2
2σ2
where µ and τ 2 are the mean and variance for the prior distribution and x and σ2 are
the mean and variance for the data distribution. From here, you take the product of
the two distributions, as described in the numerator of Bayes Theorem. With some
simple algebra, the product can be reduced to:
p(y|x)p(x) = 1
2πσ2τ 2
e−
∑
(yi−x)
2
2σ2
− (x−µ)
2
2τ2 .
Now by rearranging the exponential variables we can get:
−
∑
(yi − x)2
2σ2
− (x− µ)
2
2τ 2
=
− 0.5
[(
1
τ 2
+
n
σ2
)
x2 − 2
(
µ
τ 2
+
∑
yi
σ2
)
x+
(
µ2
τ 2
+
∑
y2i
σ2
)]
,
where n comes into the equation from pulling the fraction out of the summation.
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Next, by completing the squares, this equation expands to:
= −0.5
(x− µτ2 + ∑ yiσ2n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)2
+
(
µ2
τ2
+
∑
y2i
σ2
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)
−
(
µ
τ2
+
∑
yi
σ2
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)2 ,
= −0.5
(x− µτ2 + ∑ yiσ2n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)2
+
(
µ2
τ2
+
∑
y2i
σ2
) (
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)
−
(
µ
τ2
+
∑
yi
σ2
)(
µ
τ2
+
∑
yi
σ2
)
(
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)2
 ,
= −0.5
(x− µτ2 + ∑ yiσ2n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)2(
n
σ2
+
1
τ 2
)2
+
(
µ2
τ 2
+
∑
y2i
σ2
)(
n
σ2
+
1
τ 2
)
−
(
µ
τ 2
+
∑
yi
σ2
)(
µ
τ 2
+
∑
yi
σ2
)]
.
Since we are only looking for the value of the posterior mean, we do not need to
normalize by the integral (as called for in Bayes Theorem) because this step does
not change the mean value, it affects only the density of the mean. This saves a lot
of time because integrating a Normal distribution can be challenging. From Wikle
and Berliner [1] we know that the posterior variance is (n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)−1, therefore
we can back calculate the normalizing constant to make sure we get this variance
by eliminating the values marked by the color red in the above equation. When we
do this and add the original exponential back into the equation, it reduces to:
p(x|y) = 1
2πσ2τ 2
e
− 1
2
x− µτ2 +
∑
yi
σ2
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
2( n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
)
2

,
This step is redundant since we do not actually need the variance and the mean
(marked in blue) is already given in the un-normalized equation. Nonetheless
we can see that the above equation defines a new Normal distribution given as
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N ((n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)−1 (
∑
yi/σ
2 + µ/τ 2) , (n/σ2 + 1/τ 2)−1) where the posterior mean
given as,
E(x|y) =
µ
τ2
+
∑
yi
σ2
n
σ2
+ 1
τ2
=
σ2µ
nτ 2 + σ
+
τ 2
∑
yi
nτ 2 + σ2
= µ+
(
nτ 2
σ2 + nτ 2
)(∑
yi
n
− µ
)
Now, when you substitute K for nτ 2/(σ2 + nτ 2) and ȳ for
∑
yi/n you get the final
equation for the posterior mean:
E(x|y) = µ+K(ȳ − µ),
where K is considered the “gain” and ȳ is the sample estimate.
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Appendix B
History of the Budyko framework
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The Budyko curve was developed by Mikhail Ivanovich Budyko in 1948 [2] to de-
scribe the relationship between evapotranspiration, precipitation, aridity, and runoff
of a watershed. The curve is based on the assumption that over an extended period
of time (> years) and among large catchments (> 10,000 km2) a watershed will be
limited by the following constraints:
Q
P
→ 0 or Ea
P
→ 1 as Ep
P
→∞
and
Ea
P
→ Ep
P
as
Ep
P
→ 0,
where Q is runoff, P is precipitation, Ea is actual evapotranspiration, and Ep is
potential evaporation. Budyko then developed his curve to be bound by these
constraints,
Ea
P
=
[
φ tanh
(
1
φ
)(
1− e−φ
)]
,
where φ is the aridity index Ep/P . However, to truly understand the development
of Budyko’s curve we must to go back to the turn of the century when these ideas
were first explored.
In 1904, Schreiber [8] developed a simple formula to capture the relationship
between the evapotranspiration ratio (Ea/P ) and the aridity index (φ),
Ea
P
= 1− e−φ.
This relationship implies that the evapotranspiration ratio asymptotically approaches
unity with higher values of φ (Figure B.1); which is identical to one of the constraints
of the Budyko curve. Later, in 1911, Ol’Dekop [6] developed similar relationship us-
ing a hyperbolic tangent (Figure B.1),
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Ea
P
= φ tanh
(
1
φ
)
.
Budyko found that when plotting the water balance for a number of catchments
they tended to fall between these two curves, hence he developed his own curve to
be the geometric mean of the Schreiber and Ol’Dekop curves. Independently, at the
same time Budyko was testing his curve in a study of over 1200 basins [3], Turc
(1954) [9] was developing his own representation of catchment water balance with
the equation,
Ea
P
=
1√
0.9 +
(
1
φ
)2 ;
which was later modified by Pike (1964) [7] by replacing 0.9 with 1.0. The Turc-Pike
curve proved to be almost identical to the Budyko curve (Figure B.1), lending more
confidence to the relationship.
It wasn’t until the 1990’s that scientist began to revisit the Budyko framework
as a way to describe terrestrial energy and mass budgets. Milly (1994) [5] began
to question the variability in watershed locations on the curve and hypothesized
that vegetation, soil, and intra-annual climate all play a role. From this notion,
Zhang (2001) [10] parameterized the curve (Figure B.1) using a plant-available water
coefficient (w) in the equation to compensate for various watershed conditions,
Ea
P
=
1 + wφ√
1.0 + wφ+ 1
φ
.
The Budyko Framework has continued to expand since the development of Zhang’s
relationship, adding more parameters and loosening the assumptions. Recently,
Zhang actually used the Turc-Pike equation as a basis for parameterization, but since it is so
closely related to the Budyko curve it is usually referred to as a parameterization of the Budyko
curve.
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Figure B.1: The five water balance curves used to describe the relationship between
evapotranspiration, runoff, precipitation, and aridity. Line A represents the water limit
constraint and line B represents the energy limit constraint. The figure was adapted from
Arora (2002 )[1].
however, things have come full circle as Gentine (2012) [4] has suggested that the
unparameterized Budyko curve captures the true essence of the water balance re-
lationship and that over time vegetation will adapt to align a watershed with the
original Budyko curve. The parameterized versions of the curve, however, are still
extremely useful in that they allow some of the assumptions to be loosened (e.g.
time constraints) at the cost of an additional coefficient to compensate for the cases
when the catchment may fall off the Budyko curve.
There are several reasons why a catchment may not align with the Budyko curve.
Most notably are when time (or space) assumptions are not met, or rare cases where
the physical characteristics do not allow for the assumption of a negligible watershed
storage term (i.e. a leaky basin). Other more complex causes for this scenario might
be the differences in intra-annual climate among watersheds. Milly (1994) [5] showed
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that watersheds which tend to be out-of-phase (i.e. precipitation comes at a time
when energy is at a minimum) tend to plot further away from the asymptotes than
the Budyko curve and watersheds which are in-phase tend to plot closer to the
asymptotes. Furthermore, Milly suggested that soil characteristics such as water-
holding capacity, infiltration capacity, and rate at which water flows toward root
systems can also lead to a watershed falling off of the curve. Many of these cases are
common in real-world catchments because they are not in equilibrium. Nevertheless,
if given enough time to adapt, it has been shown that they will come back to plot
along the Budyko curve.
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Appendix C
Project 3: Supplementary Material
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C.1 Gages used for Empirical Validation
We used 1,566 gages across the conterminous United States to validate the devel-
oped analytical framework. The gages were selected based on their complete 60
year record from 1950-2009. Basins larger than 50,000 km2 were dropped from the
dataset in order to minimize independence issues. No other criteria was used for
gage selection in order to allow for the exploration of a wide range of watershed
impacts.
ID NAME LAT LON AREA
11413000 N YUBA R BL GOODYEARS BAR CA 39.524894 -120.938007 647.7
02138500 LINVILLE RIVER NEAR NEBO, NC 35.794849 -81.890106 173.9
02312000 WITHLACOOCHEE RIVER AT TRILBY, FLA. 28.479998 -82.177585 1372.4
13056500 HENRYS FORK NR REXBURG ID 43.825833 -111.905 8336.9
14174000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT ALBANY, OR 44.638733 -123.106762 12574.7
08091500 Paluxy Rv at Glen Rose, TX 32.231532 -97.777251 1064
12413000 NF COEUR D ALENE RIVER AT ENAVILLE ID 47.568889 -116.253333 2325.2
02018000 CRAIG CREEK AT PARR, VA 37.665962 -79.911439 852.3
08069000 Cypress Ck nr Westfield, TX 30.035775 -95.428827 726.4
05464000 Cedar River at Waterloo, IA 42.495542 -92.334352 13348.6
06052500 Gallatin River at Logan MT 45.885206 -111.438298 4634.3
14169000 LONG TOM RIVER NEAR ALVADORE,OREG. 44.123457 -123.299817 660.5
11348500 PIT R NR CANBY CA 41.406001 -120.927746 3884.1
08183500 San Antonio Rv nr Falls City, TX 28.951641 -98.064172 5464.5
12422500 SPOKANE RIVER AT SPOKANE, WA 47.659335 -117.449103 11100.4
02105500 CAPE FEAR R AT WILM O HUSKE LOCK NR TARHEEL, NC 34.845833 -78.820556 12591.9
01434000 DELAWARE RIVER AT PORT JERVIS NY 41.370649 -74.697385 7967.6
04056500 MANISTIQUE RIVER NEAR MANISTIQUE, MI 46.030529 -86.161249 2945.9
13073000 PORTNEUF RIVER AT TOPAZ ID 42.625556 -112.088056 1523.4
05554500 VERMILION RIVER AT PONTIAC, IL 40.877811 -88.636173 1500.1
06423500 CHEYENNE RIVER NEAR WASTA,SD 44.081098 -102.401275 32865.3
10234500 BEAVER RIVER NEAR BEAVER, UT 38.280526 -112.568271 236.4
04198000 Sandusky River near Fremont OH 41.307831 -83.158809 3243.8
01049000 Sebasticook River near Pittsfield, Maine 44.716778 -69.413819 1488.6
05429500 YAHARA RIVER AT MC FARLAND, WI 43.008887 -89.305118 844.1
05576000 SOUTH FORK SANGAMON RIVER NR ROCHESTER, IL 39.742273 -89.567317 2243.4
13060000 SNAKE RIVER NR SHELLEY ID 43.413056 -112.135 26343
08095000 N Bosque Rv nr Clifton, TX 31.785991 -97.568075 2535.1
04071000 OCONTO RIVER NEAR GILLETT, WI 44.865 -88.3 1814.4
13251000 PAYETTE RIVER NR PAYETTE ID 44.042222 -116.925278 8534.5
13247500 PAYETTE RIVER NR HORSESHOE BEND ID 43.943333 -116.196667 5743.8
11462500 RUSSIAN R NR HOPLAND CA 39.026563 -123.130559 938.7
09444000 SAN FRANCISCO RIVER NEAR GLENWOOD, NM 33.246731 -108.88034 4281.7
01470500 Schuylkill River at Berne, PA 40.522593 -75.998268 924.7
06326500 Powder River near Locate MT 46.430004 -105.309983 33847.4
06471500 ELM R AT WESTPORT SD 45.656087 -98.49704 3864.9
14091500 METOLIUS RIVER NEAR GRANDVIEW, OR 44.626228 -121.483943 818.1
02088000 MIDDLE CREEK NEAR CLAYTON, NC 35.570833 -78.590556 201.5
01372500 WAPPINGER CREEK NEAR WAPPINGERS FALLS NY 41.653149 -73.872635 441.8
01076500 PEMIGEWASSET RIVER AT PLYMOUTH, NH 43.759239 -71.685634 1608.9
05430500 ROCK RIVER AT AFTON, WI 42.609179 -89.070667 7923.8
03229500 Big Walnut Creek at Rees OH 39.85673 -82.957126 1424
08041000 Neches Rv at Evadale, TX 30.355764 -94.093237 20395.9
13181000 OWYHEE RIVER NR ROME OR 42.866389 -117.649167 19916.1
03080000 Laurel Hill Creek at Ursina, PA 39.820355 -79.321423 313.3
03220000 Mill Creek near Bellepoint OH 40.248395 -83.173803 463.9
04168000 LOWER RIVER ROUGE AT INKSTER, MI 42.300593 -83.300208 219.2
08176500 Guadalupe Rv at Victoria, TX 28.793046 -97.013043 13456.2
06089000 Sun River near Vaughn MT 47.525736 -111.511842 4889.7
01413500 EAST BR DELAWARE R AT MARGARETVILLE NY 42.14481 -74.653489 424.1
01371500 WALLKILL RIVER AT GARDINER NY 41.686205 -74.165146 1866.3
09036000 WILLIAMS FORK NEAR LEAL, CO. 39.833875 -106.056408 231.9
05482500 North Raccoon River near Jefferson, IA 41.988039 -94.376913 4188
01117500 PAWCATUCK RIVER AT WOOD RIVER JUNCTION, RI 41.4451 -71.680898 260.4
01154500 CONNECTICUT RIVER AT NORTH WALPOLE, NH 43.126189 -72.436755 14220.1
03612000 CACHE RIVER AT FORMAN, IL 37.336441 -88.923955 632
05405000 BARABOO RIVER NEAR BARABOO, WI 43.481667 -89.636389 1577.9
01541000 West Branch Susquehanna River at Bower, PA 40.897007 -78.676973 817.7
03369500 VERNON FORK MUSCATATUCK RIVER AT VERNON, IN 38.976443 -85.61969 512.3
02246000 NORTH FORK BLACK CREEK NR MIDDLEBURG, FLA. 30.113295 -81.906492 451.1
03598000 DUCK RIVER NEAR SHELBYVILLE, TN 35.48035 -86.499161 1245
10150500 SPANISH FORK AT CASTILLA, UT 40.049678 -111.547971 1629.8
02039500 APPOMATTOX RIVER AT FARMVILLE, VA 37.307097 -78.388607 784.8
11097000 BIG TUJUNGA C BL HANSEN DAM CA 34.253614 -118.38897 395.9
06464500 KEYA PAHA R AT WEWELA SD 43.028893 -99.780671 2914
05580000 KICKAPOO CREEK AT WAYNESVILLE, IL 40.254761 -89.129253 591.5
12467000 CRAB CREEK NEAR MOSES LAKE, WA 47.189309 -119.265855 5348
05583000 SANGAMON RIVER NEAR OAKFORD, IL 40.123935 -89.985114 13263.8
13246000 NF PAYETTE RIVER NR BANKS ID 44.113781 -116.107904 2392.1
05379500 TREMPEALEAU RIVER AT DODGE, WI 44.13163 -91.552928 1665.2
03550000 VALLEY RIVER AT TOMOTLA, NC 35.138889 -83.980556 268.1
01534500 Lackawanna River at Archbald, PA 41.504526 -75.54213 281.8
01017000 Aroostook River at Washburn, Maine 46.777294 -68.157194 4278.9
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01134500 MOOSE RIVER AT VICTORY, VT 44.511723 -71.837314 195.1
12167000 NF STILLAGUAMISH RIVER NEAR ARLINGTON, WA 48.261492 -122.047641 683.8
03168000 NEW RIVER AT ALLISONIA, VA 36.937622 -80.745626 5728.4
06282000 SHOSHONE RIVER BELOW BUFFALO BILL RESERVOIR, WY 44.51662 -109.097922 4001.2
09152500 GUNNISON RIVER NEAR GRAND JUNCTION, CO. 38.983316 -108.450645 20560
06395000 CHEYENNE R AT EDGEMONT SD 43.305529 -103.821031 18580.2
01481500 BRANDYWINE CREEK AT WILMINGTON, DE 39.769417 -75.573278 824
05434500 PECATONICA RIVER AT MARTINTOWN, WI 42.510009 -89.80151 2677.4
01119500 WILLIMANTIC RIVER NEAR COVENTRY, CT. 41.750654 -72.265635 314.8
07343000 N Sulphur Rv nr Cooper, TX 33.47483 -95.587735 789.2
03504000 NANTAHALA RIVER NEAR RAINBOW SPRINGS, NC 35.1275 -83.618611 134.5
14153500 COAST FORK WILLAMETTE R BLW COTTAGE GROVE DAM, OR 43.720678 -123.049799 275
01196500 QUINNIPIAC RIVER AT WALLINGFORD, CT. 41.449542 -72.840934 285.7
02441390 TOMBIGBEE RIVER AT STENNIS LOCK AND DAM, MS 33.5175 -88.489444 11509.2
07144200 L ARKANSAS R AT VALLEY CENTER, KS 37.832234 -97.388098 3377.3
02151500 BROAD RIVER NEAR BOILING SPRINGS, NC 35.210958 -81.697598 2260.3
01055000 Swift River near Roxbury, Maine 44.642747 -70.588783 250.6
14366000 APPLEGATE RIVER NEAR APPLEGATE, OR 42.241511 -123.140048 1252.8
11274000 SAN JOAQUIN R NR NEWMAN CA 37.350493 -120.97715 29064.8
07176000 Verdigris River near Claremore, OK 36.307319 -95.698037 16709.2
04073500 FOX RIVER AT BERLIN, WI 43.95387 -88.952614 3416.4
03079000 Casselman River at Markleton, PA 39.8598 -79.227531 990.8
02317500 ALAPAHA RIVER AT STATENVILLE, GA 30.704101 -83.033196 3601.4
01097000 ASSABET RIVER AT MAYNARD, MA 42.432038 -71.449785 299.3
04223000 GENESEE RIVER AT PORTAGEVILLE NY 42.570341 -78.042228 2547.7
05227500 MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT AITKIN, MN 46.540513 -93.707471 15243.5
05474000 Skunk River at Augusta, IA 40.75365 -91.277094 11165.4
04296500 CLYDE RIVER AT NEWPORT, VT 44.940324 -72.189268 375
06838000 RED WILLOW CREEK NEAR RED WILLOW, NEBR. 40.234842 -100.500703 2070.1
05059000 SHEYENNE RIVER NEAR KINDRED, ND 46.631633 -97.000643 12965.7
02016500 JAMES RIVER AT LICK RUN, VA 37.77374 -79.784493 3558.3
02213000 OCMULGEE RIVER AT MACON, GA 32.838611 -83.620556 5824.9
04119000 GRAND RIVER AT GRAND RAPIDS, MI 42.964471 -85.67642 12741.2
14209000 OAK GROVE FORK ABOVE POWERPLANT INTAKE, OR. 45.071232 -121.940635 321
13174500 OWYHEE R NR GOLD CREEK, NV 41.688794 -115.844807 527.6
05471500 South Skunk River near Oskaloosa, IA 41.355699 -92.657359 4246.9
02320500 SUWANNEE RIVER AT BRANFORD, FLA. 29.955785 -82.927628 20347
12148500 TOLT RIVER NEAR CARNATION, WA 47.695657 -121.824006 210.2
11345500 SF PIT R NR LIKELY CA 41.230729 -120.437173 672.2
02100500 DEEP RIVER AT RAMSEUR, NC 35.726389 -79.655556 920.5
02375500 ESCAMBIA RIVER NEAR CENTURY, FL 30.965183 -87.23414 9935.4
06891500 WAKARUSA R NR LAWRENCE, KS 38.911295 -95.261101 1103.7
11224500 LOS GATOS C AB NUNEZ CYN NR COALINGA CA 36.214677 -120.470712 247.4
01631000 S F SHENANDOAH RIVER AT FRONT ROYAL, VA 38.914001 -78.210834 4230.5
07340000 Little River near Horatio, AR 33.918883 -94.387258 6942.8
11404500 NF FEATHER R A PULGA CA 39.794329 -121.451635 5148.7
05579500 LAKE FORK NEAR CORNLAND, IL 39.951435 -89.383706 552.1
03038000 Crooked Creek at Idaho, PA 40.654788 -79.348651 493.7
05311000 MINNESOTA RIVER AT MONTEVIDEO, MN 44.93329 -95.733638 16140.8
04151500 CASS RIVER AT FRANKENMUTH, MI 43.327802 -83.74802 2164.9
09255000 SLATER FORK NEAR SLATER, CO. 40.982466 -107.382839 387.9
01173500 WARE RIVER AT GIBBS CROSSING, MA 42.236204 -72.272581 510.3
07157500 CROOKED C NR ENGLEWOOD, KS 37.031695 -100.208475 3515.7
06898000 Thompson River at Davis City, IA 40.64028 -93.80828 1801.3
01646000 DIFFICULT RUN NEAR GREAT FALLS, VA 38.975943 -77.245814 149.9
11532500 SMITH R NR CRESCENT CITY CA 41.791503 -124.076189 1578
07234000 Beaver River at Beaver, OK 36.822248 -100.519316 20720.8
06609500 Boyer River at Logan, IA 41.64249 -95.782786 2252.1
01596500 SAVAGE RIVER NEAR BARTON, MD 39.570056 -79.101944 124.7
09110000 TAYLOR RIVER AT ALMONT, CO. 38.664437 -106.845317 1237.3
10296000 W WALKER R BLW L WALKER R NR COLEVILLE, CA 38.379637 -119.450165 467.4
03346000 NORTH FORK EMBARRAS RIVER NEAR OBLONG, IL 39.010042 -87.945588 814.7
03380500 SKILLET FORK AT WAYNE CITY, IL 38.356993 -88.583386 1204.3
01550000 Lycoming Creek near Trout Run, PA 41.41841 -77.032746 452.7
13336500 SELWAY RIVER NR LOWELL ID 46.086667 -115.513889 4959.5
03232500 Rocky Fork near Barretts Mills OH 39.218399 -83.38547 363.2
11519500 SCOTT R NR FORT JONES CA 41.64069 -123.015037 1713.6
09415000 VIRGIN R AT LITTLEFIELD, AZ 36.891644 -113.92441 12571.1
05286000 RUM RIVER NEAR ST. FRANCIS, MN 45.327743 -93.372454 3586.1
02039000 BUFFALO CREEK NEAR HAMPDEN SYDNEY, VA 37.257097 -78.486384 180.1
02215500 OCMULGEE RIVER AT LUMBER CITY, GA 31.920183 -82.674027 13566.9
01011000 Allagash River near Allagash, Maine 47.069611 -69.079544 3186.8
04164000 CLINTON RIVER NEAR FRASER, MI 42.577257 -82.951311 1143
12113000 GREEN RIVER NEAR AUBURN, WA 47.312323 -122.204008 1066.6
01651000 NW BRANCH ANACOSTIA RIVER NEAR HYATTSVILLE, MD 38.952333 -76.966056 127.8
05394500 PRAIRIE RIVER NEAR MERRILL, WI 45.235799 -89.649848 483.2
08319000 RIO GRANDE AT SAN FELIPE, NM 35.444202 -106.440304 40850.5
09299500 WHITEROCKS RIVER NEAR WHITEROCKS, UT 40.593565 -109.932374 298.3
11525500 TRINITY R A LEWISTON CA 40.719312 -122.803634 1861.7
09364500 ANIMAS RIVER AT FARMINGTON, NM 36.721392 -108.202018 3545.7
02387500 OOSTANAULA RIVER AT RESACA, GA 34.577111 -84.941853 4153.3
05391000 WISCONSIN RIVER @ RAINBOW LAKE NR LAKE TOMAHAWK,WI 45.830509 -89.552364 1947.6
09070500 COLORADO RIVER NEAR DOTSERO, CO. 39.643873 -107.077826 11399.5
09057500 BLUE RIVER BELOW GREEN MOUNTAIN RESERVOIR, CO. 39.880264 -106.333918 1494.9
01614500 CONOCOCHEAGUE CREEK AT FAIRVIEW, MD 39.716389 -77.824778 1309.5
05525000 IROQUOIS RIVER AT IROQUOIS, IL 40.822813 -87.581419 1746.3
01473000 Perkiomen Creek at Graterford, PA 40.229547 -75.451567 721.4
08395500 PECOS RIVER NEAR LAKE ARTHUR, NM 32.988444 -104.322739 44705.1
02081500 TAR RIVER NEAR TAR RIVER, NC 36.194167 -78.583056 428.4
05412500 Turkey River at Garber, IA 42.739988 -91.261799 3858.2
01568000 Sherman Creek at Shermans Dale, PA 40.323419 -77.16887 534.4
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03451500 FRENCH BROAD RIVER AT ASHEVILLE, NC 35.608889 -82.578056 2444.7
14191000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT SALEM, OR 44.944286 -123.042874 18821.8
05584500 LA MOINE RIVER AT COLMAR, IL 40.330322 -90.896245 1695.7
04182000 ST. MARYS RIVER NEAR FORT WAYNE, IND. 40.987826 -85.111914 1849.1
08047000 Clear Fk Trinity Rv nr Benbrook, TX 32.665133 -97.441964 1117.3
09466500 GILA RIVER AT CALVA, AZ. 33.185613 -110.22009 29892.8
01334000 WALLOOMSAC RIVER NEAR NORTH BENNINGTON, VT 42.912856 -73.256498 299.6
03011020 ALLEGHENY RIVER AT SALAMANCA NY 42.156452 -78.715309 4161.7
12010000 NASELLE RIVER NEAR NASELLE, WA 46.373994 -123.743482 142.2
05120500 WINTERING RIVER NR KARLSRUHE, ND 48.138337 -100.539862 1509.8
01628500 S F SHENANDOAH RIVER NEAR LYNNWOOD, VA 38.322628 -78.754746 2792.9
03091500 Mahoning River at Pricetown OH 41.131446 -80.971202 708.8
10011500 BEAR RIVER NEAR UTAH-WYOMING STATE LINE 40.965225 -110.853508 445.6
03075070 Monongahela River at Elizabeth, PA 40.262292 -79.90116 13824
14362000 APPLEGATE RIVER NEAR COPPER, OR 42.063736 -123.111436 580.2
13183000 OWYHEE RIVER BELOW OWYHEE DAM OR 43.654444 -117.255833 28159.2
11118500 VENTURA R NR VENTURA 34.35222 -119.308447 485.7
02045500 NOTTOWAY RIVER NEAR STONY CREEK, VA 36.90015 -77.3997 1498.1
06882000 BIG BLUE R AT BARNESTON NEBR 40.044686 -96.587333 11512.5
09310500 FISH CREEK ABOVE RESERVOIR, NEAR SCOFIELD, UT 39.774406 -111.191006 148.2
04165500 CLINTON RIVER AT MORAVIAN DRIVE AT MT. CLEMENS, MI 42.595867 -82.90881 1892.6
01380500 ROCKAWAY RIVER ABOVE RESERVOIR AT BOONTON NJ 40.902778 -74.409722 304.2
04186500 Auglaize River near Fort Jennings OH 40.948662 -84.266059 858.4
02488500 PEARL RIVER NR MONTICELLO, MS 31.553333 -90.088056 12917.7
02049500 BLACKWATER RIVER NEAR FRANKLIN, VA 36.76265 -76.898294 1582.7
10327500 HUMBOLDT RV AT COMUS, NV 40.992125 -117.317617 31195.9
01118500 PAWCATUCK RIVER AT WESTERLY, RI 41.383711 -71.833125 765.8
05211000 MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT GRAND RAPIDS, MN 47.232166 -93.530214 8611.3
06406000 BATTLE CR AT HERMOSA SD 43.828046 -103.196021 436.3
02361000 CHOCTAWHATCHEE RIVER NEAR NEWTON, AL. 31.342949 -85.610491 1781.6
03281500 SOUTH FORK KENTUCKY RIVER AT BOONEVILLE, KY 37.47981 -83.675192 1838.2
05408000 KICKAPOO RIVER AT LA FARGE, WI 43.57414 -90.643186 689.3
06814000 TURKEY C NR SENECA, KS 39.947777 -96.108615 713.8
06607200 Maple River at Mapleton, IA 42.156934 -95.810007 1734.4
03184000 GREENBRIER RIVER AT HILLDALE, WV 37.64012 -80.805083 4225.8
03263000 Great Miami River at Taylorsville OH 39.872835 -84.164107 2975
06902000 Grand River near Sumner, MO 39.640033 -93.273686 17944.1
03488000 N F HOLSTON RIVER NEAR SALTVILLE, VA 36.896781 -81.746229 578.2
01487000 NANTICOKE RIVER NEAR BRIDGEVILLE, DE 38.728333 -75.561861 187.4
08053500 Denton Ck nr Justin, TX 33.11901 -97.290573 1035.3
05356000 CHIPPEWA RIVER AT BISHOPS BRIDGE NEAR WINTER, WI 45.848611 -91.078889 2105.7
03144000 Wakatomika Creek near Frazeysburg OH 40.132568 -82.14792 363.4
01332500 HOOSIC RIVER NEAR WILLIAMSTOWN, MA 42.700359 -73.158994 328.3
06600500 Floyd River at James, IA 42.57666 -96.311416 2297.9
06228000 WIND RIVER AT RIVERTON, WY 43.010515 -108.37677 5992.2
02060500 ROANOKE RIVER AT ALTAVISTA, VA 37.104587 -79.295301 4617.8
08019500 Big Sandy Ck nr Big Sandy, TX 32.604029 -95.09161 596.5
07177500 Bird Creek near Sperry, OK 36.278425 -95.954162 2348.8
06225500 WIND RIVER NEAR CROWHEART, WY 43.242457 -109.010405 4906
12054000 DUCKABUSH RIVER NEAR BRINNON, WA 47.683981 -123.011551 171.7
05464500 Cedar River at Cedar Rapids, IA 41.971945 -91.667124 16861.9
03351000 WHITE RIVER NEAR NORA, IN 39.910595 -86.105542 3119.4
03378000 BONPAS CREEK AT BROWNS, IL 38.386437 -87.975588 590.5
04040500 STURGEON RIVER NEAR SIDNAW, MI 46.584106 -88.57597 419.8
04260500 BLACK RIVER AT WATERTOWN NY 43.985616 -75.924646 4842.9
10344500 LITTLE TRUCKEE R BL BOCA DAM NR TRUCKEE CA 39.386852 -120.095476 445.8
07188000 Spring River near Quapaw, OK 36.934511 -94.747171 6513.2
05325000 MINNESOTA RIVER AT MANKATO, MN 44.169411 -94.0044 38694.4
06235500 LITTLE WIND RIVER NEAR RIVERTON, WY 42.997459 -108.375381 4934
08074500 Whiteoak Bayou at Houston, TX 29.775228 -95.397161 246.3
08070500 Caney Ck nr Splendora, TX 30.259658 -95.302436 272.9
13337000 LOCHSA RIVER NR LOWELL ID 46.150833 -115.587222 3053.4
09328500 SAN RAFAEL RIVER NEAR GREEN RIVER, UT 38.858308 -110.370147 4292.5
01445500 PEQUEST RIVER AT PEQUEST NJ 40.830556 -74.977778 269.5
03020500 Oil Creek at Rouseville, PA 41.481726 -79.69533 730.6
04282000 OTTER CREEK AT CENTER RUTLAND, VT 43.603679 -73.013163 798.1
04195500 Portage River at Woodville OH 41.449496 -83.361316 1080
07342500 S Sulphur Rv nr Cooper, TX 33.356499 -95.594956 1356.4
02472000 LEAF RIVER NR COLLINS, MS 31.706944 -89.406944 1927.1
11244000 NF WILLOW C NR BASS LAKE CA 37.288834 -119.530139 132.1
04289000 LITTLE RIVER NEAR WATERBURY, VT 44.370056 -72.769285 286.9
03061500 BUFFALO CREEK AT BARRACKVILLE, WV 39.503973 -80.172023 300.1
08134000 N Concho Rv nr Carlsbad, TX 31.592655 -100.637045 3246.9
01197500 HOUSATONIC RIVER NEAR GREAT BARRINGTON, MA 42.232033 -73.354833 732.9
05131500 LITTLE FORK RIVER AT LITTLEFORK, MN 48.395776 -93.549327 4383.5
11368000 MCCLOUD R AB SHASTA LK CA 40.958208 -122.219728 1569.7
09480000 SANTA CRUZ RIVER NEAR LOCHIEL, AZ. 31.355378 -110.589526 213.4
09149500 UNCOMPAHGRE RIVER AT DELTA, CO. 38.741928 -108.080903 2899.5
03176500 NEW RIVER AT GLEN LYN, VA 37.372899 -80.860635 9781.7
02424000 CAHABA RIVER AT CENTREVILLE AL 32.945124 -87.139162 2656.6
01583500 WESTERN RUN AT WESTERN RUN, MD 39.510778 -76.6765 155.8
03328000 EEL RIVER AT NORTH MANCHESTER, IND. 40.993934 -85.781375 1086.4
01451000 Lehigh River at Walnutport, PA 40.75704 -75.602964 2297
03345500 EMBARRAS RIVER AT STE. MARIE, IL 38.936433 -88.022535 3944.6
04109000 GRAND RIVER AT JACKSON, MI 42.283647 -84.408848 426.5
07014500 Meramec River near Sullivan, MO 38.158531 -91.108458 3845.5
06207500 Clarks Fork Yellowstone River nr Belfry MT 45.010225 -109.065422 2985
01648000 ROCK CREEK AT SHERRILL DRIVE WASHINGTON, DC 38.9725 -77.04 136.8
01608000 SO FK SOUTH BRANCH POTOMAC R NR MOOREFIELD, WV 39.012331 -78.956139 717.6
05466000 EDWARDS RIVER NEAR ORION, IL 41.27198 -90.377627 401.4
06428500 BELLE FOURCHE R AT WY-SD STATE LINE 44.749707 -104.047435 8381.4
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01646502 POTOMAC RIVER (ADJUSTED) NEAR WASH, DC 38.949555 -77.127479 29952.1
04156000 TITTABAWASSEE RIVER AT MIDLAND, MI 43.595305 -84.235544 6128.7
07187000 Shoal Creek above Joplin, MO 37.023156 -94.516567 1110.4
01031500 Piscataquis River near Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 45.175008 -69.314697 769
06355500 NORTH FORK GRAND R NEAR WHITE BUTTE SD 45.80222 -102.36238 3115.9
04181500 ST. MARYS RIVER AT DECATUR, IND. 40.848103 -84.937744 1490.1
04127997 STURGEON RIVER AT WOLVERINE, MI 45.274457 -84.600031 487.2
12045500 ELWHA RIVER AT MCDONALD BR NEAR PORT ANGELES, WA 48.054811 -123.583246 695.4
06606600 Little Sioux River at Correctionville, IA 42.470517 -95.797649 6454.3
05539000 HICKORY CREEK AT JOLIET, IL 41.515031 -88.073391 278.9
02394000 ETOWAH RIVER AT ALLATOONA DAM, ABV CARTERSVILLE,GA 34.163153 -84.741047 2908.3
04180000 CEDAR CREEK NEAR CEDARVILLE, IND. 41.218938 -85.076359 697.7
03085500 Chartiers Creek at Carnegie, PA 40.400625 -80.096444 666.9
04087000 MILWAUKEE RIVER AT MILWAUKEE, WI 43.100012 -87.908974 1805.2
06847500 SAPPA CREEK NEAR STAMFORD, NEBR. 40.131794 -99.554633 9856
09064500 HOMESTAKE CREEK NEAR RED CLIFF, CO. 39.47332 -106.367806 151.3
11230500 BEAR C NR LAKE THOMAS A EDISON CA 37.339386 -118.973451 135.5
09384000 LITTLE COLORADO R ABV LYMAN LAKE NR ST. JOHNS, AZ 34.314486 -109.362315 1961.8
06317000 POWDER RIVER AT ARVADA, WY 44.649982 -106.127528 15343.2
03574500 PAINT ROCK RIVER NEAR WOODVILLE AL 34.624255 -86.306374 813.8
03234500 Scioto River at Higby OH 39.212289 -82.863785 13284.2
01544500 Kettle Creek at Cross Fork, PA 41.475899 -77.825825 355.1
11509500 KLAMATH RIVER AT KENO, OR 42.133199 -121.962231 18081.2
06794000 BEAVER CREEK AT GENOA, NEBR. 41.442236 -97.736719 1756.5
01634500 CEDAR CREEK NEAR WINCHESTER, VA 39.081218 -78.329449 264
08106500 Little Rv at Cameron, TX 30.83519 -96.946651 18398
01548500 Pine Creek at Cedar Run, PA 41.521736 -77.44748 1557
03015500 Brokenstraw Creek at Youngsville, PA 41.852559 -79.317271 784.9
03048500 Kiskiminetas River at Vandergrift, PA 40.60451 -79.551989 4729
08121000 Colorado Rv at Colorado City, TX 32.392619 -100.878725 10057
02223000 OCONEE RIVER AT MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 33.089588 -83.215432 7618.9
11292000 MF STANISLAUS R AT KENNEDY MDWS NR DARDANELLE CA 38.297412 -119.741287 123.3
06449500 LITTLE WHITE R NEAR ROSEBUD SD 43.325559 -100.883756 2774.2
03118500 Nimishillen Creek at North Industry OH 40.734226 -81.352058 453.5
03109500 Little Beaver Creek near East Liverpool OH 40.675897 -80.540624 1304.2
11467000 RUSSIAN R NR GUERNEVILLE CA 38.508523 -122.927774 3465.2
07183000 NEOSHO R NR IOLA, KS 37.89087 -95.430815 9917.6
01094500 NORTH NASHUA RIVER NEAR LEOMINSTER, MA 42.501758 -71.722571 279.7
04208000 Cuyahoga River at Independence OH 41.395331 -81.629848 1837.5
10258500 PALM CYN C NR PALM SPRINGS CA 33.745022 -116.535571 241.5
06438000 BELLE FOURCHE RIVER NEAR ELM SPRINGS 44.369708 -102.566001 18149.4
04117500 THORNAPPLE RIVER NEAR HASTINGS, MI 42.615869 -85.236393 1101.1
01598500 NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER AT LUKE, MD 39.479194 -79.065 1049.9
08172000 San Marcos Rv at Luling, TX 29.66634 -97.650831 2172.8
05085000 FOREST RIVER AT MINTO, ND 48.285833 -97.368056 1425.4
11454000 PUTAH C NR WINTERS CA 38.515185 -122.081916 1491.1
06483500 Rock River near Rock Valley, IA 43.214426 -96.294471 4133.9
07071500 Eleven Point River near Bardley, MO 36.648681 -91.200819 2023.8
11074000 SANTA ANA R BL PRADO DAM CA 33.883349 -117.64533 3726.5
11274500 ORESTIMBA C NR NEWMAN CA 37.315492 -121.125208 347.8
07183500 NEOSHO R NR PARSONS, KS 37.340059 -95.109969 12544.2
14189000 SANTIAM RIVER AT JEFFERSON, OR 44.715122 -123.012315 4606.4
05440000 KISHWAUKEE RIVER NEAR PERRYVILLE, IL 42.194467 -88.998713 2847
01452000 Jordan Creek at Allentown, PA 40.623153 -75.482405 196.6
06470000 JAMES RIVER AT JAMESTOWN, ND 46.889722 -98.681667 7459.4
11390500 SACRAMENTO R BL WILKINS SLOUGH NR GRIMES CA 39.009895 -121.82469 36187.8
06933500 Gasconade River at Jerome, MO 37.929925 -91.977331 7339.5
05527500 KANKAKEE RIVER NEAR WILMINGTON, IL 41.346698 -88.186449 13289.2
14166000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT HARRISBURG, OR 44.270401 -123.173704 8895.2
07312500 Wichita Rv at Wichita Falls, TX 33.909542 -98.533666 8146.3
02371500 CONECUH RIVER AT BRANTLEY AL 31.573495 -86.251623 1292.8
05480500 Des Moines River at Fort Dodge, IA 42.506081 -94.201351 10829.7
05393500 SPIRIT RIVER AT SPIRIT FALLS, WI 45.449132 -89.979311 220.4
07172000 CANEY R NR ELGIN, KS 37.003978 -96.3168 1110.2
06815000 BIG NEMAHA RIVER AT FALLS CITY, NEBR. 40.035558 -95.596096 3473.2
02475000 LEAF RIVER NR MCLAIN, MS 31.102778 -88.808333 9069.8
06836500 DRIFTWOOD CREEK NEAR MC COOK, NEBR. 40.145837 -100.673208 935
03105500 Beaver River at Wampum, PA 40.888674 -80.337008 5752.9
09292500 YELLOWSTONE RIVER NEAR ALTONAH, UTAH 40.511893 -110.341549 325.7
13042500 HENRYS FORK NR ISLAND PARK ID 44.416667 -111.394722 1325.2
06864500 SMOKY HILL R AT ELLSWORTH, KS 38.726676 -98.233668 19334.8
09147500 UNCOMPAHGRE RIVER AT COLONA, CO. 38.331377 -107.779504 1159.2
05451500 Iowa River at Marshalltown, IA 42.065821 -92.9077 3974
01540500 Susquehanna River at Danville, PA 40.958142 -76.619122 29041.5
13302500 SALMON RIVER AT SALMON ID 45.183611 -113.895278 9709.6
01047000 Carrabassett River near North Anson, Maine 44.8692 -69.955103 909.1
12039500 QUINAULT RIVER AT QUINAULT LAKE, WA 47.457586 -123.889345 688.2
01185500 WEST BRANCH FARMINGTON RIVER NEAR NEW BOSTON, MA 42.079259 -73.072884 237.4
02156500 BROAD RIVER NEAR CARLISLE, S. C. 34.59625 -81.422042 7201.2
08171000 Blanco Rv at Wimberley, TX 29.994381 -98.088898 924.5
03528000 CLINCH RIVER ABOVE TAZEWELL, TN 36.425087 -83.398235 3815.8
01411500 MAURICE RIVER AT NORMA NJ 39.495556 -75.076944 270.2
01408500 TOMS RIVER NEAR TOMS RIVER NJ 39.986389 -74.223333 318.8
11421000 YUBA R NR MARYSVILLE CA 39.175725 -121.524965 3474.9
03364000 EAST FORK WHITE RIVER AT COLUMBUS, IND. 39.200052 -85.925546 4418.8
08290000 RIO CHAMA NEAR CHAMITA, NM 36.073911 -106.111691 7958.1
05525500 SUGAR CREEK AT MILFORD, IL 40.630036 -87.723918 1158.8
01446500 DELAWARE RIVER AT BELVIDERE NJ 40.826389 -75.0825 11769.2
05481000 Boone River near Webster City, IA 42.432475 -93.805776 2123.1
06894000 Little Blue River near Lake City, MO 39.100561 -94.300504 480.4
03102500 Little Shenango River at Greenville, PA 41.421999 -80.376178 241.7
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05451900 Richland Creek near Haven, IA 41.899439 -92.474355 146.2
14150000 MIDDLE FORK WILLAMETTE RIVER NEAR DEXTER, OREG. 43.945682 -122.837297 2605.2
05057000 SHEYENNE RIVER NR COOPERSTOWN, ND 47.432771 -98.027595 7582.5
06712000 CHERRY CREEK NEAR FRANKTOWN, CO. 39.355823 -104.763309 436.3
05291000 WHETSTONE RIVER NEAR BIG STONE CITY, SD 45.291632 -96.487557 1046.8
12419000 SPOKANE RIVER NR POST FALLS ID 47.702957 -116.977975 10162.1
06481000 BIG SIOUX R NEAR DELL RAPIDS SD 43.790252 -96.745329 9662.4
09405500 NORTH FORK VIRGIN RIVER NEAR SPRINGDALE, UT 37.209705 -112.978551 896.9
02042500 CHICKAHOMINY RIVER NEAR PROVIDENCE FORGE, VA 37.436258 -77.060803 646.9
02477000 CHICKASAWHAY RIVER AT ENTERPRISE, MS 32.175833 -88.819722 2378.5
01536000 Lackawanna River at Old Forge, PA 41.359246 -75.744359 863.1
05304500 CHIPPEWA RIVER NEAR MILAN, MN 45.108292 -95.798923 4898.7
01428500 DELAWARE R ABOVE LACKAWAXEN R NR BARRYVILLE NY 41.508978 -74.985723 5242.8
05320500 LE SUEUR RIVER NEAR RAPIDAN, MN 44.111077 -94.041345 2871.8
03167000 REED CREEK AT GRAHAMS FORGE, VA 36.939565 -80.886744 669
09326500 FERRON CREEK (UPPER STATION) NEAR FERRON, UT 39.104137 -111.216559 358.7
02064000 FALLING RIVER NEAR NARUNA, VA 37.12681 -78.959737 427.8
11152000 ARROYO SECO NR SOLEDAD CA 36.280521 -121.322706 625.1
10346000 TRUCKEE R A FARAD CA 39.427964 -120.034087 2415.9
06433000 REDWATER RIVER ABOVE BELLE FOURCHE SD 44.667207 -103.83937 2397.3
06412500 RAPID CR ABOVE CANYON LAKE NEAR RAPID CITY SD 44.052766 -103.311851 973.4
14166500 LONG TOM RIVER NEAR NOTI, OREG. 44.049845 -123.42621 226.5
09304500 WHITE RIVER NEAR MEEKER, CO. 40.033585 -107.862295 1939.9
03308500 GREEN RIVER AT MUNFORDVILLE, KY 37.268109 -85.886082 4347.2
01205500 HOUSATONIC RIVER AT STEVENSON, CT. 41.383985 -73.167612 3998.6
11389500 SACRAMENTO R A COLUSA CA 39.214057 -122.000251 31751.8
01411000 GREAT EGG HARBOR RIVER AT FOLSOM NJ 39.594722 -74.851667 145.2
14210000 CLACKAMAS RIVER AT ESTACADA, OR 45.299843 -122.353975 1763.2
05058000 SHEYENNE RIVER BELOW BALDHILL DAM, ND 47.033872 -98.083708 10296.6
08022040 Sabine Rv nr Beckville, TX 32.327379 -94.35353 9301.9
03303000 BLUE RIVER NEAR WHITE CLOUD, IND 38.237566 -86.228308 1231.5
13047500 FALLS RIVER NR SQUIRREL ID 44.068611 -111.241389 800
03512000 OCONALUFTEE RIVER AT BIRDTOWN, NC 35.461389 -83.353611 476
11461500 EF RUSSIAN R NR CALPELLA CA 39.246556 -123.130281 238.7
02089500 NEUSE RIVER AT KINSTON, NC 35.257778 -77.585556 7021.5
11335000 COSUMNES R A MICHIGAN BAR CA 38.500186 -121.045221 1389.4
07057500 North Fork River near Tecumseh, MO 36.623033 -92.248125 1456.4
01431500 Lackawaxen River at Hawley, PA 41.4762 -75.172119 748.7
10130500 WEBER RIVER NEAR COALVILLE, UT 40.895225 -111.401863 1107.9
04154000 CHIPPEWA RIVER NEAR MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 43.625585 -84.70779 1038.3
11517500 SHASTA R NR YREKA CA 41.822918 -122.595581 2047.3
02074000 SMITH RIVER AT EDEN, NC 36.525556 -79.765556 1408.7
01582000 LITTLE FALLS AT BLUE MOUNT, MD 39.604083 -76.620472 139.2
12020000 CHEHALIS RIVER NEAR DOTY, WA 46.617324 -123.277644 294.2
02129000 PEE DEE R NR ROCKINGHAM, NC 34.945833 -79.869722 17822
04201500 Rocky River near Berea OH 41.406715 -81.887082 690.7
01057000 Little Androscoggin River near South Paris, Maine 44.303992 -70.539681 190.9
05062000 BUFFALO RIVER NEAR DILWORTH, MN 46.961074 -96.661465 2502.7
07325000 Washita River near Clinton, OK 35.530883 -98.96703 5076.3
02054500 ROANOKE RIVER AT LAFAYETTE, VA 37.236522 -80.209209 661.3
01379000 PASSAIC RIVER NEAR MILLINGTON NJ 40.68 -74.528889 140.4
05369500 CHIPPEWA RIVER AT DURAND, WI 44.628299 -91.969059 23441.9
09430500 GILA RIVER NEAR GILA, NM 33.061179 -108.537275 4804.9
11025500 SANTA YSABEL C NR RAMONA CA 33.106987 -116.866137 288.7
05508000 Salt River near New London, MO 39.612333 -91.407306 6455.4
02072000 SMITH RIVER NEAR PHILPOTT, VA 36.780693 -80.024765 557.7
08065000 Trinity Rv nr Oakwood, TX 31.648506 -95.789403 33322.2
07153000 Black Bear Creek at Pawnee, OK 36.343665 -96.799479 1394.7
08049500 W Fk Trinity Rv at Grand Prairie, TX 32.798741 -97.02973 7908.3
06799000 ELKHORN R AT NORFOLK NE 42.003061 -97.426172 7418.1
01562000 Raystown Branch Juniata River at Saxton, PA 40.215912 -78.26529 1944
03531500 POWELL RIVER NEAR JONESVILLE, VA 36.662034 -83.094893 827.7
03434500 HARPETH RIVER NEAR KINGSTON SPRINGS, TN 36.122003 -87.098894 1767.1
01137500 AMMONOOSUC RIVER AT BETHLEHEM JUNCTION, NH 44.268674 -71.630362 228.6
13235000 SF PAYETTE RIVER AT LOWMAN ID 44.085278 -115.622222 1163.2
09251000 YAMPA RIVER NEAR MAYBELL, CO. 40.502747 -108.029804 8753.7
07378500 Amite River near Denham Springs, LA 30.464079 -90.99038 3449.5
04193500 Maumee River at Waterville OH 41.500053 -83.712714 16409.4
04063000 MENOMINEE RIVER NEAR FLORENCE, WI 45.951064 -88.187077 4592.2
06823500 BUFFALO CREEK NEAR HAIGLER, NEBR. 40.039389 -101.866589 488.2
02303000 HILLSBOROUGH RIVER NEAR ZEPHYRHILLS FL 28.150013 -82.232309 618.7
07151000 Salt Fork Arkansas River at Tonkawa, OK 36.671979 -97.309489 11558.6
05435500 PECATONICA RIVER AT FREEPORT, IL 42.302797 -89.619561 3435.4
03108000 Raccoon Creek at Moffatts Mill, PA 40.627844 -80.337563 463.5
09448500 GILA RIVER AT HEAD OF SAFFORD VALLEY, NR SOLOMON, 32.868397 -109.511186 20424
03500000 LITTLE TENNESSEE RIVER NEAR PRENTISS, NC 35.15 -83.379722 361.1
03329700 DEER CREEK NEAR DELPHI, IND. 40.590315 -86.621393 713.9
14305500 SILETZ RIVER AT SILETZ, OR 44.715117 -123.887335 526.3
06817000 Nodaway River at Clarinda, IA 40.739407 -95.013229 1971.8
04027000 BAD RIVER NEAR ODANAH, WI 46.486614 -90.696297 1619.8
04094000 LITTLE CALUMET RIVER AT PORTER, IND. 41.621705 -87.086978 172.6
01400000 NORTH BRANCH RARITAN RIVER NEAR RARITAN NJ 40.570556 -74.679167 485.1
03180500 GREENBRIER RIVER AT DURBIN, WV 38.543727 -79.833115 345.1
07061500 Black River near Annapolis, MO 37.338142 -90.788736 1272.5
07167500 OTTER C AT CLIMAX, KS 37.70821 -96.223602 319.6
03540500 EMORY RIVER AT OAKDALE, TN 35.983131 -84.557992 1814.8
09361500 ANIMAS RIVER AT DURANGO, CO. 37.279169 -107.880345 1817.4
04243500 ONEIDA CREEK AT ONEIDA NY 43.097569 -75.63907 300.5
02133500 DROWNING CREEK NEAR HOFFMAN, NC 35.061111 -79.493889 472.1
02108000 NORTHEAST CAPE FEAR RIVER NEAR CHINQUAPIN, NC 34.828889 -77.832222 1569.5
10318500 HUMBOLDT R NR ELKO, NV 40.936032 -115.62451 6962.1
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05437500 ROCK RIVER AT ROCKTON, IL 42.448627 -89.069832 15744.8
09302000 DUCHESNE RIVER NEAR RANDLETT, UT 40.215517 -109.783476 9771.9
01052500 Diamond River near Wentworth Location, NH 44.877394 -71.057494 383.8
04292000 LAMOILLE RIVER AT JOHNSON, VT 44.622829 -72.676231 815.3
04034500 MIDDLE BRANCH ONTONAGON RIVER NR TROUT CREEK, MI 46.477722 -89.090419 502.9
14151000 FALL CREEK BLW WINBERRY CREEK, NEAR FALL CREEK, OR 43.944293 -122.774794 481.1
03336000 WABASH RIVER AT COVINGTON, IN 40.140038 -87.406681 21409.5
01417000 EAST BRANCH DELAWARE RIVER AT DOWNSVILLE NY 42.075087 -74.976275 960.9
04185000 Tiffin River at Stryker OH 41.504496 -84.429672 1064
01388000 RAMAPO RIVER AT POMPTON LAKES NJ 40.991972 -74.279861 420.6
11471500 EEL R A VAN ARSDALE DAM NR POTTER VALLEY CA 39.388496 -123.116116 904.2
01610000 POTOMAC RIVER AT PAW PAW, WV 39.538917 -78.456389 8066.7
03157500 Hocking River at Enterprise OH 39.565066 -82.474601 1194.7
08080500 DMF Brazos Rv nr Aspermont, TX 33.008158 -100.180659 22997.7
03320000 GREEN RIVER AT LOCK 2 AT CALHOUN, KY 37.533935 -87.263887 19591.4
06775500 MIDDLE LOUP RIVER AT DUNNING, NEBR. 41.831244 -100.100778 5459.8
01543000 Driftwood Br Sinnemahoning Cr at Sterling Run, PA 41.413396 -78.196952 705.5
07227500 Canadian Rv nr Amarillo, TX 35.470326 -101.879628 49264.4
01122500 SHETUCKET RIVER NEAR WILLIMANTIC, CT. 41.700376 -72.182022 1048.5
05127000 KAWISHIWI RIVER NEAR WINTON, MN 47.934621 -91.764026 3424.1
05060500 RUSH RIVER AT AMENIA, ND 47.016641 -97.214254 251.2
10309000 EAST FORK CARSON RIVER NEAR GARDNERVILLE, NV 38.844906 -119.704619 925.4
12340500 Clark Fork above Missoula MT 46.877147 -113.932329 15591.5
08073500 Buffalo Bayou nr Addicks, TX 29.761896 -95.605778 717.7
03374000 WHITE RIVER AT PETERSBURG, IN 38.510882 -87.289458 28808.5
06892000 STRANGER C NR TONGANOXIE, KS 39.116327 -95.010881 1092.7
03030500 Clarion River near Piney, PA 41.192563 -79.440045 2501.2
02294650 PEACE RIVER AT BARTOW FL 27.902248 -81.817304 1031
09468500 SAN CARLOS RIVER NEAR PERIDOT, AZ. 33.296447 -110.451488 2719
03069500 CHEAT RIVER NEAR PARSONS, WV 39.122884 -79.681174 1856.9
05320000 BLUE EARTH RIVER NEAR RAPIDAN, MN 44.09552 -94.109402 6288
12116500 CEDAR RIVER AT CEDAR FALLS, WA 47.417047 -121.792054 220.1
05532500 DES PLAINES RIVER AT RIVERSIDE, IL 41.822254 -87.820891 1634.2
01559000 Juniata River at Huntingdon, PA 40.484796 -78.018893 2111.3
10335000 HUMBOLDT RV NR RYE PATCH, NV 40.467406 -118.307647 41270.7
10136500 WEBER RIVER AT GATEWAY, UT 41.136888 -111.832438 4217
02322500 SANTA FE RIVER NEAR FORT WHITE, FLA. 29.848848 -82.71512 2592
01531500 Susquehanna River at Towanda, PA 41.765353 -76.440774 20157.2
14148000 MF WILLAMETTE RIVER BLW N FORK, NR OAKRIDGE, OR. 43.801235 -122.560888 2409.2
03216500 LITTLE SANDY RIVER AT GRAYSON, KY 38.330081 -82.939335 1036.8
04215500 CAZENOVIA CREEK AT EBENEZER NY 42.829781 -78.775031 350.7
08380500 GALLINAS CREEK NEAR MONTEZUMA, NM 35.651986 -105.3189 198.1
10128500 WEBER RIVER NEAR OAKLEY, UT 40.737172 -111.247965 420.4
11379500 ELDER C NR PASKENTA CA 40.024598 -122.509724 239.7
02202500 OGEECHEE RIVER NEAR EDEN, GA 32.19159 -81.415945 6887.6
04155000 PINE RIVER AT ALMA, MI 43.379475 -84.655561 810.3
14312000 SOUTH UMPQUA RIVER NEAR BROCKWAY, OR 43.133172 -123.398405 4234.1
01555000 Penns Creek at Penns Creek, PA 40.866749 -77.048309 792.6
14306500 ALSEA RIVER NEAR TIDEWATER, OR 44.385954 -123.831778 857.2
01078000 SMITH RIVER NEAR BRISTOL, NH 43.566463 -71.747857 222.5
10333000 HUMBOLDT RV NR IMLAY, NV 40.692405 -118.204312 40172.8
06402500 BEAVER CR NEAR BUFFALO GAP SD 43.46665 -103.306031 328.4
02035000 JAMES RIVER AT CARTERSVILLE, VA 37.67098 -78.085833 16207.1
02484000 YOCKANOOKANY RIVER NR KOSCIUSKO, MS 33.032222 -89.577778 783.5
01438500 DELAWARE RIVER AT MONTAGUE NJ 41.309167 -74.795278 9016.4
06893500 Blue River at Kansas City, MO 38.957003 -94.5589 477
11124500 SANTA CRUZ C NR SANTA YNEZ CA 34.596656 -119.908752 191.5
03034000 Mahoning Creek at Punxsutawney, PA 40.939231 -79.008367 407.6
01429000 West Branch Lackawaxen River at Prompton, PA 41.587309 -75.326845 151.4
13245000 NF PAYETTE RIVER AT CASCADE ID 44.524893 -116.046798 1593.9
01378500 HACKENSACK RIVER AT NEW MILFORD NJ 40.948333 -74.026667 300.3
03270500 Great Miami River at Dayton OH 39.765337 -84.197441 6485
02192000 BROAD RIVER NEAR BELL, GA 33.974167 -82.77 3673.5
01465500 Neshaminy Creek near Langhorne, PA 40.173998 -74.956834 541.4
08195000 Frio Rv at Concan, TX 29.488565 -99.704776 1028.3
03186500 WILLIAMS RIVER AT DYER, WV 38.378999 -80.483974 329.7
13077000 SNAKE RIVER AT NEELEY ID 42.7675 -112.879444 40151.5
09037500 WILLIAMS FORK NEAR PARSHALL, CO. 40.000263 -106.179746 479.5
02392000 ETOWAH RIVER AT CANTON, GA 34.239929 -84.494673 1589.4
01649500 NORTH EAST BRANCH ANACOSTIA RIVER AT RIVERDALE, MD 38.96025 -76.925972 188.1
04231600 GENESEE RIVER AT FORD STREET BRIDGE, ROCHESTER NY 43.141722 -77.616306 6383.7
02295637 PEACE RIVER AT ZOLFO SPRINGS FL 27.504483 -81.800916 2280.1
02041000 DEEP CREEK NEAR MANNBORO, VA 37.283206 -77.869722 409.3
04258000 BEAVER RIVER AT CROGHAN NY 43.897291 -75.404075 754.8
04027500 WHITE RIVER NEAR ASHLAND, WI 46.49828 -90.903245 705
02313000 WITHLACOOCHEE RIVER NR HOLDER, FLA. 28.988868 -82.349541 4742.2
01400500 RARITAN RIVER AT MANVILLE NJ 40.555 -74.583611 1271.5
05056000 SHEYENNE RIVER NR WARWICK, ND 47.805553 -98.716217 4862
06041000 Madison River bl Ennis Lake nr Mcallister MT 45.490206 -111.634138 5729.3
04100500 ELKHART RIVER AT GOSHEN, IND. 41.593383 -85.848606 1526
02456500 LOCUST FORK AT SAYRE, AL. 33.709827 -86.98333 2299.5
08168500 Guadalupe Rv abv Comal Rv at New Braunfels, TX 29.714947 -98.110008 3934.6
04164500 NORTH BRANCH CLINTON RIVER NEAR MT. CLEMENS, MI 42.6292 -82.88881 511.9
07283000 SKUNA RIVER AT BRUCE, MS 33.973611 -89.347778 668.8
01081000 WINNIPESAUKEE RIVER AT TILTON, NH 43.441744 -71.587575 1217
02024000 MAURY RIVER NEAR BUENA VISTA, VA 37.762633 -79.391425 1674.9
06340000 SPRING CREEK AT ZAP, ND 47.286119 -101.925726 1439.8
03325000 WABASH RIVER AT WABASH, IND. 40.790877 -85.820263 4696.8
03438000 LITTLE RIVER NEAR CADIZ, KY 36.777826 -87.721682 634.9
07364150 Bayou Bartholomew near McGehee, AR 33.627778 -91.445833 1416.1
07237500 North Canadian River at Woodward, OK 36.436703 -99.278438 30775
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08019000 Lake Fork Ck nr Quitman, TX 32.763184 -95.463009 1496.8
02436500 TOWN CREEK NR NETTLETON, MS 34.059167 -88.628056 1611.2
07378000 Comite River near Comite, LA 30.512689 -91.073716 739.2
12134500 SKYKOMISH RIVER NEAR GOLD BAR, WA 47.837325 -121.666781 1386.2
07052500 James River at Galena, MO 36.805392 -93.461575 2568.9
04099000 ST. JOSEPH RIVER AT MOTTVILLE, MI 41.800883 -85.756105 4883.2
09109000 TAYLOR RIVER BELOW TAYLOR PARK RESERVOIR, CO. 38.818327 -106.609198 659.8
11266500 MERCED R A POHONO BRIDGE NR YOSEMITE CA 37.716871 -119.666279 833.1
07239500 North Canadian River near El Reno, OK 35.563107 -97.95755 34475.5
07166500 VERDIGRIS R NR ALTOONA, KS 37.49037 -95.680108 2874.2
01536500 Susquehanna River at Wilkes-Barre, PA 41.250915 -75.880752 25795.5
12149000 SNOQUALMIE RIVER NEAR CARNATION, WA 47.665934 -121.925397 1561.4
01334500 HOOSIC RIVER NEAR EAGLE BRIDGE NY 42.938689 -73.377056 1324.3
04113000 GRAND RIVER AT LANSING, MI 42.75059 -84.555257 3239.3
13068501 BLACKFOOT RIVER AND BYPASS CHANNEL NR BLACKFOOT ID 43.13047 -112.477204 2753.5
14158500 MCKENZIE RIVER AT OUTLET OF CLEAR LAKE, OR 44.360955 -121.995617 237.1
08012000 Bayou Nezpique near Basile, LA 30.480778 -92.63175 1308.2
07221500 CANADIAN RIVER NEAR SANCHEZ, NM 35.652264 -104.378037 15403.6
08291000 SANTA CRUZ RIVER NEAR CUNDIYO, NM 35.964748 -105.904465 238.8
01171500 MILL RIVER AT NORTHAMPTON, MA 42.318978 -72.665091 139.8
02019500 JAMES RIVER AT BUCHANAN, VA 37.53069 -79.678928 5378.5
06279500 BIGHORN RIVER AT KANE, WY 44.758566 -108.181497 40824.9
14181500 NORTH SANTIAM RIVER AT NIAGARA, OR 44.752622 -122.298412 1171
04166500 RIVER ROUGE AT DETROIT, MI 42.372259 -83.255485 476
07198000 Illinois River near Gore, OK 35.573151 -95.068846 4180
01346000 WEST CANADA CREEK AT KAST BRIDGE NY 43.068959 -74.988212 1439.4
02072500 SMITH RIVER AT BASSETT, VA 36.770137 -80.000875 670.1
01529500 COHOCTON RIVER NEAR CAMPBELL NY 42.252574 -77.216642 1222.2
05526000 IROQUOIS RIVER NEAR CHEBANSE, IL 41.008922 -87.823372 5405.6
09295000 DUCHESNE RIVER AT MYTON, UT 40.200238 -110.063761 6832.2
03262000 Loramie Creek at Lockington OH 40.209772 -84.242167 667
06625000 ENCAMPMENT RIVER AT MOUTH, NEAR ENCAMPMENT, WY 41.303298 -106.715313 678.3
03139000 Killbuck Creek at Killbuck OH 40.481454 -81.985979 1202.8
02369000 SHOAL RIVER NR CRESTVIEW, FLA. 30.697413 -86.570786 1219.1
06485500 Big Sioux River at Akron, IA 42.837215 -96.5617 19904.5
11156500 SAN BENITO R NR WILLOW CREEK SCHOOL CA 36.609406 -121.20298 644.3
03439000 FRENCH BROAD RIVER AT ROSMAN, NC 35.143333 -82.824722 178.7
06225000 BULL LAKE CREEK NEAR LENORE, WY 43.242457 -109.022905 548.2
08220000 RIO GRANDE NEAR DEL NORTE, CO. 37.689448 -106.46115 3397.7
01321000 SACANDAGA RIVER NEAR HOPE NY 43.352847 -74.270415 1263.7
13039500 HENRYS FORK NR LAKE ID 44.595 -111.349167 244.3
03269500 Mad River near Springfield OH 39.923115 -83.870208 1265.6
09363500 ANIMAS RIVER NEAR CEDAR HILL, NM 37.038058 -107.874232 2854
02310000 ANCLOTE RIVER NEAR ELFERS FL 28.214178 -82.666488 177.6
14185000 SOUTH SANTIAM RIVER BELOW CASCADIA, OR 44.391792 -122.497582 458.2
05421000 Wapsipinicon River at Independence, IA 42.463598 -91.895172 2725.6
02296750 PEACE RIVER AT ARCADIA FL 27.222271 -81.875917 3436
04079000 WOLF RIVER AT NEW LONDON, WI 44.392203 -88.740381 5812
11390000 BUTTE C NR CHICO CA 39.725995 -121.708864 383.3
05280000 CROW RIVER AT ROCKFORD, MN 45.08663 -93.734132 6850.4
01162000 MILLERS RIVER NEAR WINCHENDON, MA 42.684253 -72.083414 212.6
06635000 MEDICINE BOW R AB SEMINOE RESERVOIR, NR HANNA, WY 42.009684 -106.513083 6060.9
08030500 Sabine Rv nr Ruliff, TX 30.303817 -93.743778 24096.1
01315500 HUDSON RIVER AT NORTH CREEK NY 43.700898 -73.983466 2058.6
03157000 Clear Creek near Rockbridge OH 39.588398 -82.578495 228.9
05369000 RED CEDAR RIVER AT MENOMONIE, WI 44.875278 -91.938056 4627.4
14361500 ROGUE RIVER AT GRANTS PASS, OR 42.430396 -123.317836 6362.3
02102500 CAPE FEAR RIVER AT LILLINGTON, NC 35.406111 -78.813333 8995.3
03275000 WHITEWATER RIVER NEAR ALPINE, IN 39.579493 -85.158019 1368.8
12082500 NISQUALLY RIVER NEAR NATIONAL, WA 46.752608 -122.083719 350
07060500 White River at Calico Rock, AR 36.116181 -92.143209 25801.9
08383500 PECOS RIVER NEAR PUERTO DE LUNA, NM 34.730062 -104.524986 10462.7
01563200 Rays Br Juniata R bl Rays Dam nr Huntingdon, PA 40.428964 -77.991114 2485.1
03451000 SWANNANOA RIVER AT BILTMORE, NC 35.568333 -82.544722 335.4
03406500 ROCKCASTLE RIVER AT BILLOWS, KY 37.171195 -84.296047 1564.2
01166500 MILLERS RIVER AT ERVING, MA 42.597586 -72.438142 965.5
01480000 RED CLAY CREEK AT WOODDALE, DE 39.762806 -75.6365 122.6
11424000 BEAR R NR WHEATLAND CA 39.000173 -121.406902 756.7
03328500 EEL RIVER NEAR LOGANSPORT, IN 40.781985 -86.263886 2044
02383500 COOSAWATTEE RIVER NEAR PINE CHAPEL, GA 34.564167 -84.833056 2155.7
03265000 Stillwater River at Pleasant Hill OH 40.057829 -84.356059 1301
02113000 FISHER RIVER NEAR COPELAND, NC 36.341111 -80.686111 328.5
01410000 OSWEGO RIVER AT HARRISVILLE NJ 39.663333 -74.523611 185.3
11418500 DEER C NR SMARTVILLE CA 39.224338 -121.26857 218.8
06889500 SOLDIER C NR TOPEKA, KS 39.09938 -95.724952 748.6
03183500 GREENBRIER RIVER AT ALDERSON, WV 37.724287 -80.641468 3547.5
05487470 South River near Ackworth, IA 41.337216 -93.486325 1193.4
04170500 HURON RIVER NEAR NEW HUDSON, MI 42.512533 -83.676329 407.6
03524000 CLINCH RIVER AT CLEVELAND, VA 36.94483 -82.154857 1381.8
02270500 ARBUCKLE CREEK NR DE SOTO CITY, FLA. 27.442538 -81.297293 982.2
05414000 PLATTE RIVER NEAR ROCKVILLE, WI 42.731104 -90.640405 370.8
01532000 Towanda Creek near Monroeton, PA 41.70702 -76.484665 553.9
04101500 ST. JOSEPH RIVER AT NILES, MI 41.829214 -86.259732 9623.4
09166500 DOLORES RIVER AT DOLORES, CO. 37.472493 -108.497591 1306.9
12056500 NF SKOKOMISH R BL STAIRCASE RPDS NR HOODSPORT, WA 47.514257 -123.329887 147
06191500 Yellowstone River at Corwin Springs MT 45.11188 -110.794381 6783.6
05436500 SUGAR RIVER NEAR BRODHEAD, WI 42.611676 -89.398173 1351.8
07152000 Chikaskia River near Blackwell, OK 36.811421 -97.277265 4855.7
08033500 Neches Rv nr Rockland, TX 31.025 -94.399444 9406.1
05413500 GRANT RIVER AT BURTON, WI 42.720271 -90.819294 695.3
01379500 PASSAIC RIVER NEAR CHATHAM NJ 40.726111 -74.389722 256
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12372000 Flathead River near Polson MT 47.680216 -114.246788 16725.7
12086500 NISQUALLY RIVER AT LA GRANDE, WA 46.843437 -122.33067 760.2
07145500 NINNESCAH R NR PECK, KS 37.457064 -97.423938 5527.6
12344000 Bitterroot River near Darby MT 45.972143 -114.141474 2718.7
09260000 LITTLE SNAKE RIVER NEAR LILY, CO. 40.547189 -108.424265 10466.3
06214500 Yellowstone River at Billings MT 45.799953 -108.467356 29548.8
01554000 Susquehanna River at Sunbury, PA 40.854252 -76.805522 47364.2
03045000 Loyalhanna Creek at Kingston, PA 40.29257 -79.340591 444
02321500 SANTA FE RIVER AT WORTHINGTON SPRINGS, FLA. 29.921907 -82.426225 1474.3
01539000 Fishing Creek near Bloomsburg, PA 41.078141 -76.431056 701.8
02087500 NEUSE RIVER NEAR CLAYTON, NC 35.647222 -78.405278 2987.5
01013500 Fish River near Fort Kent, Maine 47.237394 -68.582642 2252.7
04146000 FARMERS CREEK NEAR LAPEER, MI 43.044749 -83.337168 130.8
01472000 Schuylkill River at Pottstown, PA 40.241763 -75.651575 2971.8
04093000 DEEP RIVER AT LAKE GEORGE OUTLET AT HOBART, IND. 41.536148 -87.25698 320.8
02336000 CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER AT ATLANTA, GA 33.859167 -84.454444 3757.3
02029000 JAMES RIVER AT SCOTTSVILLE, VA 37.797365 -78.491398 11875.8
03024000 French Creek at Utica, PA 41.437555 -79.955891 2762.8
02374500 MURDER CREEK NEAR EVERGREEN AL 31.4185 -86.98664 445.7
03340500 WABASH RIVER AT MONTEZUMA, IND. 39.792538 -87.373905 28916.7
01564500 Aughwick Creek near Three Springs, PA 40.212581 -77.925276 445.6
01592500 PATUXENT RIV NEAR LAUREL, MD 39.115722 -76.87375 344.2
03010500 Allegheny River at Eldred, PA 41.963398 -78.386129 1413
12119000 CEDAR RIVER AT RENTON, WA 47.4826 -122.203455 448.4
10163000 PROVO RIVER AT PROVO, UT 40.237732 -111.69937 1767.9
07243500 Deep Fork near Beggs, OK 35.673988 -96.068608 5191.2
06932000 Little Piney Creek at Newburg, MO 37.909536 -91.903322 514.2
03081000 Youghiogheny River below Confluence, PA 39.827577 -79.372535 2659.9
07190500 Neosho River near Langley, OK 36.438974 -95.048573 26889.6
01563500 Juniata River at Mapleton Depot, PA 40.392299 -77.935 5261.9
07311500 Deep Red Creek near Randlett, OK 34.220924 -98.45311 1568.7
14332000 SOUTH FORK ROGUE RIVER NEAR PROSPECT, OREG. 42.708184 -122.392809 217.3
03358000 MILL CREEK NEAR CATARACT, IND. 39.433379 -86.76334 633.6
05046000 OTTER TAIL RIVER BL ORWELL D NR FERGUS FALLS, MN 46.209682 -96.185061 4501.2
05084000 FOREST RIVER NR FORDVILLE, ND 48.197215 -97.730643 1049.4
04230500 OATKA CREEK AT GARBUTT NY 43.010062 -77.791395 524.7
05362000 JUMP RIVER AT SHELDON, WI 45.308026 -90.956525 1477.3
03111500 Short Creek near Dillonvale OH 40.193404 -80.734248 318.8
03032500 Redbank Creek at St. Charles, PA 40.994509 -79.394209 1376.6
05399500 BIG EAU PLEINE RIVER AT STRATFORD, WI 44.82191 -90.079575 576.3
06308500 Tongue River at Miles City MT 46.384725 -105.84528 13997.2
03245500 Little Miami River at Milford OH 39.171449 -84.297993 3114.5
07185000 Neosho River near Commerce, OK 36.928681 -94.957458 15347.7
06192500 Yellowstone River near Livingston MT 45.597158 -110.566039 9209
08386000 PECOS RIVER NEAR ACME, NM 33.536206 -104.376634 32975.7
09469500 GILA RIVER BELOW COOLIDGE DAM, AZ. 33.169506 -110.531211 33546
03604000 BUFFALO RIVER NEAR FLAT WOODS, TN 35.495906 -87.832804 1163
01336000 MOHAWK RIVER BELOW DELTA DAM NEAR ROME NY 43.264514 -75.436286 386.4
01666500 ROBINSON RIVER NEAR LOCUST DALE, VA 38.32513 -78.095556 463.1
08167500 Guadalupe Rv nr Spring Branch, TX 29.860496 -98.383627 3456.6
06905500 Chariton River near Prairie Hill, MO 39.539942 -92.79075 4899.5
05116500 DES LACS RIVER AT FOXHOLM, ND 48.370569 -101.570163 2396.8
05267000 MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR ROYALTON, MN 45.861077 -94.358612 30119.2
05536290 LITTLE CALUMET RIVER AT SOUTH HOLLAND, IL 41.606979 -87.597823 558.3
08062000 E Fk Trinity Rv nr Crandall, TX 32.638744 -96.485265 3248.5
10311000 CARSON RIVER NEAR CARSON CITY, NV 39.107687 -119.713233 2294.9
05567500 MACKINAW RIVER NEAR CONGERVILLE, IL 40.623648 -89.241752 1982.5
06425500 ELK CR NEAR ELM SPRINGS SD 44.248318 -102.503222 1418.6
11470500 EEL R BL SCOTT DAM NR POTTER VALLEY CA 39.407939 -122.97139 750.2
07338500 Little River blw Lukfata Creek, nr Idabel, OK 33.941221 -94.758548 3182.2
08082000 Salt Fk Brazos Rv nr Aspermont, TX 33.33398 -100.238162 13167.5
01151500 OTTAUQUECHEE RIVER AT NORTH HARTLAND, VT 43.602571 -72.354258 576.2
11522500 SALMON R A SOMES BAR CA 41.377627 -123.477558 1943.1
08379500 PECOS RIVER NEAR ANTON CHICO, NM 35.17894 -105.10889 2701.8
05577500 SPRING CREEK AT SPRINGFIELD, IL 39.815328 -89.698713 270.2
02061500 BIG OTTER RIVER NEAR EVINGTON, VA 37.208477 -79.303636 815.3
01603000 NORTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NEAR CUMBERLAND, MD 39.621806 -78.773417 2267.2
03171000 NEW RIVER AT RADFORD, VA 37.141793 -80.569225 7167.7
02358000 APALACHICOLA RIVER AT CHATTAHOOCHEE FLA 30.701025 -84.859087 44277.7
04290500 WINOOSKI RIVER NEAR ESSEX JUNCTION, VT 44.478939 -73.138738 2625
11530000 TRINITY R A HOOPA CA 41.049852 -123.672001 7391
02136000 BLACK RIVER AT KINGSTREE, SC 33.661275 -79.835904 3211.4
02065500 CUB CREEK AT PHENIX, VA 37.079311 -78.763618 252.6
03282000 KENTUCKY RIVER AT LOCK 14 AT HEIDELBERG, KY 37.555364 -83.768251 6883
06670500 LARAMIE RIVER NEAR FORT LARAMIE, WY 42.200523 -104.538291 11833.8
01139000 WELLS RIVER AT WELLS RIVER, VT 44.150341 -72.065092 246.3
09366500 LA PLATA RIVER AT COLORADO-NEW MEXICO STATE LINE 36.999722 -108.188688 800.8
01042500 Kennebec River at The Forks, Maine 45.339708 -69.962058 4124.4
08378500 PECOS RIVER NEAR PECOS, NM 35.708366 -105.682517 445
14046500 JOHN DAY RIVER AT SERVICE CREEK, OR 44.793747 -120.006677 13313.4
02256500 FISHEATING CREEK AT PALMDALE, FLA. 26.932559 -81.314795 824.3
12342500 West Fork Bitterroot River nr Conner MT 45.724918 -114.281475 820.1
06608500 Soldier River at Pisgah, IA 41.830544 -95.931399 1058
10174500 SEVIER RIVER AT HATCH, UT 37.651091 -112.430207 872.7
01545500 West Branch Susquehanna River at Renovo, PA 41.324511 -77.750542 7710
05484500 Raccoon River at Van Meter, IA 41.533878 -93.94995 8870.2
06025500 Big Hole River near Melrose MT 45.526593 -112.70169 6405.9
08127000 Elm Ck at Ballinger, TX 31.749317 -99.947864 1202.4
05531500 SALT CREEK AT WESTERN SPRINGS, IL 41.825864 -87.900616 290.6
14113000 KLICKITAT RIVER NEAR PITT, WA 45.756511 -121.210071 3365.9
07016500 Bourbeuse River at Union, MO 38.444125 -90.995461 2077.6
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11362500 PIT R BL PIT NO 4 DAM CA 40.973492 -121.779435 11996.1
02349605 FLINT RIVER AT GA 26, NEAR MONTEZUMA, GA 32.293056 -84.043611 7574.7
13120500 BIG LOST RIVER AT HOWELL RANCH NR CHILLY ID 43.998333 -114.021111 1143.9
04036000 WEST BRANCH ONTONAGON RIVER NEAR BERGLAND, MI 46.587447 -89.54182 419.1
01599000 GEORGES CREEK AT FRANKLIN, MD 39.493917 -79.044694 188.5
06835500 FRENCHMAN CREEK AT CULBERTSON, NEBR. 40.234722 -100.878214 7746
01467000 NORTH BRANCH RANCOCAS CREEK AT PEMBERTON NJ 39.97 -74.684444 323.6
12035000 SATSOP RIVER NEAR SATSOP, WA 47.000651 -123.494884 769.9
01169000 NORTH RIVER AT SHATTUCKVILLE, MA 42.638418 -72.725092 230.6
02298830 MYAKKA RIVER NEAR SARASOTA FL 27.240605 -82.313704 588.6
02448000 NOXUBEE RIVER AT MACON, MS 33.101944 -88.561667 1996.2
14233500 COWLITZ RIVER NEAR KOSMOS, WA 46.466222 -122.108986 2652.8
07331000 Washita River near Dickson, OK 34.233427 -96.975845 18574
01046500 Kennebec River at Bingham, Maine 45.05205 -69.885506 7056.9
01556000 Frankstown Br Juniata River at Williamsburg, PA 40.463128 -78.199732 749.6
13342500 CLEARWATER RIVER AT SPALDING ID 46.448498 -116.827375 24064.8
04266500 RAQUETTE RIVER AT PIERCEFIELD NY 44.234783 -74.571841 1877.8
08396500 PECOS RIVER NEAR ARTESIA, NM 32.840391 -104.323572 46492.1
10310000 WEST FORK CARSON RIVER AT WOODFORDS, CA 38.769628 -119.833789 169.3
05572000 SANGAMON RIVER AT MONTICELLO, IL 40.030867 -88.588954 1426.5
04084500 FOX R AT RAPIDE CROCHE DAM NEAR WRIGHTSTOWN, WI 44.317489 -88.197326 15584.4
09124500 LAKE FORK AT GATEVIEW, CO. 38.298883 -107.230056 879.2
07295000 BUFFALO RIVER NR WOODVILLE, MS 31.226944 -91.295556 466.6
08010000 BAYOU DES CANNES NR EUNICE, LA 30.482889 -92.490694 368.8
04227500 GENESEE RIVER NEAR MOUNT MORRIS NY 42.766729 -77.838892 3692.1
13011000 SNAKE RIVER NR MORAN WY 43.858333 -110.585833 1964.2
08190000 Nueces Rv at Laguna, TX 29.428567 -99.997287 1961.4
03341500 WABASH RIVER AT TERRE HAUTE, IND. 39.47587 -87.418909 31881.5
06876900 SOLOMON R AT NILES, KS 38.96905 -97.477132 17487.5
08055500 Elm Fk Trinity Rv nr Carrollton, TX 32.965957 -96.94445 6369.7
11231500 MONO C BL LK THOMAS A EDISON CA 37.361331 -118.992063 235.7
01054500 Androscoggin River at Rumford, Maine 44.551814 -70.544067 5349.3
11317000 MF MOKELUMNE R A WEST POINT CA 38.389634 -120.526593 177.7
10322500 HUMBOLDT R AT PALISADE, NV 40.607417 -116.201744 12242
01667500 RAPIDAN RIVER NEAR CULPEPER, VA 38.350408 -77.974997 1209.7
10321000 HUMBOLDT R NR CARLIN, NV 40.727697 -116.009242 10390.5
11427000 NF AMERICAN R A NORTH FORK DAM CA 38.936009 -121.023833 883.1
02479000 PASCAGOULA RIVER AT MERRILL, MS 30.978056 -88.726944 17064.5
08028500 Sabine Rv nr Bon Wier, TX 30.747146 -93.608508 21439.3
06785000 MIDDLE LOUP R. AT ST. PAUL, NEBR. 41.203624 -98.446458 20917.9
06345500 HEART RIVER NR RICHARDTON, ND 46.745556 -102.308333 3237.9
07029500 HATCHIE RIVER AT BOLIVAR, TN 35.275329 -88.97663 3664.7
08057000 Trinity Rv at Dallas, TX 32.774852 -96.821946 15707.5
05489000 Cedar Creek near Bussey, IA 41.219002 -92.908533 964.8
12205000 NF NOOKSACK RIVER BL CASCADE CREEK NR GLACIER, WA 48.905957 -121.84431 272.5
14203500 TUALATIN RIVER NEAR DILLEY, OR 45.474837 -123.124274 324.8
08153500 Pedernales Rv nr Johnson City, TX 30.291867 -98.399467 2334.2
07242000 North Canadian River near Wetumka, OK 35.265645 -96.206117 37665.9
04286000 WINOOSKI RIVER AT MONTPELIER, VT 44.256448 -72.592888 1023
09447000 EAGLE CREEK ABOVE PUMPING PLANT, NEAR MORENCI, AZ. 33.064506 -109.442298 1609.9
07326000 Cobb Creek near Fort Cobb, OK 35.14367 -98.442836 805
03272000 Twin Creek near Germantown OH 39.637834 -84.403834 720.9
05485500 Des Moines River blw Raccoon Riv at Des Moines, IA 41.577767 -93.605495 25540
01357500 MOHAWK RIVER AT COHOES NY 42.785356 -73.707619 9113.4
14155500 ROW RIVER NEAR COTTAGE GROVE, OR 43.792901 -122.991466 696.4
05552500 FOX RIVER AT DAYTON, IL 41.384477 -88.789242 6844.4
05130500 STURGEON RIVER NEAR CHISHOLM, MN 47.673538 -92.900182 464
05568500 ILLINOIS RIVER AT KINGSTON MINES, IL 40.553094 -89.77733 40963.2
02223500 OCONEE RIVER AT DUBLIN, GA 32.544611 -82.894587 11407.6
11502500 WILLIAMSON RIVER BLW SPRAGUE RIVER NR CHILOQUIN,OR 42.564859 -121.879459 7820.4
01103500 CHARLES RIVER AT DOVER, MA 42.256209 -71.260056 473.3
05495000 Fox River at Wayland, MO 40.392408 -91.597875 1027.6
13333000 GRANDE RONDE RIVER AT TROY, OR 45.945702 -117.451009 8556.4
13082500 GOOSE CREEK AB TRAPPER CREEK NR OAKLEY ID 42.126111 -113.935556 1632.7
07147800 WALNUT R AT WINFIELD, KS 37.223877 -96.996039 4864.7
03237500 Ohio Brush Creek near West Union OH 38.803684 -83.421023 1003.2
11501000 SPRAGUE RIVER NEAR CHILOQUIN, OR 42.584581 -121.849737 4121.3
06884000 LITTLE BLUE RIVER NEAR FAIRBURY, NEBR. 40.115003 -97.170591 6133.2
02143000 HENRY FORK NEAR HENRY RIVER, NC 35.684444 -81.403333 216.7
03066000 BLACKWATER R AT DAVIS, WV 39.127052 -79.468385 222.8
06657000 NORTH PLATTE RIVER BELOW WHALEN DIVERSION DAM, WY 42.241023 -104.62796 42565.7
06126500 Musselshell River near Roundup MT 46.428019 -108.572635 10321.4
02319500 SUWANNEE RIVER AT ELLAVILLE, FLA 30.384662 -83.171806 17891.4
08032000 Neches Rv nr Neches, TX 31.89239 -95.430786 2967.2
01112500 BLACKSTONE RIVER AT WOONSOCKET, RI 42.006209 -71.503117 1047.4
14145500 M F WILLAMETTE R AB SALT CR., NR OAKRIDGE, OREG 43.722068 -122.438659 1017
02323500 SUWANNEE RIVER NEAR WILCOX, FLA. 29.58968 -82.936513 25078.3
02388500 OOSTANAULA RIVER NEAR ROME, GA 34.298426 -85.138005 5482
05439500 SOUTH BRANCH KISHWAUKEE RIVER NR FAIRDALE IL 42.110581 -88.900653 1002.8
13148500 LITTLE WOOD RIVER NR CAREY ID 43.39 -113.999722 801.7
11152500 SALINAS R NR SPRECKELS CA 36.631071 -121.672446 11842.7
02102000 DEEP RIVER AT MONCURE, NC 35.626944 -79.116111 3740
03110000 Yellow Creek near Hammondsville OH 40.537842 -80.725078 381.4
06446000 WHITE R NEAR OGLALA SD 43.254705 -102.825184 5586.5
05466500 EDWARDS RIVER NEAR NEW BOSTON, IL 41.186977 -90.967366 1151.6
11452500 CACHE C A YOLO CA 38.725182 -121.807187 3011.4
09279000 ROCK CREEK NEAR MOUNTAIN HOME, UT 40.49328 -110.578217 379.2
05578500 SALT CREEK NEAR ROWELL, IL 40.115038 -89.049251 862.6
07056000 Buffalo River near St. Joe, AR 35.983175 -92.747553 2149.4
13075500 PORTNEUF RIVER AT POCATELLO ID 42.871667 -112.468056 3353.6
03366500 MUSCATATUCK RIVER NEAR DEPUTY, IN 38.804223 -85.673855 755.2
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14162500 MCKENZIE RIVER NEAR VIDA, OR 44.124849 -122.47062 2402.7
11251000 SAN JOAQUIN R BL FRIANT CA 36.984394 -119.724312 4344.8
04282500 OTTER CREEK AT MIDDLEBURY, VT 44.013115 -73.167896 1632.9
01350000 SCHOHARIE CREEK AT PRATTSVILLE NY 42.319528 -74.436537 612.5
11123000 SANTA YNEZ R BL GIBRALTAR DAM NR SNTA BRB C CA 34.524439 -119.687358 560.1
03031500 Allegheny River at Parker, PA 41.100618 -79.68116 19837
07377500 Comite River near Olive Branch, LA 30.756016 -91.043994 389.6
05316500 REDWOOD RIVER NEAR REDWOOD FALLS, MN 44.52357 -95.172499 1616.6
01541500 Clearfield Creek at Dimeling, PA 40.971724 -78.405853 960.2
11044000 SANTA MARGARITA R NR TEMECULA CA 33.473918 -117.142254 1519.5
10032000 SMITHS FORK NEAR BORDER, WY 42.293266 -110.872406 424.3
02028500 ROCKFISH RIVER NEAR GREENFIELD, VA 37.869585 -78.823354 245.5
01646500 POTOMAC RIVER NEAR WASH, DC LITTLE FALLS PUMP STA 38.949778 -77.127639 29952.1
05597000 BIG MUDDY RIVER AT PLUMFIELD, IL 37.901439 -89.013962 2045.1
01634000 N F SHENANDOAH RIVER NEAR STRASBURG, VA 38.976776 -78.336115 1995.2
07072500 Black River at Black Rock, AR 36.104237 -91.097347 18996.2
03221000 Scioto River below O Shaughnessy Dam nr Dublin OH 40.143396 -83.120466 2549.1
05465500 Iowa River at Wapello, IA 41.178086 -91.182094 32364.8
06409000 CASTLE CR ABOVE DEERFIELD RES NEAR HILL CITY SD 44.013592 -103.830478 205.3
05501000 North River at Palmyra, MO 39.817992 -91.5177 922.8
06437000 BELLE FOURCHE R NEAR STURGIS SD 44.513042 -103.136846 15023.3
13239000 NF PAYETTE RIVER AT MCCALL ID 44.907222 -116.119167 375.7
11123500 SANTA YNEZ R BL LOS LAURLS CYN NR SNTA YNEZ CA 34.543604 -119.864863 718.1
07124000 ARKANSAS RIVER AT LAS ANIMAS, CO. 38.08084 -103.219652 37084.8
07018100 Big River near Richwoods, MO 38.159614 -90.706042 1909.5
03014500 CHADAKOIN RIVER AT FALCONER NY 42.112558 -79.203936 499.3
03070500 BIG SANDY CREEK AT ROCKVILLE, WV 39.615638 -79.704774 517.4
05340500 ST. CROIX RIVER AT ST. CROIX FALLS, WI 45.406906 -92.647151 15925.6
12036000 WYNOOCHEE RIVER ABOVE SAVE CREEK NEAR ABERDEEN, WA 47.298978 -123.653223 190.7
09239500 YAMPA RIVER AT STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO. 40.483588 -106.832271 1460
04060993 BRULE RIVER AT US HIGHWAY 2 NEAR FLORENCE, WI 45.960787 -88.315966 975.6
06431500 SPEARFISH CR AT SPEARFISH SD 44.482484 -103.861592 427.1
06354000 CANNONBALL RIVER AT BREIEN, ND 46.376111 -100.934444 10598.2
13032500 SNAKE RIVER NR IRWIN ID 43.350833 -111.218889 13424.3
03230500 Big Darby Creek at Darbyville OH 39.700618 -83.110187 1376.9
05556500 BIG BUREAU CREEK AT PRINCETON, IL 41.36587 -89.498427 505.1
03193000 KANAWHA RIVER AT KANAWHA FALLS, WV 38.138163 -81.214274 21703
06461500 NIOBRARA RIVER NEAR SPARKS, NEBR. 42.902092 -100.362344 21622.6
05465000 Cedar River near Conesville, IA 41.409192 -91.290434 20153.8
06130500 Musselshell River at Mosby MT 46.99471 -107.889 20254.3
11319500 MOKELUMNE R NR MOKELUMNE HILL CA 38.312693 -120.720211 1419
08085500 Clear Fk Brazos Rv at Ft Griffin, TX 32.934556 -99.224521 10425.4
07170500 VERDIGRIS R AT INDEPENDENCE, KS 37.223694 -95.677785 7358.4
03360500 WHITE RIVER AT NEWBERRY, IND. 38.927547 -87.011397 12138.6
06809500 East Nishnabotna River at Red Oak, IA 41.008604 -95.241658 2317
02070000 NORTH MAYO RIVER NEAR SPENCER, VA 36.568194 -79.987265 270.6
08289000 RIO OJO CALIENTE AT LA MADERA, NM 36.349743 -106.044188 1066.9
02177000 CHATTOOGA RIVER NEAR CLAYTON, GA 34.813981 -83.305993 526.8
08013000 CALCASIEU RIVER NR GLENMORA, LA 30.996023 -92.673755 1293.7
03280000 NORTH FORK KENTUCKY RIVER AT JACKSON, KY 37.546201 -83.372402 2850.7
07191000 Big Cabin Creek near Big Cabin, OK 36.568418 -95.152189 1166.2
08408500 DELAWARE RIVER NR RED BLUFF, NM 32.02318 -104.054652 2024.7
08047500 Clear Fk Trinity Rv at Ft Worth, TX 32.732353 -97.358906 1341.6
07215500 MORA RIVER AT LA CUEVA, NM 35.940872 -105.250289 465.7
14137000 SANDY RIVER NEAR MARMOT, OR 45.399564 -122.137307 674.2
03421000 COLLINS RIVER NEAR MCMINNVILLE, TN 35.708284 -85.731834 1664.1
11372000 CLEAR C NR IGO CA 40.513206 -122.52418 589.9
01503000 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AT CONKLIN NY 42.035355 -75.802968 5790.8
01053500 Androscoggin River at Errol, NH 44.782558 -71.128686 2701.5
01597500 SAVAGE RIV BL SAVAGE RIV DAM NEAR BLOOMINGTON, MD 39.50275 -79.123972 276
02085500 FLAT RIVER AT BAHAMA, NC 36.182778 -78.878889 384.7
08210000 Nueces Rv nr Three Rivers, TX 28.427495 -98.178063 39967.6
07230500 Little River near Tecumseh, OK 35.172574 -96.931966 1197.9
01664000 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER AT REMINGTON, VA 38.53068 -77.813605 1605.1
07316500 Washita River near Cheyenne, OK 35.626437 -99.668439 2005.6
08136000 Concho Rv at San Angelo, TX 31.454606 -100.410647 14295.4
08164000 Lavaca Rv nr Edna, TX 28.959984 -96.686367 2124
12431000 LITTLE SPOKANE RIVER AT DARTFORD, WA 47.784614 -117.404386 2121.3
12340000 Blackfoot River near Bonner MT 46.89965 -113.756487 5925.4
07334000 Muddy Boggy Creek near Farris, OK 34.271485 -95.912205 2824.1
01197000 EAST BRANCH HOUSATONIC RIVER AT COLTSVILLE, MA 42.469529 -73.196492 149.6
04262500 WEST BRANCH OSWEGATCHIE R NR HARRISVILLE NY 44.185619 -75.330759 667.8
01495000 BIG ELK CREEK AT ELK MILLS, MD 39.657056 -75.822361 138.2
03164000 NEW RIVER NEAR GALAX, VA 36.64735 -80.978969 2952.7
01397000 SOUTH BRANCH RARITAN RIVER AT STANTON NJ 40.5725 -74.867778 388.6
06450500 LITTLE WHITE R BELOW WHITE RIVER SD 43.601385 -100.749861 4111.3
12484500 YAKIMA RIVER AT UMTANUM, WA 46.862626 -120.480067 4139.2
05407000 WISCONSIN RIVER AT MUSCODA, WI 43.198042 -90.443459 27400.9
01396500 SOUTH BRANCH RARITAN RIVER NEAR HIGH BRIDGE NJ 40.677778 -74.879167 162.5
05569500 SPOON RIVER AT LONDON MILLS, IL 40.707261 -90.280125 2773.1
11160500 SAN LORENZO R A BIG TREES CA 37.044393 -122.072464 275.8
11399500 NF FEATHER R NR PRATTVILLE CA 40.168221 -121.093016 1284.8
05592500 KASKASKIA RIVER AT VANDALIA, IL 38.960601 -89.088955 5020.7
02352500 FLINT RIVER AT ALBANY, GA 31.594167 -84.144167 13700.3
03479000 WATAUGA RIVER NEAR SUGAR GROVE, NC 36.239167 -81.822222 235.6
04105500 KALAMAZOO RIVER NEAR BATTLE CREEK, MI 42.32393 -85.197493 2132
01375000 CROTON R @ NEW CROTON DAM NR CROTON-ON-HUDSON NY 41.225094 -73.859303 980
03082500 Youghiogheny River at Connellsville, PA 40.017574 -79.59365 3426.3
05446500 ROCK RIVER NEAR JOSLIN, IL 41.559756 -90.182066 23951.1
02021500 MAURY RIVER AT ROCKBRIDGE BATHS, VA 37.907353 -79.421983 851.7
06452000 WHITE R NEAR OACOMA SD 43.748327 -99.556495 25791
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14190500 LUCKIAMUTE RIVER NEAR SUVER, OR 44.783175 -123.234543 603.5
13120000 NF BIG LOST RIVER AT WILD HORSE NR CHILLY ID 43.933611 -114.1125 297.3
03072000 Dunkard Creek at Shannopin, PA 39.759245 -79.970615 588.4
01512500 CHENANGO RIVER NEAR CHENANGO FORKS NY 42.218131 -75.84825 3833.7
01613000 POTOMAC RIVER AT HANCOCK, MD 39.697556 -78.177889 10556.8
08194500 Nueces Rv nr Tilden, TX 28.308889 -98.557238 20993.9
11383500 DEER C NR VINA CA 40.014047 -121.948318 539.8
10329500 MARTIN C NR PARADISE VALLEY, NV 41.534618 -117.417905 454.5
05452200 Walnut Creek near Hartwick, IA 41.834997 -92.386297 182.7
01555500 East Mahantango Creek near Dalmatia, PA 40.611196 -76.91192 421.7
05458500 Cedar River at Janesville, IA 42.648316 -92.465186 4334.1
11303000 STANISLAUS R A RIPON CA 37.729651 -121.110493 2864.9
03117000 Tuscarawas River at Massillon OH 40.770336 -81.52401 1336.8
01639000 MONOCACY RIVER AT BRIDGEPORT, MD 39.678833 -77.2345 448.6
04273500 SARANAC RIVER AT PLATTSBURGH NY 44.68171 -73.471246 1581.6
03228500 Big Walnut Creek at Central College OH 40.103675 -82.884068 491
13152500 MALAD RIVER NR GOODING ID 42.886389 -114.803056 8607.5
05458900 West Fork Cedar River at Finchford, IA 42.629426 -92.543522 2205.1
03054500 TYGART VALLEY RIVER AT PHILIPPI, WV 39.150375 -80.038691 2360.6
05051500 RED RIVER OF THE NORTH AT WAHPETON, ND 46.265237 -96.594796 9602.1
01625000 MIDDLE RIVER NEAR GROTTOES, VA 38.261796 -78.86197 964.1
03335500 WABASH RIVER AT LAFAYETTE IND 40.42198 -86.896954 18944.2
08405500 BLACK RIVER ABOVE MALAGA, NM 32.229009 -104.151051 961.8
08330000 RIO GRANDE AT ALBUQUERQUE, NM 35.089213 -106.680304 44888.8
01184000 CONNECTICUT RIVER AT THOMPSONVILLE, CT. 41.987319 -72.605367 25049.5
07171000 Verdigris River near Lenapah, OK 36.851196 -95.586088 9284.7
02450000 MULBERRY FORK NEAR GARDEN CITY, AL. 33.995099 -86.748886 930
01619500 ANTIETAM CREEK NEAR SHARPSBURG, MD 39.449778 -77.730194 728.4
11377100 SACRAMENTO R AB BEND BRIDGE NR RED BLUFF CA 40.288488 -122.186664 23559.9
01181000 WEST BRANCH WESTFIELD RIVER AT HUNTINGTON, MA 42.237312 -72.895654 243.5
01551500 WB Susquehanna River at Williamsport, PA 41.23619 -76.996634 14703.8
05370000 EAU GALLE RIVER AT SPRING VALLEY, WI 44.852778 -92.238333 165.9
11179000 ALAMEDA C NR NILES CA 37.587157 -121.960793 1638.6
02026000 JAMES RIVER AT BENT CREEK, VA 37.536254 -78.829461 9542.9
05066500 GOOSE RIVER AT HILLSBORO, ND 47.409424 -97.061197 3217.6
05592000 KASKASKIA RIVER AT SHELBYVILLE, IL 39.407262 -88.781457 2742.2
07179500 NEOSHO R AT COUNCIL GROVE, KS 38.66578 -96.49362 686
12093500 PUYALLUP RIVER NEAR ORTING, WA 47.039269 -122.207893 438.1
06912500 HUNDRED AND TEN MILE C NR QUENEMO, KS 38.644923 -95.559801 836.9
06337000 LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER NR WATFORD CITY, ND 47.595849 -103.262968 21580.9
06411500 RAPID CR BELOW PACTOLA DAM SD 44.076654 -103.482134 836.3
12409000 COLVILLE RIVER AT KETTLE FALLS, WA 48.594346 -118.062489 2601.8
08136500 Concho Rv at Paint Rock, TX 31.515991 -99.919523 17013.7
09498500 SALT RIVER NEAR ROOSEVELT, AZ. 33.619495 -110.921504 11102.9
03376500 PATOKA RIVER NEAR PRINCETON, IND. 38.390324 -87.548633 2130
12459000 WENATCHEE RIVER AT PESHASTIN, WA 47.583178 -120.619531 2587.8
14178000 NO SANTIAM R BLW BOULDER CRK, NR DETROIT, OR 44.706789 -122.101186 557.7
02245500 SOUTH FORK BLACK CREEK NR PENNEY FARMS, FLA. 29.979408 -81.852043 348.4
03198000 KANAWHA RIVER AT CHARLESTON, WV 38.371484 -81.70207 27095.2
01170500 CONNECTICUT RIVER AT MONTAGUE CITY, MA 42.578697 -72.574533 20389.7
03599500 DUCK RIVER AT COLUMBIA, TN 35.618055 -87.032347 3129.6
01381000 ROCKAWAY RIVER BELOW RESERVOIR AT BOONTON NJ 40.896944 -74.394722 314.4
05520500 KANKAKEE RIVER AT MOMENCE, IL 41.160033 -87.668648 5949.1
03029500 Clarion River at Cooksburg, PA 41.330619 -79.20893 2086.6
11451000 CACHE C NR LOWER LAKE CA 38.924065 -122.565815 1364.3
01636500 SHENANDOAH RIVER AT MILLVILLE, WV 39.282046 -77.789161 7872.9
02154500 NORTH PACOLET RIVER AT FINGERVILLE, S. C. 35.120952 -81.98594 282
14226500 COWLITZ RIVER AT PACKWOOD, WA 46.61289 -121.679255 730.7
04159492 BLACK RIVER NEAR JEDDO, MI 43.152527 -82.624092 1197.8
04287000 DOG RIVER AT NORTHFIELD FALLS, VT 44.182838 -72.640388 198.5
02047000 NOTTOWAY RIVER NEAR SEBRELL, VA 36.770428 -77.166078 3731.4
01127500 YANTIC RIVER AT YANTIC, CT. 41.558709 -72.121467 230.7
03471500 S F HOLSTON RIVER AT RIVERSIDE NR CHILHOWIE, VA 36.760393 -81.631229 198.2
02217500 MIDDLE OCONEE RIVER NEAR ATHENS, GA 33.946667 -83.422778 1015
01102000 IPSWICH RIVER NEAR IPSWICH, MA 42.659816 -70.893662 316.4
02484500 YOCKANOOKANY RIVER NR OFAHOMA, MS 32.706111 -89.671944 1211.2
05419000 APPLE RIVER NEAR HANOVER, IL 42.252794 -90.285962 638.7
06054500 Missouri River at Toston MT 46.14604 -111.42052 38074.7
14015000 MILL CREEK AT WALLA WALLA, WA 46.076248 -118.273572 249.9
09382000 PARIA RIVER AT LEES FERRY, AZ 36.87221 -111.594605 3677.9
11043000 MURRIETA C A TEMECULA CA 33.479751 -117.14392 572.5
01635500 PASSAGE CREEK NEAR BUCKTON, VA 38.958166 -78.266669 224.2
13046000 HENRYS FORK NR ASHTON ID 44.069722 -111.510556 2865.3
07175500 Caney River near Ramona, OK 36.508982 -95.841931 5015.5
11318500 SF MOKELUMNE R NR WEST POINT CA 38.368246 -120.545482 194.2
01645000 SENECA CREEK AT DAWSONVILLE, MD 39.128083 -77.335778 262.4
07180500 CEDAR C NR CEDAR POINT, KS 38.196451 -96.824579 275.5
05459500 Winnebago River at Mason City, IA 43.164962 -93.192703 1340
01100000 MERRIMACK RIVER BL CONCORD RIVER AT LOWELL, MA 42.645925 -71.298394 11983.4
04206000 Cuyahoga River at Old Portage OH 41.135611 -81.547062 1047.3
01500000 OULEOUT CREEK AT EAST SIDNEY NY 42.333415 -75.234894 267.2
08169000 Comal Rv at New Braunfels, TX 29.706058 -98.122509 342
05454500 Iowa River at Iowa City, IA 41.656683 -91.541002 8478.7
08265000 RED RIVER NEAR QUESTA, NM 36.70336 -105.56834 290.2
01388500 POMPTON RIVER AT POMPTON PLAINS NJ 40.969167 -74.281944 923.1
11374000 COW C NR MILLVILLE CA 40.505152 -122.233335 1096.2
05585000 LA MOINE RIVER AT RIPLEY, IL 40.02477 -90.631795 3354.6
09277500 DUCHESNE RIVER NEAR TABIONA, UT 40.30023 -110.602381 923.8
01030500 Mattawamkeag River near Mattawamkeag, Maine 45.500975 -68.305956 3676.2
07375500 Tangipahoa River at Robert, LA 30.50658 -90.361752 1674.8
02027000 TYE RIVER NEAR LOVINGSTON, VA 37.715419 -78.981691 240.8
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14325000 SOUTH FORK COQUILLE RIVER AT POWERS, OR 42.891499 -124.070652 443.1
02387000 CONASAUGA RIVER AT TILTON, GA 34.666749 -84.928276 1781.8
04142000 RIFLE RIVER NEAR STERLING, MI 44.07252 -84.019994 865
13083000 TRAPPER CREEK NR OAKLEY ID 42.165833 -113.983611 133.2
02056000 ROANOKE RIVER AT NIAGARA, VA 37.255138 -79.871425 1323
06917000 L OSAGE R AT FULTON, KS 38.018968 -94.713668 765.8
06874000 SF SOLOMON R AT OSBORNE, KS 39.428622 -98.694795 5102.3
10131000 CHALK CREEK AT COALVILLE, UT 40.920503 -111.401586 661
07203000 VERMEJO RIVER NEAR DAWSON, NM 36.681144 -104.786385 893.1
01606500 SO. BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NR PETERSBURG, WV 38.991221 -79.175871 1684.5
11363000 PIT R A BIG BEND CA 41.019324 -121.911107 12160.9
02301500 ALAFIA RIVER AT LITHIA FL 27.872248 -82.211201 868.3
11376000 COTTONWOOD C NR COTTONWOOD CA 40.387098 -122.238612 2312.5
09342500 SAN JUAN RIVER AT PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO. 37.266117 -107.010873 726.9
10337500 TRUCKEE R A TAHOE CITY CA 39.166296 -120.144359 1312.2
03362000 YOUNGS CREEK NEAR EDINBURGH IND 39.41894 -86.004989 260.4
10141000 WEBER RIVER NEAR PLAIN CITY, UT 41.278277 -112.091887 5371.4
05472500 North Skunk River near Sigourney, IA 41.300845 -92.204626 1899.1
10217000 SEVIER RIVER BLW SAN PITCH RIVER, NR GUNNISON, UT 39.155239 -111.877705 12851.7
05422000 Wapsipinicon River near De Witt, IA 41.766974 -90.534859 6049
01059000 Androscoggin River near Auburn, Maine 44.072297 -70.208014 8444.2
04124000 MANISTEE RIVER NEAR SHERMAN, MI 44.436392 -85.698679 2243.6
07119500 APISHAPA RIVER NEAR FOWLER, CO. 38.091117 -103.981626 2775.2
04292500 LAMOILLE RIVER AT EAST GEORGIA, VT 44.679215 -73.072636 1787.6
05452000 Salt Creek near Elberon, IA 41.964162 -92.313242 516.7
11150500 SALINAS R NR BRADLEY CA 35.930243 -120.868791 7660.2
05054000 RED RIVER OF THE NORTH AT FARGO, ND 46.861075 -96.783692 17195.9
14316500 N UMPQUA RIVER ABV COPELAND CK NR TOKETEE FALLS,OR 43.295954 -122.536713 1217.3
01558000 Little Juniata River at Spruce Creek, PA 40.612567 -78.140565 572.5
14222500 EAST FORK LEWIS RIVER NEAR HEISSON, WA 45.836781 -122.466208 323.9
03129000 Tuscarawas River at Newcomerstown OH 40.261459 -81.60901 6319
14170000 LONG TOM RIVER AT MONROE, OR 44.3129 -123.296486 1021.6
02490500 BOGUE CHITTO NR TYLERTOWN, MS 31.176944 -90.279444 1272
12101500 PUYALLUP RIVER AT PUYALLUP, WA 47.208434 -122.327065 2448.8
07356000 Ouachita River near Mount Ida, AR 34.610098 -93.697417 1071.6
09504500 OAK CREEK NEAR CORNVILLE, AZ. 34.764464 -111.890988 918.9
02062500 ROANOKE (STAUNTON) RIVER AT BROOKNEAL, VA 37.041252 -78.950291 6229
11476500 SF EEL R NR MIRANDA CA 40.18181 -123.776143 1390.2
02398000 CHATTOOGA RIVER AT SUMMERVILLE, GA 34.466389 -85.336111 496.9
02472500 BOUIE CREEK NR HATTIESBURG, MS 31.425833 -89.414722 789.9
02267000 CATFISH CREEK NR LAKE WALES, FLA. 27.961411 -81.496463 168.6
03101500 Shenango River at Pymatuning Dam, PA 41.498109 -80.460069 420.2
14182500 LITTLE NORTH SANTIAM RIVER NEAR MEHAMA, OR 44.791511 -122.578974 286.8
09330500 MUDDY CREEK NEAR EMERY, UT 38.981919 -111.249336 271.2
11464000 RUSSIAN R NR HEALDSBURG CA 38.613243 -122.836382 2056.3
08247500 SAN ANTONIO RIVER AT ORTIZ, CO. 36.993069 -106.038632 300.7
12354500 Clark Fork at St. Regis MT 47.301874 -115.087361 27820
03209000 POUND RIVER BELOW FLANNAGAN DAM NEAR HAYSI, VA 37.237054 -82.343202 572.2
05476000 DES MOINES RIVER AT JACKSON, MN 43.619403 -94.98638 3220.7
12358500 Middle Fork Flathead River nr West Glacier MT 48.495244 -114.010119 2939.2
07238000 North Canadian River near Seiling, OK 36.183373 -98.921206 32451
06786000 NORTH LOUP RIVER AT TAYLOR, NEBR. 41.777086 -99.381133 6088
11264500 MERCED R A HAPPY ISLES BRIDGE NR YOSEMITE CA 37.731593 -119.558774 468
07231000 Little River near Sasakwa, OK 34.965361 -96.512511 2301.2
06810000 Nishnabotna River above Hamburg, IA 40.632501 -95.625826 7281.8
06820500 Platte River near Agency, MO 39.688017 -94.702619 4541.2
03159500 Hocking River at Athens OH 39.328962 -82.087644 2447.1
08062500 Trinity Rv nr Rosser, TX 32.42653 -96.463042 21047.8
06298000 TONGUE RIVER NEAR DAYTON, WY 44.849412 -107.304525 533.6
02478500 CHICKASAWHAY RIVER AT LEAKESVILLE, MS 31.148611 -88.548056 6984.3
02096500 HAW RIVER AT HAW RIVER, NC 36.087222 -79.366111 1561.8
02482000 PEARL RIVER AT EDINBURG, MS 32.798889 -89.335 2335.2
02025500 JAMES RIVER AT HOLCOMB ROCK, VA 37.501251 -79.262529 8443.4
13185000 BOISE RIVER NR TWIN SPRINGS ID 43.659444 -115.727222 2154.4
02071000 DAN RIVER NEAR WENTWORTH, NC 36.4125 -79.826111 2706.8
03041500 Conemaugh River at Seward, PA 40.419238 -79.02614 1863.6
08211000 Nueces Rv nr Mathis, TX 28.038347 -97.860277 42743.7
01402000 MILLSTONE RIVER AT BLACKWELLS MILLS NJ 40.475 -74.575833 670.4
07328500 Washita River near Pauls Valley, OK 34.754803 -97.251413 13750.8
05315000 REDWOOD RIVER NEAR MARSHALL, MN 44.430238 -95.845578 672.1
07186000 Spring River near Waco, MO 37.245606 -94.566411 2999
02167000 SALUDA RIVER AT CHAPPELLS, SC 34.17791 -81.860946 3514.5
06811500 LITTLE NEMAHA RIVER AT AUBURN, NE 40.392717 -95.812833 2051.9
01637500 CATOCTIN CREEK NEAR MIDDLETOWN, MD 39.42725 -77.556167 174.3
05489500 Des Moines River at Ottumwa, IA 41.010848 -92.411296 34575.6
03361500 BIG BLUE RIVER AT SHELBYVILLE, IN 39.529215 -85.781924 1088.1
10109001 COM F LOGAN R AB ST D AND LO HP AND SM C N LO UT 41.744375 -111.784387 555.6
12362500 S F Flathead River nr Columbia Falls MT 48.356631 -114.037618 4318.2
05426000 CRAWFISH RIVER AT MILFORD, WI 43.1 -88.84955 2032.1
10137500 SOUTH FORK OGDEN RIVER NEAR HUNTSVILLE, UTAH 41.268552 -111.6741 356.3
12452500 CHELAN RIVER AT CHELAN, WA 47.834581 -120.013125 2414.9
11370500 SACRAMENTO R A KESWICK CA 40.600984 -122.444455 16721.3
08329000 JEMEZ RIVER BELOW JEMEZ CANYON DAM, NM 35.390037 -106.534749 2660.6
03354000 WHITE RIVER NEAR CENTERTON, IN 39.497548 -86.40055 6324.6
06784000 SOUTH LOUP R AT ST. MICHAEL, NEBR. 41.032444 -98.740533 6019.7
02312500 WITHLACOOCHEE RIVER AT CROOM, FLA. 28.592771 -82.222032 1970.2
10134500 EAST CANYON CREEK NEAR MORGAN, UT 40.922446 -111.60715 374.5
01429500 Dyberry Creek near Honesdale, PA 41.60731 -75.26712 167.2
14154500 ROW RIVER ABOVE PITCHER CREEK NEAR, DORENA, OREG 43.735957 -122.873402 546.8
09291000 LAKE FORK RIVER BL MOON LAKE NR MOUNTAIN HOME, UT 40.556336 -110.484606 297
14103000 DESCHUTES RIVER AT MOODY, NEAR BIGGS, OR 45.622068 -120.902565 27772.1
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10312000 CARSON RIVER NEAR FORT CHURCHILL, NV 39.291667 -119.311111 3800.7
06335500 LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER AT MARMARTH, ND 46.297778 -103.9175 12070.7
02342500 UCHEE CREEK NEAR FORT MITCHELL, AL. 32.316815 -85.014931 830.6
01331500 HOOSIC RIVER AT ADAMS, MA 42.611194 -73.123992 121
06349000 HEART RIVER NR MANDAN, ND 46.833883 -100.974579 8583.9
02319000 WITHLACOOCHEE RIVER NEAR PINETTA, FLA. 30.595487 -83.259591 5505.9
02111500 REDDIES RIVER AT NORTH WILKESBORO, NC 36.175 -81.168889 233.7
03270000 Mad River near Dayton OH 39.797281 -84.088548 1639.6
01318500 HUDSON RIVER AT HADLEY NY 43.31896 -73.844289 4332.6
13105000 SALMON FALLS CREEK NR SAN JACINTO NV 41.944722 -114.688611 3629.6
08276500 RIO GRANDE BLW TAOS JUNCTION BRIDGE NEAR TAOS, NM 36.320023 -105.754459 16910.6
09502000 SALT RIVER BLW STEWART MOUNTAIN DAM, AZ. 33.552823 -111.576524 16022.5
01639500 BIG PIPE CREEK AT BRUCEVILLE, MD 39.612361 -77.237444 267.2
01073500 LAMPREY RIVER NEAR NEWMARKET, NH 43.102586 -70.952559 471.1
04122500 PERE MARQUETTE RIVER AT SCOTTVILLE, MI 43.945006 -86.27869 1769.2
03247500 East Fork Little Miami River at Perintown OH 39.137005 -84.237992 1233.4
05594000 SHOAL CREEK NEAR BREESE, IL 38.609771 -89.494529 1909.8
01377000 HACKENSACK RIVER AT RIVERVALE NJ 40.999167 -73.989167 146.5
11278000 ELEANOR C NR HETCH HETCHY CA 37.969088 -119.882124 207.7
02333500 CHESTATEE RIVER NEAR DAHLONEGA, GA 34.528056 -83.939722 390.3
06864050 SMOKY HILL R NR BUNKER HILL, KS 38.793825 -98.781106 18025.1
05356500 CHIPPEWA RIVER NEAR BRUCE, WI 45.451631 -91.261266 4268.4
07176500 Bird Creek at Avant, OK 36.486754 -96.064163 953.1
03375500 PATOKA RIVER AT JASPER, IN 38.413665 -86.876664 678.1
01576500 Conestoga River at Lancaster, PA 40.050097 -76.27718 837.2
03075500 YOUGHIOGHENY RIVER NEAR OAKLAND, MD 39.421578 -79.423631 347.6
01608500 SOUTH BRANCH POTOMAC RIVER NEAR SPRINGFIELD, WV 39.447039 -78.654182 3784.1
01543500 Sinnemahoning Creek at Sinnemahoning, PA 41.317285 -78.10306 1778.3
06860000 SMOKY HILL R AT ELKADER, KS 38.794805 -100.858471 9033.4
09512500 AGUA FRIA RIVER NEAR MAYER, AZ. 34.315307 -112.064045 1515
10324500 ROCK CK NR BATTLE MOUNTAIN, NV 40.830406 -116.588342 2228.6
10183500 SEVIER RIVER NEAR KINGSTON, UT 38.20609 -112.207702 2889.7
01453000 Lehigh River at Bethlehem, PA 40.615376 -75.378791 3306.3
05518000 KANKAKEE RIVER AT SHELBY, IN 41.182813 -87.34031 4587
14020000 UMATILLA RIVER ABOVE MEACHAM CREEK, NR GIBBON, OR 45.719577 -118.323291 341.4
06289000 Little Bighorn River at State Line nr Wyola MT 45.00691 -107.615095 471.3
02134500 LUMBER RIVER AT BOARDMAN, NC 34.4425 -78.960278 3181.5
14123500 WHITE SALMON RIVER NEAR UNDERWOOD, WA 45.752064 -121.527018 1000.3
08205500 Frio Rv nr Derby, TX 28.736644 -99.144756 8886.4
06877600 SMOKY HILL R AT ENTERPRISE, KS 38.906489 -97.11792 49592.2
09063000 EAGLE RIVER AT RED CLIFF, CO. 39.508319 -106.366695 195.3
02486000 PEARL RIVER AT JACKSON, MS 32.281389 -90.178889 8203.9
05404000 WISCONSIN RIVER NEAR WISCONSIN DELLS, WI 43.60498 -89.756791 20976.6
04263000 OSWEGATCHIE RIVER NEAR HEUVELTON NY 44.599506 -75.378829 2548.6
02473500 TALLAHALA CREEK AT LAUREL, MS 31.680833 -89.115556 619.4
01111500 BRANCH RIVER AT FORESTDALE, RI 41.996487 -71.562563 237.2
11294500 NF STANISLAUS R NR AVERY CA 38.245751 -120.289917 427.8
08249000 CONEJOS RIVER NEAR LASAUSES, CO. 37.300288 -105.746963 2043
04217000 TONAWANDA CREEK AT BATAVIA NY 42.99756 -78.188628 443.3
04234000 FALL CREEK NEAR ITHACA NY 42.453406 -76.472717 320.6
02013000 DUNLAP CREEK NEAR COVINGTON, VA 37.802902 -80.047004 424.8
01022500 Narraguagus River at Cherryfield, Maine 44.607972 -67.935242 573.6
01092000 MERRIMACK R NR GOFFS FALLS, BELOW MANCHESTER, NH 42.948141 -71.4634 7987.7
09085000 ROARING FORK RIVER AT GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO. 39.543593 -107.329498 3762.7
06843500 REPUBLICAN RIVER AT CAMBRIDGE, NEBR. 40.284419 -100.143719 37413.2
04285500 NORTH BRANCH WINOOSKI RIVER AT WRIGHTSVILLE, VT 44.299503 -72.578721 181.9
06447000 WHITE R NEAR KADOKA SD 43.752495 -101.524867 12849.7
14044000 M FK JOHN DAY R AT RITTER, OREG. 44.888764 -119.141369 1355
07218000 COYOTE CREEK NEAR GOLONDRINAS, NM 35.916706 -105.164175 626.5
07247000 Poteau River at Cauthron, AR 34.918989 -94.298825 525.4
06808500 West Nishnabotna River at Randolph, IA 40.873055 -95.580275 3428.4
03025500 Allegheny River at Franklin, PA 41.389503 -79.820332 15426.4
02017500 JOHNS CREEK AT NEW CASTLE, VA 37.50624 -80.106715 276.1
03192000 GAULEY RIVER ABOVE BELVA, WV 38.23344 -81.180942 3407.8
14140000 BULL RUN RIVER NEAR BULL RUN, OR 45.437342 -122.178975 278.1
09070000 EAGLE RIVER BELOW GYPSUM, CO. 39.64943 -106.953655 2461.7
03053500 BUCKHANNON RIVER AT HALL, WV 39.05121 -80.114525 697.8
08070000 E Fk San Jacinto Rv nr Cleveland, TX 30.336598 -95.1041 841.1
01464000 ASSUNPINK CREEK AT TRENTON NJ 40.224167 -74.749167 233
03365500 EAST FORK WHITE RIVER AT SEYMOUR IND 38.982553 -85.899144 6059.2
10224000 SEVIER RIVER NEAR LYNNDYL, UT 39.481898 -112.393834 14417.1
01389500 PASSAIC RIVER AT LITTLE FALLS NJ 40.884722 -74.226111 1982
05382000 BLACK RIVER NEAR GALESVILLE, WI 44.060239 -91.28737 5376.5
10171000 JORDAN RIVER @ 1700 SOUTH @ SALT LAKE CITY, UT 40.733557 -111.92327 9095.5
14339000 ROGUE RIVER AT DODGE BRIDGE, NEAR EAGLE POINT, OR 42.524847 -122.84282 3154.8
07332500 Blue River near Blue, OK 33.997041 -96.241099 1235.3
08384500 PECOS RIVER BELOW SUMNER DAM, NM 34.604231 -104.387758 11624.6
03117500 Sandy Creek at Waynesburg OH 40.672561 -81.259831 656.2
01567000 Juniata River at Newport, PA 40.478417 -77.129148 8657.3
01580000 DEER CREEK AT ROCKS, MD 39.629972 -76.403306 244.4
07196500 Illinois River near Tahlequah, OK 35.922869 -94.923566 2454.3
06066500 Missouri River bl Holter Dam nr Wolf Cr MT 46.994665 -112.011111 43985.2
02074500 SANDY RIVER NEAR DANVILLE, VA 36.619583 -79.504193 288.5
07169500 FALL R AT FREDONIA, KS 37.508384 -95.833592 2097.5
05582000 SALT CREEK NEAR GREENVIEW, IL 40.13199 -89.735664 4671.4
12117500 CEDAR RIVER NEAR LANDSBURG, WA 47.393713 -121.954559 337.3
06919500 Cedar Creek near Pleasant View, MO 37.834203 -93.875492 1069.4
02037500 JAMES RIVER NEAR RICHMOND, VA 37.563202 -77.546931 17504.7
14309000 COW CREEK NEAR AZALEA, OR 42.824843 -123.178949 202.1
08189500 Mission Rv at Refugio, TX 28.291951 -97.279159 1808.3
12189500 SAUK RIVER NEAR SAUK, WA 48.424559 -121.568463 1855.3
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01553500 West Branch Susquehanna River at Lewisburg, PA 40.967585 -76.876354 17703.4
03093000 Eagle Creek at Phalanx Station OH 41.261167 -80.954257 251.8
01524500 CANISTEO R BELOW CANACADEA CR @ HORNELL NY 42.313959 -77.651102 407.7
05587000 MACOUPIN CREEK NEAR KANE, IL 39.234214 -90.394562 2241.3
01457000 MUSCONETCONG RIVER NEAR BLOOMSBURY NJ 40.672222 -75.060833 366.8
02353500 ICHAWAYNOCHAWAY CREEK AT MILFORD, GA 31.382778 -84.546389 1612.7
08082500 Brazos Rv at Seymour, TX 33.580928 -99.267576 40352.7
01436000 NEVERSINK RIVER AT NEVERSINK NY 41.820091 -74.635437 240.7
02059500 GOOSE CREEK NEAR HUDDLESTON, VA 37.1732 -79.520308 485.4
07141200 PAWNEE R AT ROZEL, KS 38.207448 -99.406114 5767.9
01054000 Androscoggin River near Gorham, NH 44.435792 -71.190178 3527.6
10219000 SEVIER RIVER NEAR JUAB, UT 39.37468 -112.039656 13101.6
14209500 CLACKAMAS RIVER ABOVE THREE LYNX CREEK, OR 45.124843 -122.073414 1266.1
10293000 E WALKER R NR BRIDGEPORT, CA 38.327696 -119.214876 933.4
02233500 ECONLOCKHATCHEE RIVER NR. CHULUOTA, FLA. 28.678052 -81.113951 678.2
14238000 COWLITZ RIVER BELOW MAYFIELD DAM, WA 46.510385 -122.616224 3594.3
02016000 COWPASTURE RIVER NEAR CLIFTON FORGE, VA 37.791796 -79.759492 1194.6
14220500 LEWIS RIVER AT ARIEL, WA 45.951779 -122.56399 1898.4
04202000 Cuyahoga River at Hiram Rapids OH 41.34061 -81.166766 390.1
08068000 W Fk San Jacinto Rv nr Conroe, TX 30.244657 -95.457162 2147.3
03076500 YOUGHIOGHENY RIVER AT FRIENDSVILLE, MD 39.653611 -79.408306 761.8
01526500 TIOGA RIVER NEAR ERWINS NY 42.121185 -77.129138 3557.5
01616500 OPEQUON CREEK NEAR MARTINSBURG, WV 39.42371 -77.938608 706.4
03072655 Monongahela River near Masontown, PA 39.825077 -79.922833 11547.3
03173000 WALKER CREEK AT BANE, VA 37.268178 -80.709512 773.3
11140000 SISQUOC R NR GAREY 34.893868 -120.306546 1220.5
05540500 DU PAGE RIVER AT SHOREWOOD, IL 41.522253 -88.192562 838.9
01439500 Bush Kill at Shoemakers, PA 41.088151 -75.037675 305.9
09499000 TONTO CREEK ABV GUN CREEK, NEAR ROOSEVELT, AZ. 33.980041 -111.303466 1741.4
14301000 NEHALEM RIVER NEAR FOSS, OR 45.703999 -123.755405 1743.5
03182500 GREENBRIER RIVER AT BUCKEYE, WV 38.185953 -80.130623 1365
08193000 Nueces Rv nr Asherton, TX 28.500263 -99.681993 10423.1
02411000 COOSA RIVER AT JORDAN DAM NEAR WETUMPKA AL 32.61402 -86.25497 26175.3
03140500 Muskingum River near Coshocton OH 40.248405 -81.872909 12559.7
05517000 YELLOW RIVER AT KNOX, IND. 41.30282 -86.620569 1127.2
03364500 CLIFTY CREEK AT HARTSVILLE, IN 39.274773 -85.701647 237.1
03155000 LITTLE KANAWHA RIVER AT PALESTINE, WV 39.058969 -81.389564 3924.7
02414500 TALLAPOOSA RIVER AT WADLEY AL 33.116787 -85.560787 4336.8
04170000 HURON RIVER AT MILFORD, MI 42.578921 -83.626608 385.2
08151500 Llano Rv at Llano, TX 30.75129 -98.66976 10887.4
07018500 Big River at Byrnesville, MO 38.391714 -90.637808 2344.9
11276500 TUOLUMNE R NR HETCH HETCHY CA 37.937421 -119.798233 1179.1
05495500 BEAR CREEK NEAR MARCELLINE, IL 40.142824 -91.33737 905.6
02126000 ROCKY RIVER NEAR NORWOOD, NC 35.148889 -80.175833 3207.2
09426000 BILL WILLIAMS RIVER BELOW ALAMO DAM, AZ 34.230854 -113.60882 11992
01491000 CHOPTANK RIVER NEAR GREENSBORO, MD 38.997194 -75.785806 292
03015000 Conewango Creek at Russell, PA 41.938115 -79.133101 2083.3
06099500 Marias River near Shelby MT 48.427205 -111.889744 7087.6
03453500 FRENCH BROAD RIVER AT MARSHALL, NC 35.786389 -82.660833 3448.5
06340500 KNIFE RIVER AT HAZEN, ND 47.285282 -101.622109 5851.6
06601000 OMAHA CR AT HOMER, NEBR 42.321581 -96.487683 450.2
02077000 BANISTER RIVER AT HALIFAX, VA 36.776527 -78.915844 1415.3
14308000 SOUTH UMPQUA RIVER AT TILLER,OR 42.930399 -122.948387 1167.2
03036500 Allegheny River at Kittanning, PA 40.820342 -79.531434 23225.2
03217000 TYGARTS CREEK NEAR GREENUP, KY 38.564245 -82.952116 625.8
03225500 Olentangy River near Delaware OH 40.355061 -83.067132 1019.6
04189000 Blanchard River near Findlay OH 41.055886 -83.687989 909.3
08066500 Trinity Rv at Romayor, TX 30.425207 -94.850762 44412.1
05455500 English River at Kalona, IA 41.469739 -91.714613 1486.9
03327500 WABASH RIVER AT PERU, IND. 40.743097 -86.095826 7079.2
01426500 WEST BRANCH DELAWARE RIVER AT HALE EDDY NY 42.00314 -75.383508 1539.3
12488500 AMERICAN RIVER NEAR NILE, WA 46.977616 -121.168696 205.2
14359000 ROGUE RIVER AT RAYGOLD NEAR CENTRAL POINT, OR 42.437346 -122.987268 5310.4
11022480 SAN DIEGO R A MAST RD NR SANTEE CA 32.840327 -117.025863 953.6
09444500 SAN FRANCISCO RIVER AT CLIFTON, AZ. 33.049508 -109.295905 7161.8
03459500 PIGEON RIVER NEAR HEPCO, NC 35.635 -82.99 905.7
11402000 SPANISH C AB BLACKHAWK C AT KEDDIE CA 40.002947 -120.954399 475
01607500 SO FK SO BR POTOMAC R AT BRANDYWINE, WV 38.631507 -79.24365 267.2
02112000 YADKIN RIVER AT WILKESBORO, NC 36.1525 -81.145556 1300.8
01451500 Little Lehigh Creek near Allentown, PA 40.58232 -75.482961 212.1
06821500 ARIKAREE RIVER AT HAIGLER, NEBR. 40.029286 -101.967586 5622.6
03302000 POND CREEK NEAR LOUISVILLE, KY 38.119792 -85.795795 166.7
01135500 PASSUMPSIC RIVER AT PASSUMPSIC, VT 44.365615 -72.039261 1124.9
07291000 HOMOCHITTO RIVER AT EDDICETON, MS 31.503056 -90.7775 479.3
01534000 Tunkhannock Creek near Tunkhannock, PA 41.55841 -75.894642 1016.9
01116000 SOUTH BRANCH PAWTUXET RIVER AT WASHINGTON, RI 41.6901 -71.565896 168.3
03049500 Allegheny River at Natrona, PA 40.615344 -79.718381 29543.6
06402000 FALL R AT HOT SPRINGS SD 43.430535 -103.476307 353.3
04252500 BLACK RIVER NEAR BOONVILLE NY 43.511736 -75.30656 784.5
03049000 Buffalo Creek near Freeport, PA 40.715898 -79.699494 357.2
12395000 PRIEST RIVER NR PRIEST RIVER ID 48.20852 -116.914643 2459.9
02231000 ST. MARYS RIVER NR MACCLENNY, FLA. 30.358847 -82.081501 1748.4
02334430 CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER AT BUFORD DAM, NEAR BUFORD, GA 34.156944 -84.078889 2683.3
07305000 North Fork Red River near Headrick, OK 34.634516 -99.096746 11834.5
14183000 NORTH SANTIAM RIVER AT MEHAMA, OR 44.788733 -122.617863 1696.2
03301500 ROLLING FORK NEAR BOSTON, KY 37.767285 -85.703849 3366.5
03231500 Scioto River at Chillicothe OH 39.341453 -82.971013 9971
11051500 SANTA ANA R NR MENTONE CA 34.108345 -117.100591 542.3
03208500 RUSSELL FORK AT HAYSI, VA 37.207054 -82.295699 740.9
07197000 Baron Fork at Eldon, OK 35.9212 -94.838563 808.4
02315500 SUWANNEE RIVER AT WHITE SPRINGS, FLA. 30.325781 -82.738183 6136.3
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01305000 CARMANS RIVER AT YAPHANK NY 40.830376 -72.906215 190.2
13258500 WEISER RIVER NR CAMBRIDGE ID 44.579444 -116.643333 1540.3
03261500 Great Miami River at Sidney OH 40.286994 -84.149943 1403.3
14159500 SOUTH FORK MCKENZIE RIVER NEAR RAINBOW, OR 44.135958 -122.248391 539.6
02094500 REEDY FORK NEAR GIBSONVILLE, NC 36.173056 -79.614167 340.7
04115000 MAPLE RIVER AT MAPLE RAPIDS, MI 43.109755 -84.693052 1087.6
05418500 Maquoketa River near Maquoketa, IA 42.083353 -90.632912 4019.2
08044500 W Fk Trinity Rv nr Boyd, TX 33.085399 -97.558636 4433.4
01144000 WHITE RIVER AT WEST HARTFORD, VT 43.714236 -72.418149 1790.2
02473000 LEAF RIVER AT HATTIESBURG, MS 31.343056 -89.280278 4542
05444000 ELKHORN CREEK NEAR PENROSE, IL 41.902807 -89.696223 376.4
02314500 SUWANNEE RIVER AT US 441, AT FARGO, GA 30.680556 -82.560556 3322.2
06804000 WAHOO CREEK AT ITHACA, NEBR. 41.147522 -96.537831 698.9
05053000 WILD RICE RIVER NR ABERCROMBIE, ND 46.468017 -96.783691 5414.6
07227000 CANADIAN RIVER AT LOGAN, NM 35.356996 -103.418014 29030
02228000 SATILLA RIVER AT ATKINSON, GA 31.220641 -81.865665 7385.1
02475500 CHUNKY RIVER NR CHUNKY, MS 32.326111 -88.909167 957.6
03379500 LITTLE WABASH RIVER BELOW CLAY CITY, IL 38.63477 -88.297266 2928.7
01463500 DELAWARE RIVER AT TRENTON NJ 40.221667 -74.778056 17579.8
02088500 LITTLE RIVER NEAR PRINCETON, NC 35.511389 -78.160278 594.2
03274000 Great Miami River at Hamilton OH 39.391167 -84.572169 9403.6
06307500 Tongue River at Tongue R Dam nr Decker MT 45.141367 -106.771449 4617.1
05517500 KANKAKEE RIVER AT DUNNS BRIDGE, IND. 41.219484 -86.968634 3467.3
03209500 LEVISA FORK AT PIKEVILLE, KY 37.464268 -82.526263 3191.6
03219500 Scioto River near Prospect OH 40.419504 -83.197137 1469.5
12048000 DUNGENESS RIVER NEAR SEQUIM, WA 48.014258 -123.132677 405
02073000 SMITH RIVER AT MARTINSVILLE, VA 36.661249 -79.880595 982.5
06873000 SF SOLOMON R AB WEBSTER RE, KS 39.374083 -99.583068 2698.8
01450500 Aquashicola Creek at Palmerton, PA 40.806205 -75.597964 198.1
01362500 ESOPUS CREEK AT COLDBROOK NY 42.014259 -74.270703 493.2
13037500 SNAKE RIVER NR HEISE ID 43.6125 -111.66 14858.5
03473000 S F HOLSTON RIVER NEAR DAMASCUS, VA 36.651781 -81.84401 784.8
05292000 MINNESOTA RIVER AT ORTONVILLE, MN 45.295521 -96.444223 3024
09132500 NORTH FORK GUNNISON RIVER NEAR SOMERSET, CO. 38.925823 -107.434221 1363
01601500 WILLS CREEK NEAR CUMBERLAND, MD 39.669611 -78.788028 641.4
09095500 COLORADO RIVER NEAR CAMEO, CO. 39.239146 -108.266195 20698.6
01420500 BEAVER KILL AT COOKS FALLS NY 41.946477 -74.979609 627
01387500 RAMAPO RIVER NEAR MAHWAH NJ 41.098056 -74.162778 318.8
11314500 NF MOKELUMNE R BL SALT SPRINGS DAM CA 38.493523 -120.221027 441
02040000 APPOMATTOX RIVER AT MATTOAX, VA 37.421538 -77.858888 1878.6
05313500 YELLOW MEDICINE RIVER NEAR GRANITE FALLS, MN 44.721624 -95.518906 1800.7
02300500 LITTLE MANATEE RIVER NEAR WIMAUMA FL 27.671143 -82.352593 405.3
14313500 NORTH UMPQUA R BL LEMOLO LK NR T FALLS,OREG. 43.322069 -122.195591 447.3
14046000 NORTH FORK JOHN DAY RIVER AT MONUMENT, OR 44.813758 -119.431656 6553.4
01104500 CHARLES RIVER AT WALTHAM, MA 42.372319 -71.233667 647.4
03363500 FLATROCK RIVER AT ST. PAUL, IND. 39.417549 -85.634142 772.1
11439500 SF AMERICAN R NR KYBURZ(RIVER ONLY) CA 38.763518 -120.328528 499.7
03353500 EAGLE CREEK AT INDIANAPOLIS, IND 39.777821 -86.250267 451
11270900 MERCED R BL MERCED FALLS DAM NR SNELL CA 37.521603 -120.332411 2749.3
07068000 Current River at Doniphan, MO 36.622003 -90.847623 5318.6
06848500 PRAIRIE DOG C NR WOODRUFF, KS 39.985241 -99.474278 2575.4
11298000 SF STANISLAUS R NR LONG BARN CA 38.092421 -120.168244 173.7
01437500 NEVERSINK RIVER AT GODEFFROY NY 41.441204 -74.601828 794
01638500 POTOMAC RIVER AT POINT OF ROCKS, MD 39.273583 -77.543111 25001.5
02226000 ALTAMAHA RIVER AT DOCTORTOWN, GA 31.654659 -81.827892 35273.4
05486490 Middle River near Indianola, IA 41.424158 -93.587439 1293.1
04280000 POULTNEY RIVER BELOW FAIR HAVEN, VT 43.624232 -73.311501 487.6
08048000 W Fk Trinity Rv at Ft Worth, TX 32.760963 -97.332517 6741.2
05090000 PARK RIVER AT GRAFTON, ND 48.424711 -97.412023 1741.7
06038500 Madison River bl Hebgen Lake nr Grayling MT 44.866593 -111.338288 2412
05543500 ILLINOIS RIVER AT MARSEILLES, IL 41.326978 -88.717574 21349.7
08102500 Leon Rv nr Belton, TX 31.070179 -97.441397 9277.8
06018500 Beaverhead River near Twin Bridges MT 45.383535 -112.452786 9373.3
09416000 MUDDY R NR MOAPA, NV 36.711082 -114.695271 10028.3
08126380 Colorado Rv nr Ballinger, TX 31.71543 -100.026476 42597.4
08020000 Sabine Rv nr Gladewater, TX 32.527089 -94.960218 7233.7
08248000 LOS PINOS RIVER NEAR ORTIZ, CO. 36.982236 -106.073633 396.1
02135000 LITTLE PEE DEE R. AT GALIVANTS FERRY, S.C. 34.057108 -79.24699 7256.2
13127000 BIG LOST RIVER BL MACKAY RES NR MACKAY ID 43.939167 -113.648333 1979.6
11342000 SACRAMENTO R A DELTA CA 40.939594 -122.417235 1099.3
05397500 EAU CLAIRE RIVER AT KELLY, WI 44.918889 -89.551944 965
11381500 MILL C NR LOS MOLINOS CA 40.054602 -122.024154 337.6
03446000 MILLS RIVER NEAR MILLS RIVER, NC 35.398056 -82.595 172.6
05488500 Des Moines River near Tracy, IA 41.281391 -92.861504 32259.6
10329000 L HUMBOLDT R NR PARADISE VALLEY, NV 41.415822 -117.373511 2571.4
05481300 Des Moines River near Stratford, IA 42.25192 -93.996897 14082.3
13069500 SNAKE RIVER NR BLACKFOOT ID 43.125192 -112.519149 31558.4
12465000 CRAB CREEK AT IRBY, WA 47.360424 -118.850002 2707.4
06476000 JAMES R AT HURON SD 44.363595 -98.199257 42568.6
10261500 MOJAVE R A LO NARROWS NR VICTORVILLE CA 34.573049 -117.320602 1355.9
01632000 N F SHENANDOAH RIVER AT COOTES STORE, VA 38.637063 -78.852803 543.4
01351500 SCHOHARIE CREEK AT BURTONSVILLE NY 42.800075 -74.262907 2321
10348000 TRUCKEE R AT RENO,NV 39.530189 -119.795468 2723.7
03094000 Mahoning River at Leavittsburg OH 41.239223 -80.880642 1487.5
09114500 GUNNISON RIVER NEAR GUNNISON, CO. 38.541936 -106.949766 2617.1
01546500 Spring Creek near Axemann, PA 40.889783 -77.794168 223.7
12353000 Clark Fork below Missoula MT 46.86909 -114.126779 23353
05484000 South Raccoon River at Redfield, IA 41.589432 -94.151346 2548.1
06339500 KNIFE RIVER NR GOLDEN VALLEY, ND 47.154453 -102.059892 3171.5
06913500 MARAIS DES CYGNES R NR OTTAWA, KS 38.618186 -95.268213 3242.4
03238500 White Oak Creek near Georgetown OH 38.858125 -83.928539 568.5
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05593000 KASKASKIA RIVER AT CARLYLE, IL 38.611715 -89.35619 7055.2
13249500 PAYETTE RIVER NR EMMETT ID 43.930556 -116.442778 7067.4
07019000 Meramec River near Eureka, MO 38.505609 -90.591792 9785.2
01066000 Saco River at Cornish, Maine 43.808039 -70.781539 3354.6
01474500 Schuylkill River at Philadelphia, PA 39.967891 -75.188512 4896
06359500 MOREAU R NEAR FAITH SD 45.197758 -102.156547 6716.2
06827500 SOUTH FORK REPUBLICAN RIVER NEAR BENKELMAN, NEBR 40.010217 -101.542081 6855.6
03362500 SUGAR CREEK NEAR EDINBURGH, IN 39.360884 -85.997492 1221.9
02109500 WACCAMAW RIVER AT FREELAND, NC 34.095 -78.548333 1783.8
05059500 SHEYENNE RIVER AT WEST FARGO, ND 46.891078 -96.907029 13980.7
12451000 STEHEKIN RIVER AT STEHEKIN, WA 48.32958 -120.691767 830.6
07130500 ARKANSAS RIVER BELOW JOHN MARTIN RESERVOIR, CO. 38.066396 -102.932423 47909.8
11028500 SANTA MARIA C NR RAMONA CA 33.052266 -116.945584 146.3
01531000 CHEMUNG RIVER AT CHEMUNG NY 42.002296 -76.634671 6508.1
08110500 Navasota Rv nr Easterly, TX 31.170182 -96.297743 2440.1
02304500 HILLSBOROUGH RIVER NEAR TAMPA FL 28.023908 -82.427594 1600.5
02169000 SALUDA RIVER NEAR COLUMBIA, SC 34.014042 -81.087872 6498.9
03266000 Stillwater River at Englewood OH 39.870333 -84.286056 1671.1
01325000 SACANDAGA RIVER AT STEWARTS BRIDGE NR HADLEY NY 43.31146 -73.867346 2776.7
04040000 ONTONAGON RIVER NEAR ROCKLAND, MI 46.720774 -89.207086 3494.2
01161000 ASHUELOT RIVER AT HINSDALE, NH 42.785916 -72.4862 1089.7
07063000 Black River at Poplar Bluff, MO 36.759569 -90.3881 3231.5
13168500 BRUNEAU RIVER NR HOT SPRING ID 42.771111 -115.720278 6958.4
07189000 Elk River near Tiff City, Mo 36.631461 -94.586889 2200.7
13141500 CAMAS CREEK NR BLAINE ID 43.332778 -114.541944 1624.7
13190500 SF BOISE RIVER AT ANDERSON RANCH DAM ID 43.341562 -115.478696 2532.6
01633000 N F SHENANDOAH RIVER AT MOUNT JACKSON, VA 38.74567 -78.638904 1319
02344500 FLINT RIVER NEAR GRIFFIN, GA 33.244167 -84.429167 697.4
05570000 SPOON RIVER AT SEVILLE, IL 40.490041 -90.340403 4241.2
13236500 DEADWOOD RIVER BL DEADWOOD RES NR LOWMAN ID 44.291944 -115.641944 283.6
04121500 MUSKEGON RIVER AT EVART, MI 43.899186 -85.255319 3714.4
11443500 SF AMERICAN R NR CAMINO CA 38.772958 -120.701598 1276.7
06908000 Blackwater River at Blue Lick, MO 38.992242 -93.196871 2894.9
08084000 Clear Fk Brazos Rv at Nugent, TX 32.690119 -99.669533 5787.9
01674000 MATTAPONI RIVER NEAR BOWLING GREEN, VA 38.061801 -77.385814 665.6
03285000 DIX RIVER NEAR DANVILLE, KY 37.642023 -84.660777 822.3
03170000 LITTLE RIVER AT GRAYSONTOWN, VA 37.037626 -80.556724 794.6
02339500 CHATTAHOOCHEE RIVER AT WEST POINT, GA 32.886239 -85.182164 9167
12414500 ST JOE RIVER AT CALDER ID 47.27464 -116.189049 2679
06863500 BIG C NR HAYS, KS 38.852267 -99.318531 1417.3
01183500 WESTFIELD RIVER NEAR WESTFIELD, MA 42.10676 -72.698981 1292.8
08246500 CONEJOS RIVER NEAR MOGOTE, CO. 37.0539 -106.187527 729.7
09266500 ASHLEY CREEK NEAR VERNAL, UT 40.577458 -109.622086 262.7
11159000 PAJARO R A CHITTENDEN CA 36.900231 -121.597721 3072.4
11477000 EEL R A SCOTIA CA 40.491524 -124.09977 8062.4
08188500 San Antonio Rv at Goliad, TX 28.649715 -97.384715 10120.1
01177000 CHICOPEE RIVER AT INDIAN ORCHARD, MA 42.160649 -72.513976 1785.4
11446500 AMERICAN R A FAIR OAKS CA 38.63546 -121.227726 4984.4
12433000 SPOKANE RIVER AT LONG LAKE, WA 47.836553 -117.841348 16019.2
03347000 WHITE RIVER AT MUNCIE, IN 40.20421 -85.387193 627.1
07208500 RAYADO CREEK NEAR CIMARRON, NM 36.372258 -104.970003 159.2
10155000 PROVO RIVER NEAR HAILSTONE, UT 40.600786 -111.331572 568.4
11367500 MCCLOUD R NR MCCLOUD CA 41.188213 -122.065557 944
10242000 COAL CREEK NEAR CEDAR CITY, UT 37.672199 -113.03467 208.7
09119000 TOMICHI CREEK AT GUNNISON, CO. 38.521658 -106.940877 2743.5
14092500 DESCHUTES RIVER NEAR MADRAS, OR 44.725952 -121.246994 20857.1
05486000 North River near Norwalk, IA 41.457907 -93.654969 904.6
02198000 BRIER CREEK AT MILLHAVEN, GA 32.933492 -81.651222 1675.7
08167000 Guadalupe Rv at Comfort, TX 29.969659 -98.892811 2174.4
07096000 ARKANSAS RIVER AT CANON CITY, CO. 38.433887 -105.257213 7940.4
03381500 LITTLE WABASH RIVER AT CARMI, IL 38.061157 -88.15976 8032.9
04105000 BATTLE CREEK AT BATTLE CREEK, MI 42.331985 -85.154158 715.6
07260500 Petit Jean River at Danville, AR 35.059257 -93.395741 1975.2
06793000 LOUP RIVER NEAR GENOA, NEBR. 41.418642 -97.723667 36048.1
06926000 Osage River near Bagnell, MO 38.191422 -92.607407 36166.8
01315000 INDIAN RIVER NEAR INDIAN LAKE NY 43.756453 -74.267093 337.5
06630000 N PLATTE RIV AB SEMINOE RESERVOIR, NR SINCLAIR, WY 41.872181 -107.057546 11176.6
03320500 POND RIVER NEAR APEX, KY 37.122266 -87.319443 502.7
12186000 SAUK RIVER AB WHITECHUCK RIVER NEAR DARRINGTON, WA 48.16872 -121.470672 398.4
03443000 FRENCH BROAD RIVER AT BLANTYRE, NC 35.299167 -82.623889 765.5
02051500 MEHERRIN RIVER NEAR LAWRENCEVILLE, VA 36.716814 -77.831658 1428.7
08194000 Nueces Rv at Cotulla, TX 28.426379 -99.240032 13396.1
02027500 PINEY RIVER AT PINEY RIVER, VA 37.702363 -79.027525 123.3
01407500 SWIMMING RIVER NEAR RED BANK NJ 40.319722 -74.115556 127.5
03329000 WABASH RIVER AT LOGANSPORT, IND. 40.746429 -86.3775 9911.7
06803500 SALT CREEK AT LINCOLN, NEBR. 40.846758 -96.681719 1774.2
12370000 Swan River near Bigfork MT 48.024396 -113.979829 1715.1
01668000 RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER NEAR FREDERICKSBURG, VA 38.308462 -77.529153 4135
03106000 Connoquenessing Creek near Zelienople, PA 40.817009 -80.242284 921.4
07352000 Saline Bayou near Lucky, LA 32.250157 -92.976548 384.3
06844500 REPUBLICAN RIVER NEAR ORLEANS, NEBR. 40.131544 -99.502561 40333.4
01099500 CONCORD R BELOW R MEADOW BROOK, AT LOWELL, MA 42.636758 -71.302005 1035.5
13240000 LAKE FORK PAYETTE RIVER AB JUMBO CR NR MCCALL ID 44.913611 -115.997222 125.6
02235000 WEKIVA RIVER NR SANFORD, FLA. 28.81527 -81.419235 449
02226500 SATILLA RIVER NEAR WAYCROSS, GA 31.238274 -82.324571 3310.3
02034000 RIVANNA RIVER AT PALMYRA, VA 37.857919 -78.265837 1717
11290000 TUOLUMNE R A MODESTO CA 37.626875 -120.987989 4759.9
05431486 TURTLE CREEK AT CARVERS ROCK ROAD NEAR CLINTON, WI 42.597236 -88.829273 491.1
01200500 HOUSATONIC RIVER AT GAYLORDSVILLE, CT. 41.65315 -73.489846 2583.4
11523000 KLAMATH R A ORLEANS 41.30346 -123.534504 31496
08390500 RIO HONDO AT DIAMOND A RANCH NR ROSWELL, NM 33.349264 -104.85192 2449.4
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01644000 GOOSE CREEK NEAR LEESBURG, VA 39.019553 -77.577492 859.2
05447500 GREEN RIVER NEAR GENESEO, IL 41.488923 -90.157619 2575.7
03198500 BIG COAL RIVER AT ASHFORD, WV 38.179822 -81.711511 1013.5
09365000 SAN JUAN RIVER AT FARMINGTON, NM 36.72278 -108.22563 18634
08192000 Nueces Rv bl Uvalde, TX 29.123853 -99.894782 4797.5
08075000 Brays Bayou at Houston, TX 29.697175 -95.412162 261.6
05079000 RED LAKE RIVER AT CROOKSTON, MN 47.775527 -96.60951 13644.6
05398000 WISCONSIN RIVER AT ROTHSCHILD, WI 44.885802 -89.634844 10421.4
03078000 CASSELMAN RIVER AT GRANTSVILLE, MD 39.702194 -79.136389 161.5
05479000 East Fork Des Moines River at Dakota City, IA 42.723582 -94.193489 3402.5
05490500 Des Moines River at Keosauqua, IA 40.727806 -91.959617 36286.3
10396000 DONNER UND BLITZEN RIVER NR FRENCHGLEN OR 42.790833 -118.8675 528.9
05524500 IROQUOIS RIVER NEAR FORESMAN, IN 40.870593 -87.306691 1167.6
11323500 MOKELUMNE R BL CAMANCHE DAM CA 38.220473 -121.039665 1626.5
08181500 Medina Rv at San Antonio, TX 29.264128 -98.490849 3399.7
02467000 TOMBIGBEE R AT DEMOPOLIS L&D NEAR COATOPA, AL. 32.519581 -87.878348 39877.2
13313000 JOHNSON CREEK AT YELLOW PINE ID 44.961667 -115.5 561.9
01152500 SUGAR RIVER AT WEST CLAREMONT, NH 43.387573 -72.362034 700.4
08051500 Clear Ck nr Sanger, TX 33.336227 -97.179459 763.4
09128000 GUNNISON RIVER BELOW GUNNISON TUNNEL, CO. 38.529153 -107.648947 10298.7
08255500 COSTILLA CREEK NEAR COSTILLA, NM 36.966967 -105.506953 565.8
04288000 MAD RIVER NEAR MORETOWN, VT 44.27728 -72.742616 364
01391500 SADDLE RIVER AT LODI NJ 40.890278 -74.080556 146.5
08285500 RIO CHAMA BELOW EL VADO DAM, NM 36.580015 -106.723926 2247.9
07158000 Cimarron River near Waynoka, OK 36.517256 -98.879537 29858.3
01643000 MONOCACY RIVER AT JUG BRIDGE NEAR FREDERICK, MD 39.402833 -77.366083 2112.5
07369500 Tensas River at Tendal, LA 32.432087 -91.366781 721
05438500 KISHWAUKEE RIVER AT BELVIDERE, IL 42.256132 -88.863156 1404.8
03339000 VERMILION RIVER NEAR DANVILLE, IL 40.10087 -87.597242 3341.4
03433500 HARPETH RIVER AT BELLEVUE, TN 36.054563 -86.92851 1055.7
06865500 SMOKY HILL R NR LANGLEY, KS 38.611336 -97.952898 20074.1
02347500 FLINT RIVER NEAR CULLODEN, GA 32.721389 -84.2325 4790.1
04148500 FLINT RIVER NEAR FLINT, MI 43.038916 -83.771626 2525
02225500 OHOOPEE RIVER NEAR REIDSVILLE, GA 32.078528 -82.177343 2841.2
03290500 KENTUCKY RIVER AT LOCK 2 AT LOCKPORT, KY 38.438957 -84.963284 16007.6
06790500 NORTH LOUP RIVER NR ST PAUL NEBR 41.263346 -98.449236 11142.1
10301500 WALKER RV NR WABUSKA, NV 39.152461 -119.098889 7032.1
07128500 PURGATOIRE RIVER NEAR LAS ANIMAS, CO. 38.033896 -103.200485 8939.2
03287000 KENTUCKY RIVER AT LOCK 6 NEAR SALVISA, KY 37.925632 -84.821338 13215.3
01447500 Lehigh River at Stoddartsville, PA 41.130363 -75.625467 240.2
04256000 INDEPENDENCE RIVER AT DONNATTSBURG NY 43.747291 -75.334347 232.4
07066000 Jacks Fork at Eminence, MO 37.154081 -91.358161 1053.5
04174500 HURON RIVER AT ANN ARBOR, MI 42.286149 -83.733274 1928.2
01604500 PATTERSON CREEK NEAR HEADSVILLE, WV 39.443149 -78.821965 570.8
06866500 SMOKY HILL R NR MENTOR, KS 38.711143 -97.571668 20903.3
12027500 CHEHALIS RIVER NEAR GRAND MOUND, WA 46.775934 -123.035692 2326.6
09497500 SALT RIVER NEAR CHRYSOTILE, AZ. 33.798106 -110.499829 7330.7
07226500 UTE CREEK NEAR LOGAN, NM 35.438382 -103.525794 5242.8
06441500 BAD R NEAR FORT PIERRE SD 44.326649 -100.3843 8152.5
01560000 Dunning Creek at Belden, PA 40.071747 -78.492517 444.6
09510000 VERDE RIVER BLW BARTLETT DAM, AZ. 33.808375 -111.663473 15081
01208500 NAUGATUCK RIVER AT BEACON FALLS, CT. 41.442319 -73.062608 674.4
03212500 LEVISA FORK AT PAINTSVILLE, KY 37.815372 -82.791549 5553.4
07067000 Current River at Van Buren, MO 36.991378 -91.013511 4349
04041500 STURGEON RIVER NEAR ALSTON, MI 46.726323 -88.662079 869.9
06846500 BEAVER C AT CEDAR BLUFFS, KS 39.985006 -100.560148 4357.8
02337000 SWEETWATER CREEK NEAR AUSTELL, GA 33.772885 -84.614656 617.6
01118000 WOOD RIVER AT HOPE VALLEY, RI 41.498155 -71.716456 193.2
03051000 TYGART VALLEY RIVER AT BELINGTON, WV 39.029269 -79.935908 1076
04112500 RED CEDAR RIVER AT EAST LANSING, MI 42.727813 -84.477754 891.4
03281000 MIDDLE FORK KENTUCKY RIVER AT TALLEGA, KY 37.555088 -83.593799 1392.9
02203000 CANOOCHEE RIVER NEAR CLAXTON, GA 32.184914 -81.888726 1450.1
14033500 UMATILLA RIVER NEAR UMATILLA, OR 45.90291 -119.326962 5971.8
03197000 ELK RIVER AT QUEEN SHOALS, WV 38.470932 -81.284006 2950.1
02055000 ROANOKE RIVER AT ROANOKE, VA 37.258471 -79.938649 996.6
09059500 PINEY RIVER NEAR STATE BRIDGE, CO. 39.799987 -106.583923 241.8
06872500 NF SOLOMON R AT PORTIS, KS 39.555097 -98.692325 6217.1
14207500 TUALATIN RIVER AT WEST LINN, OR 45.350676 -122.676204 1832.9
06414000 RAPID CR AT RAPID CITY SD 44.085821 -103.242404 1074.6
06620000 NORTH PLATTE RIVER NEAR NORTHGATE, CO 40.937474 -106.33836 3702.6
01064500 Saco River near Conway, NH 43.990842 -71.090478 993.7
01034500 Penobscot River at West Enfield, Maine 45.236175 -68.651383 17347.4
10189000 EAST FORK SEVIER RIVER NEAR KINGSTON, UT 38.19637 -112.147701 3119
09112500 EAST RIVER AT ALMONT CO. 38.664437 -106.848095 749
02175000 EDISTO RIVER NR GIVHANS, SC 33.027946 -80.391488 7077.1
01573000 Swatara Creek at Harper Tavern, PA 40.40259 -76.577188 871.7
06797500 ELKHORN RIVER AT EWING, NEBR. 42.268522 -98.339394 3689.3
04176500 RIVER RAISIN NEAR MONROE, MI 41.960601 -83.531046 2686
01096500 NASHUA RIVER AT EAST PEPPERELL, MA 42.667589 -71.575068 1125.7
03307000 RUSSELL CREEK NEAR COLUMBIA, KY 37.119228 -85.393852 460.6
03112000 WHEELING CREEK AT ELM GROVE, WV 40.044518 -80.660912 731.1
03074500 Redstone Creek at Waltersburg, PA 39.980076 -79.764208 191.1
04178000 ST. JOSEPH RIVER NEAR NEWVILLE, IN 41.385328 -84.801626 1600.2
04062500 MICHIGAMME RIVER NEAR CRYSTAL FALLS, MI 46.113838 -88.215969 1673.4
04024000 ST. LOUIS RIVER AT SCANLON, MN 46.703276 -92.418802 8840.5
09394500 LITTLE COLORADO RIVER AT WOODRUFF, AZ 34.782808 -110.044284 21014.3
06869500 SALINE R AT TESCOTT, KS 39.003831 -97.873798 7215.1
07346070 Little Cypress Ck nr Jefferson, TX 32.71292 -94.346027 1808.6
01038000 Sheepscot River at North Whitefield, Maine 44.222778 -69.593758 375.1
01096000 SQUANNACOOK RIVER NEAR WEST GROTON, MA 42.634256 -71.657848 173.1
03034500 Little Mahoning Creek at McCormick, PA 40.836176 -79.110036 226.1
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08279500 RIO GRANDE AT EMBUDO, NM 36.205578 -105.964187 26130.4
04249000 OSWEGO RIVER AT LOCK 7, OSWEGO NY 43.451735 -76.505219 13209.4
11070500 SAN JACINTO R NR ELSINORE CA 33.664189 -117.293927 1879.1
05432500 PECATONICA RIVER AT DARLINGTON, WI 42.677779 -90.118737 705.6
04200500 Black River at Elyria OH 41.380324 -82.104593 1026.9
12175500 THUNDER CREEK NEAR NEWHALEM, WA 48.672629 -121.072896 273.8
07290000 BIG BLACK RIVER NR BOVINA, MS 32.347778 -90.696944 7123.9
07300500 Salt Fork Red River at Mangum, OK 34.858394 -99.508701 3754.3
04191500 Auglaize River near Defiance OH 41.237549 -84.399114 6038.8
02329000 OCHLOCKONEE RIVER NR HAVANA, FLA. 30.554086 -84.384072 2966.8
02163500 SALUDA RIVER NEAR WARE SHOALS, SC 34.391785 -82.223451 1505.4
01574000 West Conewago Creek near Manchester, PA 40.082317 -76.719967 1326.2
04037500 CISCO BRANCH ONTONAGON R AT CISCO LAKE OUTLET, MI 46.253282 -89.451536 132.3
11407000 FEATHER R A OROVILLE CA 39.521553 -121.547748 9380.4
13081500 SNAKE R NR MINIDOKA ID (AT HOWELLS FERRY) 42.672778 -113.500278 48830.4
05555300 VERMILION RIVER NEAR LEONORE, IL 41.208368 -88.930912 3253.5
13186000 SF BOISE RIVER NR FEATHERVILLE ID 43.495833 -115.308056 1660.1
03276500 WHITEWATER RIVER AT BROOKVILLE, IND 39.406718 -85.012737 3172.9
10260500 DEEP C NR HESPERIA CA 34.341114 -117.228376 349.2
03106500 Slippery Rock Creek at Wurtemburg, PA 40.883952 -80.233673 1043.4
01421000 EAST BR DELAWARE R AT FISHS EDDY NY 41.973143 -75.174058 2029.5
06436000 BELLE FOURCHE R NEAR FRUITDALE SD 44.690818 -103.737699 11659.4
01518000 Tioga River at Tioga, PA 41.908407 -77.129415 724.5
01673000 PAMUNKEY RIVER NEAR HANOVER, VA 37.767642 -77.332202 2796.3
01440000 FLAT BROOK NEAR FLATBROOKVILLE NJ 41.106667 -74.952222 167.7
01347000 MOHAWK RIVER NEAR LITTLE FALLS NY 43.014793 -74.779315 3450.5
02046000 STONY CREEK NEAR DINWIDDIE, VA 37.067094 -77.602489 288.5
01403060 RARITAN RIVER BELOW CALCO DAM AT BOUND BROOK NJ 40.551111 -74.548333 2025.2
07339000 Mountain Fork near Eagletown, OK 34.041778 -94.619936 2072.4
08053000 Elm Fk Trinity Rv nr Lewisville, TX 33.045677 -96.961117 4337.6
01459500 Tohickon Creek near Pipersville, PA 40.433715 -75.116561 254.2
13317000 SALMON RIVER AT WHITE BIRD ID 45.750278 -116.323889 34780.6
07373000 Big Creek at Pollock, LA 31.536287 -92.408471 131.2
11132500 SALSIPUEDES C NR LOMPOC CA 34.588596 -120.408494 122.1
01523500 CANACADEA CREEK NEAR HORNELL NY 42.334792 -77.683048 151.7
05463000 Beaver Creek at New Hartford, IA 42.572759 -92.61797 903
01019000 Grand Lake Stream at Grand Lake Stream, Maine 45.172522 -67.7688 620.6
C.2 Gages used in PNW Case Study
We used 175 gages across the Pacific Northwest to evaluate driving mechanisms of
long-term changes in streamflow. The gages were selected based on their complete
60 year record from 1950-2009. Basins larger than 50,000 km2 were dropped from
the dataset in order to minimize independence issues. No other criteria was used
for gage selection in order to allow for the exploration of a wide range of watershed
impacts.
ID NAME LAT LON AREA
12010000 NASELLE RIVER NEAR NASELLE, WA 46.373994 -123.743482 142.2
14158500 MCKENZIE RIVER AT OUTLET OF CLEAR LAKE, OR 44.360955 -121.995617 237.1
12372000 Flathead River near Polson MT 47.680216 -114.246788 16725.7
13046000 HENRYS FORK NR ASHTON ID 44.069722 -111.510556 2865.3
13333000 GRANDE RONDE RIVER AT TROY, OR 45.945702 -117.451009 8556.4
14209000 OAK GROVE FORK ABOVE POWERPLANT INTAKE, OR. 45.071232 -121.940635 321
13032500 SNAKE RIVER NR IRWIN ID 43.350833 -111.218889 13424.3
12413000 NF COEUR D ALENE RIVER AT ENAVILLE ID 47.568889 -116.253333 2325.2
14362000 APPLEGATE RIVER NEAR COPPER, OR 42.063736 -123.111436 580.2
12433000 SPOKANE RIVER AT LONG LAKE, WA 47.836553 -117.841348 16019.2
14366000 APPLEGATE RIVER NEAR APPLEGATE, OR 42.241511 -123.140048 1252.8
12148500 TOLT RIVER NEAR CARNATION, WA 47.695657 -121.824006 210.2
14020000 UMATILLA RIVER ABOVE MEACHAM CREEK, NR GIBBON, OR 45.719577 -118.323291 341.4
06038500 Madison River bl Hebgen Lake nr Grayling MT 44.866593 -111.338288 2412
12186000 SAUK RIVER AB WHITECHUCK RIVER NEAR DARRINGTON, WA 48.16872 -121.470672 398.4
14183000 NORTH SANTIAM RIVER AT MEHAMA, OR 44.788733 -122.617863 1696.2
14113000 KLICKITAT RIVER NEAR PITT, WA 45.756511 -121.210071 3365.9
13186000 SF BOISE RIVER NR FEATHERVILLE ID 43.495833 -115.308056 1660.1
12119000 CEDAR RIVER AT RENTON, WA 47.4826 -122.203455 448.4
14361500 ROGUE RIVER AT GRANTS PASS, OR 42.430396 -123.317836 6362.3
12465000 CRAB CREEK AT IRBY, WA 47.360424 -118.850002 2707.4
13148500 LITTLE WOOD RIVER NR CAREY ID 43.39 -113.999722 801.7
14189000 SANTIAM RIVER AT JEFFERSON, OR 44.715122 -123.012315 4606.4
12354500 Clark Fork at St. Regis MT 47.301874 -115.087361 27820
12395000 PRIEST RIVER NR PRIEST RIVER ID 48.20852 -116.914643 2459.9
12451000 STEHEKIN RIVER AT STEHEKIN, WA 48.32958 -120.691767 830.6
06066500 Missouri River bl Holter Dam nr Wolf Cr MT 46.994665 -112.011111 43985.2
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13183000 OWYHEE RIVER BELOW OWYHEE DAM OR 43.654444 -117.255833 28159.2
14191000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT SALEM, OR 44.944286 -123.042874 18821.8
11509500 KLAMATH RIVER AT KENO, OR 42.133199 -121.962231 18081.2
13120500 BIG LOST RIVER AT HOWELL RANCH NR CHILLY ID 43.998333 -114.021111 1143.9
14148000 MF WILLAMETTE RIVER BLW N FORK, NR OAKRIDGE, OR. 43.801235 -122.560888 2409.2
06089000 Sun River near Vaughn MT 47.525736 -111.511842 4889.7
13077000 SNAKE RIVER AT NEELEY ID 42.7675 -112.879444 40151.5
12056500 NF SKOKOMISH R BL STAIRCASE RPDS NR HOODSPORT, WA 47.514257 -123.329887 147
12484500 YAKIMA RIVER AT UMTANUM, WA 46.862626 -120.480067 4139.2
13168500 BRUNEAU RIVER NR HOT SPRING ID 42.771111 -115.720278 6958.4
13337000 LOCHSA RIVER NR LOWELL ID 46.150833 -115.587222 3053.4
13336500 SELWAY RIVER NR LOWELL ID 46.086667 -115.513889 4959.5
13075500 PORTNEUF RIVER AT POCATELLO ID 42.871667 -112.468056 3353.6
13249500 PAYETTE RIVER NR EMMETT ID 43.930556 -116.442778 7067.4
14170000 LONG TOM RIVER AT MONROE, OR 44.3129 -123.296486 1021.6
12189500 SAUK RIVER NEAR SAUK, WA 48.424559 -121.568463 1855.3
14092500 DESCHUTES RIVER NEAR MADRAS, OR 44.725952 -121.246994 20857.1
13056500 HENRYS FORK NR REXBURG ID 43.825833 -111.905 8336.9
06054500 Missouri River at Toston MT 46.14604 -111.42052 38074.7
12353000 Clark Fork below Missoula MT 46.86909 -114.126779 23353
13251000 PAYETTE RIVER NR PAYETTE ID 44.042222 -116.925278 8534.5
13083000 TRAPPER CREEK NR OAKLEY ID 42.165833 -113.983611 133.2
14308000 SOUTH UMPQUA RIVER AT TILLER,OR 42.930399 -122.948387 1167.2
12116500 CEDAR RIVER AT CEDAR FALLS, WA 47.417047 -121.792054 220.1
13152500 MALAD RIVER NR GOODING ID 42.886389 -114.803056 8607.5
14137000 SANDY RIVER NEAR MARMOT, OR 45.399564 -122.137307 674.2
13120000 NF BIG LOST RIVER AT WILD HORSE NR CHILLY ID 43.933611 -114.1125 297.3
13073000 PORTNEUF RIVER AT TOPAZ ID 42.625556 -112.088056 1523.4
14309000 COW CREEK NEAR AZALEA, OR 42.824843 -123.178949 202.1
14316500 N UMPQUA RIVER ABV COPELAND CK NR TOKETEE FALLS,OR 43.295954 -122.536713 1217.3
13127000 BIG LOST RIVER BL MACKAY RES NR MACKAY ID 43.939167 -113.648333 1979.6
14046000 NORTH FORK JOHN DAY RIVER AT MONUMENT, OR 44.813758 -119.431656 6553.4
14166500 LONG TOM RIVER NEAR NOTI, OREG. 44.049845 -123.42621 226.5
12342500 West Fork Bitterroot River nr Conner MT 45.724918 -114.281475 820.1
14301000 NEHALEM RIVER NEAR FOSS, OR 45.703999 -123.755405 1743.5
06025500 Big Hole River near Melrose MT 45.526593 -112.70169 6405.9
10396000 DONNER UND BLITZEN RIVER NR FRENCHGLEN OR 42.790833 -118.8675 528.9
06018500 Beaverhead River near Twin Bridges MT 45.383535 -112.452786 9373.3
14313500 NORTH UMPQUA R BL LEMOLO LK NR T FALLS,OREG. 43.322069 -122.195591 447.3
13247500 PAYETTE RIVER NR HORSESHOE BEND ID 43.943333 -116.196667 5743.8
12419000 SPOKANE RIVER NR POST FALLS ID 47.702957 -116.977975 10162.1
14162500 MCKENZIE RIVER NEAR VIDA, OR 44.124849 -122.47062 2402.7
14046500 JOHN DAY RIVER AT SERVICE CREEK, OR 44.793747 -120.006677 13313.4
13047500 FALLS RIVER NR SQUIRREL ID 44.068611 -111.241389 800
12134500 SKYKOMISH RIVER NEAR GOLD BAR, WA 47.837325 -121.666781 1386.2
14015000 MILL CREEK AT WALLA WALLA, WA 46.076248 -118.273572 249.9
14155500 ROW RIVER NEAR COTTAGE GROVE, OR 43.792901 -122.991466 696.4
12045500 ELWHA RIVER AT MCDONALD BR NEAR PORT ANGELES, WA 48.054811 -123.583246 695.4
12048000 DUNGENESS RIVER NEAR SEQUIM, WA 48.014258 -123.132677 405
14182500 LITTLE NORTH SANTIAM RIVER NEAR MEHAMA, OR 44.791511 -122.578974 286.8
12093500 PUYALLUP RIVER NEAR ORTING, WA 47.039269 -122.207893 438.1
14178000 NO SANTIAM R BLW BOULDER CRK, NR DETROIT, OR 44.706789 -122.101186 557.7
14207500 TUALATIN RIVER AT WEST LINN, OR 45.350676 -122.676204 1832.9
06191500 Yellowstone River at Corwin Springs MT 45.11188 -110.794381 6783.6
13181000 OWYHEE RIVER NR ROME OR 42.866389 -117.649167 19916.1
12167000 NF STILLAGUAMISH RIVER NEAR ARLINGTON, WA 48.261492 -122.047641 683.8
14169000 LONG TOM RIVER NEAR ALVADORE,OREG. 44.123457 -123.299817 660.5
11502500 WILLIAMSON RIVER BLW SPRAGUE RIVER NR CHILOQUIN,OR 42.564859 -121.879459 7820.4
12358500 Middle Fork Flathead River nr West Glacier MT 48.495244 -114.010119 2939.2
12149000 SNOQUALMIE RIVER NEAR CARNATION, WA 47.665934 -121.925397 1561.4
12082500 NISQUALLY RIVER NEAR NATIONAL, WA 46.752608 -122.083719 350
14312000 SOUTH UMPQUA RIVER NEAR BROCKWAY, OR 43.133172 -123.398405 4234.1
14306500 ALSEA RIVER NEAR TIDEWATER, OR 44.385954 -123.831778 857.2
13236500 DEADWOOD RIVER BL DEADWOOD RES NR LOWMAN ID 44.291944 -115.641944 283.6
14233500 COWLITZ RIVER NEAR KOSMOS, WA 46.466222 -122.108986 2652.8
13317000 SALMON RIVER AT WHITE BIRD ID 45.750278 -116.323889 34780.6
12488500 AMERICAN RIVER NEAR NILE, WA 46.977616 -121.168696 205.2
12020000 CHEHALIS RIVER NEAR DOTY, WA 46.617324 -123.277644 294.2
12362500 S F Flathead River nr Columbia Falls MT 48.356631 -114.037618 4318.2
14203500 TUALATIN RIVER NEAR DILLEY, OR 45.474837 -123.124274 324.8
14220500 LEWIS RIVER AT ARIEL, WA 45.951779 -122.56399 1898.4
14103000 DESCHUTES RIVER AT MOODY, NEAR BIGGS, OR 45.622068 -120.902565 27772.1
12054000 DUCKABUSH RIVER NEAR BRINNON, WA 47.683981 -123.011551 171.7
13240000 LAKE FORK PAYETTE RIVER AB JUMBO CR NR MCCALL ID 44.913611 -115.997222 125.6
14210000 CLACKAMAS RIVER AT ESTACADA, OR 45.299843 -122.353975 1763.2
13037500 SNAKE RIVER NR HEISE ID 43.6125 -111.66 14858.5
14222500 EAST FORK LEWIS RIVER NEAR HEISSON, WA 45.836781 -122.466208 323.9
11501000 SPRAGUE RIVER NEAR CHILOQUIN, OR 42.584581 -121.849737 4121.3
14159500 SOUTH FORK MCKENZIE RIVER NEAR RAINBOW, OR 44.135958 -122.248391 539.6
14091500 METOLIUS RIVER NEAR GRANDVIEW, OR 44.626228 -121.483943 818.1
06041000 Madison River bl Ennis Lake nr Mcallister MT 45.490206 -111.634138 5729.3
13235000 SF PAYETTE RIVER AT LOWMAN ID 44.085278 -115.622222 1163.2
14209500 CLACKAMAS RIVER ABOVE THREE LYNX CREEK, OR 45.124843 -122.073414 1266.1
13246000 NF PAYETTE RIVER NR BANKS ID 44.113781 -116.107904 2392.1
13105000 SALMON FALLS CREEK NR SAN JACINTO NV 41.944722 -114.688611 3629.6
14181500 NORTH SANTIAM RIVER AT NIAGARA, OR 44.752622 -122.298412 1171
13082500 GOOSE CREEK AB TRAPPER CREEK NR OAKLEY ID 42.126111 -113.935556 1632.7
12205000 NF NOOKSACK RIVER BL CASCADE CREEK NR GLACIER, WA 48.905957 -121.84431 272.5
13313000 JOHNSON CREEK AT YELLOW PINE ID 44.961667 -115.5 561.9
12422500 SPOKANE RIVER AT SPOKANE, WA 47.659335 -117.449103 11100.4
12409000 COLVILLE RIVER AT KETTLE FALLS, WA 48.594346 -118.062489 2601.8
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14174000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT ALBANY, OR 44.638733 -123.106762 12574.7
14154500 ROW RIVER ABOVE PITCHER CREEK NEAR, DORENA, OREG 43.735957 -122.873402 546.8
12340500 Clark Fork above Missoula MT 46.877147 -113.932329 15591.5
12467000 CRAB CREEK NEAR MOSES LAKE, WA 47.189309 -119.265855 5348
06192500 Yellowstone River near Livingston MT 45.597158 -110.566039 9209
13039500 HENRYS FORK NR LAKE ID 44.595 -111.349167 244.3
06099500 Marias River near Shelby MT 48.427205 -111.889744 7087.6
13239000 NF PAYETTE RIVER AT MCCALL ID 44.907222 -116.119167 375.7
14166000 WILLAMETTE RIVER AT HARRISBURG, OR 44.270401 -123.173704 8895.2
13342500 CLEARWATER RIVER AT SPALDING ID 46.448498 -116.827375 24064.8
14226500 COWLITZ RIVER AT PACKWOOD, WA 46.61289 -121.679255 730.7
13302500 SALMON RIVER AT SALMON ID 45.183611 -113.895278 9709.6
14145500 M F WILLAMETTE R AB SALT CR., NR OAKRIDGE, OREG 43.722068 -122.438659 1017
06052500 Gallatin River at Logan MT 45.885206 -111.438298 4634.3
12414500 ST JOE RIVER AT CALDER ID 47.27464 -116.189049 2679
13258500 WEISER RIVER NR CAMBRIDGE ID 44.579444 -116.643333 1540.3
12370000 Swan River near Bigfork MT 48.024396 -113.979829 1715.1
12036000 WYNOOCHEE RIVER ABOVE SAVE CREEK NEAR ABERDEEN, WA 47.298978 -123.653223 190.7
13185000 BOISE RIVER NR TWIN SPRINGS ID 43.659444 -115.727222 2154.4
12027500 CHEHALIS RIVER NEAR GRAND MOUND, WA 46.775934 -123.035692 2326.6
14033500 UMATILLA RIVER NEAR UMATILLA, OR 45.90291 -119.326962 5971.8
13141500 CAMAS CREEK NR BLAINE ID 43.332778 -114.541944 1624.7
12344000 Bitterroot River near Darby MT 45.972143 -114.141474 2718.7
12035000 SATSOP RIVER NEAR SATSOP, WA 47.000651 -123.494884 769.9
14332000 SOUTH FORK ROGUE RIVER NEAR PROSPECT, OREG. 42.708184 -122.392809 217.3
14123500 WHITE SALMON RIVER NEAR UNDERWOOD, WA 45.752064 -121.527018 1000.3
13245000 NF PAYETTE RIVER AT CASCADE ID 44.524893 -116.046798 1593.9
14044000 M FK JOHN DAY R AT RITTER, OREG. 44.888764 -119.141369 1355
12452500 CHELAN RIVER AT CHELAN, WA 47.834581 -120.013125 2414.9
14339000 ROGUE RIVER AT DODGE BRIDGE, NEAR EAGLE POINT, OR 42.524847 -122.84282 3154.8
12039500 QUINAULT RIVER AT QUINAULT LAKE, WA 47.457586 -123.889345 688.2
13060000 SNAKE RIVER NR SHELLEY ID 43.413056 -112.135 26343
14325000 SOUTH FORK COQUILLE RIVER AT POWERS, OR 42.891499 -124.070652 443.1
14190500 LUCKIAMUTE RIVER NEAR SUVER, OR 44.783175 -123.234543 603.5
12431000 LITTLE SPOKANE RIVER AT DARTFORD, WA 47.784614 -117.404386 2121.3
13011000 SNAKE RIVER NR MORAN WY 43.858333 -110.585833 1964.2
14150000 MIDDLE FORK WILLAMETTE RIVER NEAR DEXTER, OREG. 43.945682 -122.837297 2605.2
12459000 WENATCHEE RIVER AT PESHASTIN, WA 47.583178 -120.619531 2587.8
14305500 SILETZ RIVER AT SILETZ, OR 44.715117 -123.887335 526.3
13068501 BLACKFOOT RIVER AND BYPASS CHANNEL NR BLACKFOOT ID 43.13047 -112.477204 2753.5
14185000 SOUTH SANTIAM RIVER BELOW CASCADIA, OR 44.391792 -122.497582 458.2
12340000 Blackfoot River near Bonner MT 46.89965 -113.756487 5925.4
12086500 NISQUALLY RIVER AT LA GRANDE, WA 46.843437 -122.33067 760.2
12101500 PUYALLUP RIVER AT PUYALLUP, WA 47.208434 -122.327065 2448.8
14238000 COWLITZ RIVER BELOW MAYFIELD DAM, WA 46.510385 -122.616224 3594.3
12113000 GREEN RIVER NEAR AUBURN, WA 47.312323 -122.204008 1066.6
14359000 ROGUE RIVER AT RAYGOLD NEAR CENTRAL POINT, OR 42.437346 -122.987268 5310.4
13190500 SF BOISE RIVER AT ANDERSON RANCH DAM ID 43.341562 -115.478696 2532.6
12117500 CEDAR RIVER NEAR LANDSBURG, WA 47.393713 -121.954559 337.3
10032000 SMITHS FORK NEAR BORDER, WY 42.293266 -110.872406 424.3
14151000 FALL CREEK BLW WINBERRY CREEK, NEAR FALL CREEK, OR 43.944293 -122.774794 481.1
12175500 THUNDER CREEK NEAR NEWHALEM, WA 48.672629 -121.072896 273.8
14153500 COAST FORK WILLAMETTE R BLW COTTAGE GROVE DAM, OR 43.720678 -123.049799 275
13042500 HENRYS FORK NR ISLAND PARK ID 44.416667 -111.394722 1325.2
14140000 BULL RUN RIVER NEAR BULL RUN, OR 45.437342 -122.178975 278.1
13081500 SNAKE R NR MINIDOKA ID (AT HOWELLS FERRY) 42.672778 -113.500278 48830.4
13069500 SNAKE RIVER NR BLACKFOOT ID 43.125192 -112.519149
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D.1 Comment to Science Magazine
In January, 2014 a comment was submitted to Science Magazine in regards to a
report published in December, 2013 that claimed a decrease in precipitation at high
elevation was causing streamflow declines across the Pacific Northwest, USA. The
comment was not published by Science Magazine but is relevant to the development
of Project 3 (Chapter 4) in this dissertation. Furthermore, because the analysis in
the comment was never proved to be incorrect, I feel it is important to include these
results as part of the larger body of work.
D.1.1 Comment on “The Missing Mountain Water: Slower
Westerlies Decrease Orographic Enhancement in the
Pacific Northwest, USA”
In the scientific report “The Missing Mountain Water: Slower Westerlies Decrease
Orographic Enhancement in the Pacific Northwest USA” (December 2013, p. 1360),
Luce et al. claim that weakened winter westerlies cause reduced precipitation over
mountain regions and a decline in 25th percentile stream flows [11, 12]. This claim
hinges on a single hypothesis test which eliminates increases in available energy as
the driver to declining streamflows. The authors conclude that because the changes
in streamflow cannot be entirely accounted for by changes in available energy then
they must be driven by declining precipitation in sparsely instrumented mountain-
ous regions. We explore this second hypothesis and show that a simple decline in
precipitation cannot explain the observed trends in discharge. We propose a third
alternative that explains declining streamflows as a consequence of increased actual
evapotranspiration due to land use change.
Luce et al. find that discharge during wet (less water-limited) years is declin-
ing slower than discharge during dry (more water-limited) years (Figure D.1a). We
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perform three hypothesis tests (Figure D.1) using the Budyko framework [3, 8] to
explore potential drivers of these trends: (H1) increasing potential energy (PET),
(H2) decreasing precipitation (P), (H3) increasing the water available for evapotran-
spiration through land disturbance (R). We use the complementary Budyko equa-
tion with an added term for land disturbance to evaluate the relationship between
discharge (Q) and the potential driving mechanisms:
Q = P − (P +R)
[
PET
P +R
(
1− e
−PET
P+R
)
tanh
(
P +R
PET
)] 1
2
.
Luce et al. show in their supplementary material that discharge should be more
sensitive to increases in PET during wet years than during dry. Since, the opposite
trend is observed, the authors rule out PET as a driving mechanism. We confirm
this hypothesis using the above equation. When holding P constant and setting R
= 0, the rate of change of Q with respect to PET from time 1 (T1) to time 3 (T3)
during wet years is greater than during dry years (Figure D.1b).
Luce et al. deduce that if the discharge trends are not driven by increasing PET,
then they must be related to declining precipitation. We test this second hypothesis
using the same framework. We hold PET constant and again set R = 0 and find that
the rate of change of discharge from T1 to T3 is again greater during wet years than
during dry years (Figure D.1c). This suggests that a simple decline in precipitation
can not be responsible for the trends seen in the Luce et al. data. To explain this,
the authors hypothesize that precipitation must be declining only during the dry
years. This implies that the differences between wet and dry year precipitation have
to be large enough to compensate for the opposing trend seen in the precipitation
hypothesis test (H2). We show that a more straightforward third mechanism, which
does not involve unobserved precipitation processes, is a more likely explanation for
the discharge trends.
Land disturbance, either through agricultural irrigation or successional forest
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Figure D.1: Hypothesis tests on the driving mechanisms behind discharge trends.
Change in discharge is represented on the main graphs by three discreet data points
(T1, T2, and T3). Triangles mark trends in wet (less water-limited) years and rectangles
mark trends in dry (more water-limited) years. The inserts illustrate conceptual discharge
trends over time at high and low percentiles. (A) is a representation of the discharge
trends in the 75th and 25th percentiles seen in the Luce et al. study. (B) is the hypothesis
test (H1) that increasing PET is driving changes in stream flow. Precipitation is held con-
stant and land disturbance is set to zero. (C) is the hypothesis test (H2) that decreasing
precipitation is driving changes in streamflow. PET is held constant and land disturbance
is set to zero. (D) is the Hypothesis test (H3) that increasing water availability through
land disturbance is driving changes in streamflow. Precipitation is held constant and three
levels of land disturbance are illustrated (low, med., and high).
growth, increases water available for actual evapotranspiration. We test these effects
on discharge by setting P constant and evaluating three levels of land disturbance
(low, med., and high) on the Q vs. PET curve (Figure D.1d). Here, we find that
as disturbance increases (from T1 to T3), discharge declines faster during dry years
than during wet years. This trend is in accordance with the Luce et al. data and is
further supported after evaluating the land upstream of the study gages.
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Gage Name LON LAT USGS remarks on diversions or irrigation
10396000 DONNER UND BLITZEN R NR FRENCHGLEN OR -118.87 42.79 518 219 Ref No
12010000 NASELLE RIVER NR NASELLE WA -123.74 46.37 142 2703 Ref No
12020000 CHEHALIS RIVER NR DOTY WA -123.28 46.62 293 1782 Ref Yes
12027500 CHEHALIS RIVER NR GRAND MOUND WA -123.04 46.78 2317 1114 Ref No
12035000 SATSOP RIVER NR SATSOP WA -123.49 47.00 774 2424 Ref No
12039500 QUINAULT RIVER AT QUINAULT LAKE WA -123.89 47.46 683 3899 NON-REF Yes
12048000 DUNGENESS RIVER NR SEQUIM WA -123.13 48.01 404 884 Ref No
12054000 DUCKABUSH RIVER NR BRINNON WA -123.01 47.68 172 2219 Ref No
12134500 SKYKOMISH RIVER NR GOLD BAR WA -121.67 47.84 1385 2620 NON-REF Yes Several small diversions upstream.
12186000 SAUK R AB WHITECHUCK R NR DARRINGTON WA -121.47 48.17 394 2612 Ref No
12189500 SAUK R NR SAUK WA -121.57 48.42 1848 2147 Ref Yes
12321500 BOUNDARY CR NR PORTHILL ID -116.57 49.00 251 747 - Yes Diversion upstream from station
12330000 BOULDER CR AT MAXVILLE MT -113.23 46.47 185 215 NON-REF Yes
12332000 MF ROCK CR NR PHILLIPSBURG MT -113.50 46.18 318 333 Ref Yes A few small diversions upstream from station.
12355500 NF FLATHEAD R NR COLUMBIA FALLS MT -114.13 48.50 4008 682 - Yes
12358500 MF FLATHEAD R NR WEST GLACIER MT -114.01 48.50 2920 896 Ref No
12370000 SWAN R NR BIGFORK MT -113.98 48.02 1737 609 NON-REF Yes
12401500 KETTLE R NR FERRY WA -118.77 48.98 5696 253 - Yes
12413000 NF COEUR D ALENE R AT ENAVILLE ID -116.25 47.57 2317 743 Ref No
12431000 LITTLE SPOKANE R AT DARTFORD WA -117.40 47.78 1722 159 NON-REF Yes
12442500 SIMILKAMEEN R NR NIGHTHAWK WA -119.62 48.98 9191 232 - Yes
12445000 OKANOGAN R NR TONASKET WA -119.46 48.63 18795 145 - Yes
12451000 STEHEKIN R AT STEHEKIN WA -120.69 48.33 831 1563 Ref No
12459000 WENATCHEE R AT PESHASTIN WA -120.62 47.58 2589 1091 NON-REF Yes
12488500 AMERICAN R NR NILE WA -121.17 46.98 204 1042 Ref No
13120000 NF BIG LOST R AT WILD HORSE NR CHILLY ID -115.31 43.50 1644 56 NON-REF Yes
13139510 BIG WOOD R AT HAILEY ID -114.32 43.52 1657 257 - Yes
13168500 BRUNEAU R NR HOT SPRING ID -115.72 42.77 6809 49 NON-REF Yes
13185000 BOISE R NR TWIN SPRINGS ID -115.73 43.66 2149 514 Ref No
13186000 SF BOISE R NR FEATHERVILLE ID -115.31 43.50 1644 411 NON-REF Yes
13235000 SF PAYETTE R AT LOWMAN ID -115.62 44.09 1181 647 Ref Yes
13302500 SALMON R AT SALMON ID -113.90 45.18 9734 182 NON-REF Yes
13313000 JOHNSON CR AT YELLOW PINE ID -115.50 44.96 551 572 Ref Yes
13317000 SALMON R AT WHITE BIRD ID -116.32 45.75 35079 292 NON-REF Yes
13336500 SELWAY R NR LOWELL ID -115.51 46.09 4945 692 NON-REF Yes Small diversions from headwaters.
13337000 LOCHSA R NR LOWELL ID -115.59 46.15 3055 854 Ref No
14020000 UMATILLA R AB MEACHAM CR NR GIBBON OR -118.32 45.72 339 609 Ref No
14113000 KLICKITAT R NR PITT WA -121.21 45.76 3358 433 NON-REF Yes
14137000 SANDY R NR MARMOT OR -122.14 45.40 681 1799 Ref No
14178000 N SANTIAM R BLW BOULDER CR NR DETROIT OR -122.10 44.71 559 1655 NON-REF Yes Small diversions for log ponds upstream of station.
14185000 S SANTIAM R BELOW CASCADIA OR -122.50 44.39 450 1658 Ref No
14222500 EF LEWIS R NR HEISSON WA -122.47 45.84 324 2057 Ref No
14091500 METOLIUS R NR GRANDVIEW OR -121.48 44.63 818 1680 NON-REF Yes
Notes:
USGS 
Gage ID
Basin 
Area 
(km^2)
Average 
Annual 
Runoff 
(mm)
Falcone 
Class
Upstream 
Disturbance
Many small diversions for irrigation and domestic 
use upstream from station, including 3 cfs for 
municipal water supply.
Small diversion for millpond at Darrington and 
domestic use.
Diversions upstream for irrigation of 240 acres 
near the station.
A few small diversions on tributaries upstream 
from station.
Diversions for irrigation include 360 acres 
upstream of station.
Several small diversions upstream from station for 
irrigation.
Small diversions for irrigation upstream from 
station.
Records good except for discharges below 600 
ft3/s and estimated daily discharges, which are 
fair. Flow at high stages regulated by natural 
diversion into and release from Palmer Lake of 
about 6,000 acre-ft. Several small diversions 
upstream from station for irrigation of about 2,900 
acres in the USA in 1946 and approximately 
10,500 acres in Canada in 1957.
Records good except for estimated daily 
discharges, which are fair. Diversions upstream 
from station for irrigation of about 10,700 acres in 
the United States and 55,000 acres in Canada. 
Flow affected by regulation of Okanagan and 
Skaha Lakes and by natural storage in other lakes.
Numerous diversions for irrigation of an estimated 
25,200 acres upstream from station.
There are several small ranch diversions upstream 
for local irrigation.
Diversion above station for irrigation of about 
10,000 acres.
Several small reservoirs on tribs. above station.  
Diversions for irrigation of 12,900 acres (estimated 
in 1966)
Diversions above station for irrigation of 450 acres 
(estimated in 1966).
Return flow from several small irrigation diversions 
enters upstream of station.
Diversion above station for irrigation of about 
83,800 acres (estimated in 1966).
Small diversion from Johnson Creek to Deadwood 
River until 1988.
Diversion above station for irrigation of about 
165,000 acres (estimated in 1966).
Small diversions upstream from station for 
irrigation of about 7,500 acres.  The largest of 
these at times diverts the entire flow of Hellroaring 
Creek.
Many small diversions for irrigation upstream from 
station.
37 gages of the 43 gages used in Luce et al. are included in the Falcone et al. (2010) assessment.
15 of 37 gages are classified as non-reference by Falcone et al.
25 out of 43 gages used by Luce et al. have diversions upstream from the gage.
On many rivers in the Western U.S. diversions for agriculture and water resources
have greater effects on discharge than changes in climate [1, 13]. According to
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the United States Geological Survey (USGS) station remarks, almost 60% of the
stream gages that were used in the Luce et al. study were downstream of irrigation
diversions. This includes measurements on the Salmon River at White Bird, ID with
165,000 acres of irrigation upstream; the Salmon River at Salmon, ID with 83,000
acres of irrigation upstream; as well as the Okanogan River near Tonasket, WA,
the Wenatchee River at Peshastin, WA, the Bruneau River near Hot Spring, ID,
and the Klicitat River near Pitt, WA with 7,500-25,000 acres of irrigation upstream.
Furthermore, current diversions in many of these watersheds are likely higher than
those listed in the USGS Annual Data Reports, because most of these estimates
were made over 50 years ago. Disturbance of many of these watersheds is further
substantiated by a nationwide assessment of river gages by Falcone et al. [4]. Falcone
et al. classified 37 of the 43 gages used by Luce et al. and found that 40% were
unsuitable as reference gages (gages classified as NON-REF in the Table). Therefore,
the upstream land use change invalidates at least half of the set of gages used as
reference conditions in the Luce et al. study. This percentage is coincidentally close
to the 56% of stations in the Luce et al. study that show insignificant discharge
trends in the 25th percentile.
The claim that ET losses are not a primary mechanism in the reduction of stream-
flows in the Luce et al. study needs to be substantiated before more complicated
explanations are offered. While it is possible that decreasing wind from climate
change may affect orographically driven precipitation in high mountain landscapes,
we find that the Luce et al. report does not adequately support this hypothesis.
Relationships between land and atmosphere in mountainous regions are extremely
complex and interactions among more than one climate variable should be con-
sidered. Previous climate change studies in the Pacific Northwest which include
dynamic relationships between all climate variables, not just wind, suggest a more
complicated outlook that includes changes in storm tracks, circulation patterns, and
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varying seasonal trends [14, 15].
Until further work has been completed providing stronger support to the hypoth-
esis that unobserved high mountain precipitation is declining due to diminishing
orographic precipitation, we suggest applying Occam’s Razor and assume that the
simplest hypothesis with the least number of assumptions is correct. In this case, we
believe declining stream flows in the Luce et al. study result from land disturbance
not declines in unobserved precipitation.
D.2 Correspondence to Nature Climate Change
In May, 2014 a correspondence was submitted to Nature Climate Change in re-
gards to a Letter published earlier that month in which the authors claimed to have
shown that a shift from snow to rain would decrease annual streamflow. The Cor-
respondence reveals that this phenomenon is related to a known bias in estimated
potential evapotranspiration in mountainous terrain. The manuscript is currently
under review.
D.2.1 Bias in Climate Data Leads to Unlikely Conclusions
In the recent letter “A precipitation shift from snow towards rain leads to a de-
crease in streamflow” Berghuijs et al. [2] suggest, using the Budyko framework [3],
that snow-dominated basins partition water into streamflow (rather than evapo-
transpiration) more so than rain-dominated basins. They then hypothesize that this
phenomenon will lead to lower annual streamflows under climate warming as precipi-
tation regimes shift from snow to rain. The authors, admittedly, lack a process-based
explanation for the phenomenon observed in their study results. Here we show that
accounting for known biases associated with potential evapotranspiration (Ep) esti-
mates in mountain terrain provide a full explanation for the reported phenomenon.
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Several studies have shown large discrepancies between methods used to calcu-
late Ep [6, 10, 9]. The technique used in the MOPEX dataset is based on point
measurements of pan evaporation. As detailed on page #3 of the Technical Re-
port [5] documenting these observations, Ep measurements are positively biased in
mountainous terrain because data cannot be collected below freezing temperatures.
Therefore, these Ep estimates are derived solely from summer months when Ep is at
a maximum. For this reason, the National Weather Service (NWS) “cautions users
so that they may make subjective corrections appropriate at the [station] location
based on their familiarity with the climate”. According to the methodology and
results in the Berghuijs et al. [2] study, it does not appear that these corrections
have been made.
The methodology employed by Berghuijs et al. [2] simply captures the Ep bias
in mountainous terrain. To demonstrate this effect, we plot the same dataset but
classify the data based on standard deviation of the topography (σ) within the
basin (Figure D.2A). Catchments where σ ≥ 150m are considered mountainous. As
illustrated in Figure D.2A, the Budyko relationship with mountain terrain is almost
identical to the one seen with snow fraction in the original study. The small offset
between plots is due to the adjustments the authors have made for wind effects.
We plot a conceptual Budyko curve that is impacted by a positive Ep bias to show
the matching alignment with the mountainous catchments. If the mountain terrain
variable was explored in the original study, the same way snow fraction was, the
authors might have concluded that rugged terrain causes the water balance to be
partitioned more heavily to streamflow than flat terrain; leading to the overall result
that climate change will not affect streamflow because terrain is essentially static.
We further emphasize the sensitivity of the results to the methodology used to
estimate Ep by plotting 412 of the 420 basins using a separate dataset (Figure D.2B)
[4]. Here, Ep calculations are estimated using the Hamon [7] equation which is based
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A
B
Figure D.2: (A) is a plot of the same data used in the Berghuijs et al. [2] study but
classified by mountainous terrain instead of snow fraction. The dashed line represents the
conceptual effects of a positive Ep bias. (B) is a plot of the same basins, categorized by
the original Berghuijs et al. [2] snow fraction, but this time using an alternative method
to estimate Ep that is insensitive to the effects of mountainous terrain.
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on temperature and saturation vapor pressure. This equation is insensitive to moun-
tainous terrain. Streamflow (Q) and precipitation (P ) estimates are similar to those
in the original study. The results show that the phenomenon suggested by Berghuijs
et al. [2] is completely eliminated when Ep is calculated with the alternative method.
Because the authors offer no physical explanation for the phenomenon observed
in their analysis, we find that these results are more likely to be a product of the
known biases in the Ep estimate. We emphasize that further evaluation on how
uncertainties and biases of climate data manifest within the Budyko framework are
necessary before rigorous analysis of climate change dynamics are possible.
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